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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1. STATEMENT OF THE THESIS
The purpose of this dissertation is to show the de-
velopment of Lutheran pastoral care in America. It was nec-
essary, in the beginning of the research, to go back to
Martin Luther and trace his influence on Lutheran pastoral
care today. The influence of Martin Luther as pastoral
counselor1 has set the pattern for Lutheran pastors who
have carried on the tradition of Lutheran clergymen as dis-
tinct from other clergymen.
A certain chronological sequence, for the sake of or-
der, has been followed though the purpose of this thesis is
not historiographies!. The writer realizes that the Luther-
an pastoral method is to be found in the daily life experi-
ence of the pastor and is inherent in his pastoral ministry.
This study is of particular importance for the Lutheran
2Church in America because of the rich pastoral heritage
that has been handed down from the past.
1. August Nebe, Luther as Spiritual Advisor
.
(Phil-
adelphia: Lutheran Publication Society, 1894"^
2. When the writer refers to the Lutheran Church in
America he means all Lutheran churches including the Missouri
Synod.
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22. DEFINITION OF TERMS
The primary meaning of the term pastoral care in this
thesis is the personal ministry of the pastor to individuals.
Pastoral care, of course, does have general connotations
which may apply to the pastor's activities in his entire pas-
toral ministry. When considering the development in the co-
lonial period and in the nineteenth century the term pastoral
care , in many instances, has been used to mean that pastors
were present in parishes and were ministering to individuals.
It was necessary to use the term in this general sense be-
cause there is a paucity of documentary material concerning
Lutheran pastoral care. The writer chose representative men
in these two periods of the development to Bhow the type of
pastoral care in its first and most significant meaning.
The writer has used the German term seelsorge which
will refer to both the general and specific work of the pas-
tor. Seelsorge has no adequate translation in the English
language, but the best definition is the care or cure of
souls . General seelsorge refers to the pastor ! s work with
the congregation as a whole. Private seelsorge refers to
his care of the individual soul. Private seelsorge and
pastoral care to individuals are coterminus.
3. DELIMITATION OF THE FIELD
It has been necessary to limit the study to the Amer-
ican scene for several reasons. Much has been written by
BMJiiT 10 KOXtlYXtXQ -S
el fit at eiao JxjcoJa*^ ulL6t *° Win**"* Ytaaii-i:* sa*
.zlAubivibrA •* -iocraiiq ed* xo ^itftli Xanoaieq ed* ax ax&erf*
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IgToJesq arte* ed* ywiavo asae&t&ata *tat at ba& acxTeq IsxnoX
aictajaq *ad* na-n* fc*ati need ead ^eonsJanx \cumb at
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to eq^* ed* woda o* *nemq©Xfcvefo ed* 1g e&oxteq owJ siaed* at
saxnaew irjuoi'tta^tu Jaoto Jbna Jail* a*x ax exao Ca-ioJaaq
dcxdw es^o«Xa9J* reie* naraxeO edJ .beau aad t&*xtw sdT
-asq erf* to iio« oxlxoeqa bna X**ene .:« ed* d*cd o* lele* XXI*
dexXstfl 9?** *' x floi^fi fnrjat.t e*ai/peba on aad e
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vd ne**Jkw need aad 6*>uX .anoaaei Xuievee toi eneoa naox
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3Lutherans though a great deal of it does not apply specif-
ically to this subject. The paucity of relevant material
proved to be a handicap. The writer had to investigate a
vast amount of material in order to glean from it the devel-
opmental aspects of Lutheran pastoral care. To cover ade-
quately the span of time involved from the beginnings of the
Lutheran Church in America to the present time it was nec-
essary to limit what is treated in the American scene so
that the study is not too expansive to the point of exclud-
ing some important developmental aspects. The writer has
chosen to consider the men who have made the most signifi-
cant contributions to the development in order to limit the
field.
4. CONTRIBUTIONS BY OTHERS
No one (to the knowledge of the writer) has attempt-
ed to set down specifically what has been the development
of Lutheran pastoral care in America. Some journal articles
have appeared with reference to the nature of the pastor's
4
work and the pastoral task but material on Lutheran pas-
toral care is conspicuous by its absence. Recently articles
3. J. L. Neve, A Brief History of the Lutheran
Church in America
,
(Burlington; German Literary Board, 1904).
Neve has written one of the best outlines of Lutheran Church
history in America.
4. Of. Lutheran Quarterly Review , (1-46) (1900-1927)
and Lutheran Church Review
,
(1-57) (1871-1927). These two
journals merged in 1927 and became the Lutheran Church
Quarterly .
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a'TO^asq ad* lo wtufAB ©dJ of ©one?©1st Afiw baiaaqqa ©vad
aaloltfTQ ylJnaoaH .aonaad-e aft yd auojuo/qenoo ax ©i*o laiQvfr
(*oei t b*LoM
f
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4on pastoral care have appeared in such journals as the
Lutheran Church Quarterly * Lutherans have written books re-
lated to this subject. Henry Ziegler wrote The Pastor in
1876; in 1903 George H. Gerberding, The Lutheran Pastor ;
since 1900 Carroll J. Rocky, Fishing for the Fishers of Men
(1924), J. H. C. Fritz, Pastoral Theology (1933, first edi-
tion and 1945, second edition), and Theodore Graebner, Pas-
tor and People (1933); more recently Carl Schindler, The
Pastor as a Personal Counselor (1943) , Walton H. Greever,
The Minister and the Ministry (1945), and Clarence C. Stough-
ton, Set Apart For The Gospel (1946). These widely scatter-
ed writings treat the pastor more than the development of
the pastoral care. The Lutheran pastor has kept very few
case histories or records which give any indication as to
what methods have been used and to what measure pastoral
ministries have contributed to the development of a strict-
ly Lutheran pastoral viewpoint in the care of souls.
5. AIM OF THE PRESENT WORK
The writer has attempted to blaze a trail over the
uncharted areas of the development of Lutheran pastoral
care in America. The heritage of the past is tremendous
but lacking in schematization. No one has set down a Lu-
theran point of view, showing those aspects of the Lutheran
pastoral ministry contributing to the development of pas-
toral care. The writer feels that the Lutheran pastor has
©dt aa aHunucc iloiiQ at b+xa^qqf esao Iaiota*q ao
-qi siood xxattiiir avad aoaiadJua . xXietT8i/>> domdP nagodtja
j
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jS§M l£ s*g4a*.'* oilJ lol paidai:* « x*3oH . I» XXc*i*0 00£X soaia
-ib© tail* ySfffi) yaoJcedT JftI£*l£S (stm .0 .H .1 (N-'ul)
-asji ,iofl<idJ8iO ^'xoJboeiiT Jbaa , {nottiij© encode ,c££X br?a aolt
edT ^oXta/doB IxaO xXtxioo©! eicm j(SCtil) •(Iqo» <I coa icj
4 iavot»t0 . H net laW 7:0 Xa fefti oO Xfliioaisfr a 3ttMH|
-dguotB .0 ©omnaXO i>iiB «(d*6X) -%*$Qla IIL 8dt bna -ratal a ill etfl
-Tattaoa '<Xabiw ©88riT . (8*2X) Xa^aoS ©AT 101 tn*oA £08 ,uc*
'to tcowqoXevib ©rft oadt ©iocb ictaaq ©dt ti*©!:* ajjallliir be
x"^* *ci©* a*ri oaxadtuJ ©riT .©nao laictaaq ©dt
ot aa nxltaotbnl 3^*25 doldw aJbio&ei 10 aaiiotnid ©OiiO
laiotaa^ t»'ii/aa©fn tariw et bna i)©au nescf ©v£d aix>dt©«u tauw
-totTta a Jn©fliqoX6/e« ot iietadittaoo strarf 8elTtainlm
.awoQ lo exao ©fit ni taioqw&iv XaioJ&sq naieritiij X-C
XjiOW fIXBISf KHT 10 MIA .S
©fit isvc Iija"it a »aaXo ot i)©^qpa?tii aad 'if^titw ©dT
Xisiotaaii aeT«rfti/J *0 tfirxrqolavaij ©dt \o assia be.txadoafj
awcine-ae** ai ta*jq ©dt lo e^atl-isd vidT .aoiT©«A nl ©tbo
-ud a niroij taa a^d sxjc- cK •nolt-a-sii Hasados nl galaoaX tua
l^rxsrituj ad* lo ntoaqa* eeoxlt giiiwodn (wiv to toioq xiaierif
-•aq lo *x»«fl©I»f«b #dt ot SiiX^i/dii.tfioo vitainla Xaio*e* 4
ejija lotcaq aaTa^JuJ tarit aX©et acjriiw arlT .eiao Xaiot
5made and is making a contribution to the field of pastoral
care and he has attempted to show this in the course of
this thesis. Pastoral care in the Lutheran Church has been
something practised but never talked about in "enlightened
circles." Part of this may have been due to the fact that
the pastor has been so busy in carrying out his parish acti-
vities that he has not had the time nor the inclination to
set down the cardinal principles of his practise. It is true
that in the seminaries he was taught the fundamentals of pas-
toral theology but there are very few good books on pastoral
care written by Lutherans.
The writer became interested in this study as a re-
sult of the growing importance of emphasizing pastoral care
in all branches of the Lutheran Church. It is to be hoped
that a constructive program for extending the development of
Lutheran pastoral care in America may result from this study.
The writer also is concerned about the place which
the Lutheran Church of America should play in the present
role of pastoral care to meet the increasing demands of the
people within and without its parishes. Lutheran pastors
need to become even more conscious that this development not
only must be made known but also must be studied in order to
employ tested modern methods of pastoral care in dealing
with people.
There are valid conclusions which can be drawn from
this study; (1) That there is a distinct and unique con-
Xc.ToJP.8q J o LXail ©d* o* iio tJucfxT^ noo a ^ni^aai i>l fori' ^Ii^io
lo e&ruoo od* fli aid* woria ooyq/sajJa aarf el ona ai*o
iiof»cf sad dOTx»riO nBtarf-toJ r>di n.c &tbo XaToJaa*! .a/cerid" aldi
oansJdsi Ilia*1 nx jLoda X»3:iXV3J xav^n vfiro Ji/58i;j"0£Tq $flid£arcoa
^•jBii J- tfoal ad* o* tuft neacf ovad ya* aid* 'to tial ".aeXoiio
-i*oa daixfcq aid ujuo BjfiifXXJSO n2 Yaxjcf ca naecf aad icjaaq aifj
c%t iioiiBaiXonx od* ion varied1 ad? xvsd too. »8d ad *ad£ a&XJlv
ax/xJ ax Jl .asizoaxq aid lo aaXqionixq JDieXJbxao edj nwob *aa
-aaq lo alajaainacflul en* jiigxjaj .^aw an sal30*loot ad* ni j^rfj
jjBTo.ta.aq no 8*'ooa 00054 wal xxsv sub aTedJ fua x&oXodJ Xe^oj
.fcaaxedJX/J \ci noj?xT*r f>i*o
-t»T a aa \ojj^s aid* 11X fc&j8©TajnJ; •wiaoad xsti** adT
stxjo XBTOJaaq gqisxaddqaja 10 oojibj io^lX s /tI '*0 'I8 3l** *°
b«qed ed 64 tl il .doxudS oBTad^J «n* io aarionx?TC XXB fli
1c Jn^rnqoXavab «?dj sniboojxs to! £1.1130 xq oviro/jxjarico a jaay
.^tart* aid* nfoxl tIo8.*-t aoixamA nx sijso U'Toiaaq a*T9dJX/J
rfoxdw aoaXq arid" Juoria boutfox:00 aX o«I« xaTlxa* odT
?xt98axq 9dj tit vaXq otLOfla aaXTa^A lo doxi»dtJ nBiadJoJ adj
ad* lo BbUBtiivt •gnieiOTOai ad* totm oj axao XeTctaaq to »Xot
aiojesq cinizixitu J . aadaix^q ail Juoiljiw boa nidjjw sXqoeq
+ r\ff tnsmoo fOVf)fc f IT jadj 8jJOX0anO0 8X001 A8V9 8SO090' O* 09811
o* xaJbxo oi JbaioL^a 9d tnum oaXa *x/d ffWOiii etBiii f>d *at/ai ^fno
SnXXaoo at ax*u laxo^aaq lo Btbf4i#8« uitbom baTaa*
«»Xqoaq d*x»r
aioxl nwfiTb ad oao ooidw anoiaij' Conco btUn *>x* t>xadT
-noo eupxrjj oxia ^oottaio a ai 0T9d* *adT (X) ;yi»u*a Midi
6tribution which the Lutheran pastor has made and is continu-
ing to make to pastoral care; (2) That there should be a
reawakening to the importance of this contribution; (3) That
there are areas beyond the present day practises which will
have to be explored and defined through the new emphasis in
theological education today, demanding the use of tools and
techniques not fully utilized to their best advantage;
(4) That there is need for expanding the curriculum in our
seminaries to include not only courses in practical or func-
tional theology in advance of the former studies but also a
clinical practicum in which the student, as well as the pas-
tor in the parish, will have opportunity to gain valuable
experience in "learning by doing 11 under supervision, for
theory and practise go hand in hand and cannot be divorced
from each other.
6. METHODS OF INVESTIGATION
During the course of investigation of this thesis the
writer has been corresponding with the leaders of the Lu-
theran Church in America in an attempt to discover what has
been done relative to the development of Lutheran pastoral
care in America. There is common agreement among them that
this study ought to be attempted because nothing had been
done to set down a purely Lutheran point of view in pastoral
care—much less show its development in America. With this
encouragement the writer investigated many of the avenues
-uaiJaoQ ai bn& *bam Bad actfsi'^ naTautfuJ ac* coxdw noitudi'tj
a 8d bLucdu S&tiT (S) ^eifo laie-Ja^c eal-ea oti >.uil
jariT (•) ; nciiijtfjtitfnoo 8id;t to aaaa^ioqaii orf* oy ^iixuei/JWBQT
IXiw rioidw astai^oexq yab ^n^wsiq «?>d;f bnbydcf a*ex& ©xa ste da-
ft Jt g jt 3j8 (icas8 won t*d.t liyiucnis o&izttQb bra boxoXuXt* &d c$ 3van
Jbns a loot 'to dsuu «d»t ^ni-bnaaiax) r v.8|}c;l noi^arudbs X^cigoXoad?
JtgpttMfei jeed TiadJ 0/ x>©siX2^if xiiui joh aai/pindea?
tuo al 3ftj LuoItiuq 9d$ ^inlJbiiKi^x© 10I b&ea «2 ar^nf t&ift (*)
—on ill to Jjsol^o^iq ni aea^uoo xXnc Joa 3jd.? Lo:i c £ MlUMiMM
£ ca£« Jud aaibuffa S9anoi edJ ic sonavXxa ni XHC toed* Unci*
-aaq &dJ 38 XXaw 88 , xnsfci/ja add" rioidw nx cujoxJoa'iq Xaoinilo
oXcfBJuXfiy aiirg o;t v,;finu*~Oviqo ©van" XClw t naix8q ed? kJ tcJ
tgi r j!c2&iv73qua T8X>njj ^a*©*1 Y.Q gnlaixj©X" ?1 i *)on« Liaqxs
jb©G*rc>vxt> ad xcnnao ruus i>n*;d ni Jbn8n 09 aai^oai^ Jbc-s xicDdJ
ad.4 axaenj aid? 10 xiox;f.usiJa8vci '10 sauuc-o ancr gox'rxiG
—ii I 6rij to btc&jmiX adit *i^Xw ^snXnnc "'QdT'XOO nwid 3»id is J .£ ?•»
aad J.daw Tevooalb ot Jtmnetfita na ni aoixaeu, ni riO'tudD n&idrftf
Xaioteaq oaiaritfuj ic cfnotnqo Xov»b si-tt •# avxJiiXoT »noi3 naad
tadJ M8ii^ ^nora.'3 ^nees s t^a ncawoo al »i»d? *BtxxaaMk Bi auao
aot>d barf snxdtfon aauaoed fcaJqmojja sd oi 3ague Yfurfa exdJ
Xato^asq ai weiv 'io Jxiioq naTftdJuJ xl&ujq a nwob tfaa anei)
&\rtt ditti .aoxT8>nA fi i: .tnotnqc X»veJ3 8ti wode aaaX done?
—
-jtco
aeuneva arit ic ^fljaas f;ad','isXd-aeval le-^xTW edj" t a8«8<38-ruoon8
7of approach suggested by these men. Some of them have
proved fruitful.
The background material which deals specifically with
Luther and his pastoral method were investigated in German
sources and in those English translations which are avail-
able. It was necessary to do considerable research in the
journals published by the various Lutheran bodies in America
to glean from them articles which have immediate bearing
upon the developmental aspects of Lutheran pastoral care.
The lives and the work of Lutheran pastors in America have
been investigated to determine which men have made the most
outstanding contributions. This has involved reading biog-
raphies as well as personal journals which these men have
kept. The writer did much library research, not only in and
around Boston but also at the leading Lutheran theological
seminaries which have available material on the Lutheran
Church in America.
To make the study of more value and up-to-the-minute
in scope the writer prepared a questionnaire, which was sub-
mitted to a cross-eection of Lutheran pastors in America, in
rural centers and cities of varying size, to get a picture
of what the Lutheran pastor today thinks about the pastoral
task as he finds it within the confines of his own parish.
7. SCOPE OF THE PRESENT STUDY
Chapter I is the introduction to the subject. The
V8VJftd man* 10 stnoQ .am aoed* yd bsJaas^u-e rioaoiqqe Jo
* hit 3 1ml bavoiq
dJiw vLDBOiiioa^a 8l«ab doidw XaiitfJaai bnuoTaifoao' adT
iiaifiToO si bait-a^iiaavni 9T9w bodJtea iaiotf^aq aid boa itdtfi/J
sub doidw enoitoXaii*?* deiXgna aaodJ flj boa naotuoe
9dtf ni doxaaaai oldaia&lattco ci o* ^Taaasoaa aaw 11 . 3 Ida
••JtiauA ai aeibcd auiad-uu bi* oixev ad* id bsxioiXdx/q aXamxtot
gniiasd 93&tbt»aml aviid doidw asXoiJxa aod* moil finely of
.aiao JisioJ-aisq atiiGdiud lo ajoeqan LaJnwnqoXaveb ad* noqi;
o/ari aoiiami. fit aio-J&aq na'iacULj lo a[iow 9d* bua aaviX <=»dT
Jaom 9d* eJaaac ©vail ne« doidw aalmitrteb o* bQt&-gtJah vol aa«d
-3oid sni&aw* be/Xevar a«d aJtdT .anoiJudii Ino© t bns d a J jo
avad nam ovarii doidw aXnaiuot X^noe-xoq a* XXa^r ;us aaidqB?
bn.a ni vino *0fl f do 7-<389T {TeidiX iioutc bib xaJiiw adT . :tqvi
Xsoiigc Coed* na-i9dvtuj ^nJtJbJsal 9dJ cr^ cala noiaoH bat/on
n-oiadxuj ad* no £.axi8.taii *£<S3ttsv* av©d doidw aeiisnia^a
.j»o I'!<»mA ni aoiuitO
jj^i/nl.'M—adJ'—o3—qu bi'iA aux-BV jiou lo ./juj& aiu ^i*.ajn or
>. r.-;a vo^dw <aii.aafloi*39jp « ban^aiq xeJiiw ad* aqooa ni
ni ,ie-oina;n.4 ni atoJajsq tune:iiu>l \o aoii o^a-Jttoio A c* betiiia
dftSvcwlti a *^<fs ©* « a^ i*"* 3^*^''*^ 86171© Diia aiajna© laxui
Daio^aujq ad* jfod* ail/.'idj -tytto* lOJBJdq oaxadjjjj ad* d\sdw lo
•daiusq nwo aid 'io aanixnoo ad* xiidJiw ji abnil ad as ilii
YUliTti TH. id.ii.i, &HT 10 a^OOti » A^|w> ~>-y«a
adT . joa^ciua edj ©j noiJOiubcxjfii axiJ ai I ?07qt*dvi
background patterns of Lutheran pastoral care, as discovered
in Martin Luther's ministry, are considered in Chapter II.
These patterns have come to the American branch of the Lu-
theran Church as a rich heritage from the past and to some
extent have continued in practise in the present-day Luther-
an pastoral care.
Chapter III considers "The Beginnings of Lutheran
Pastoral Care in America, w covering the development from the
earliest arrival of Lutherans in America through the period
of colonization. An extended treatment has been given to
the pastoral ministry of Henry Melchoir Muhlenberg who is the
most outstanding representative pastor during the colonial
period. His ministry extended from 1742 to 1787.
Chapter IV shows "The Development of Lutheran Pastoral
Care in America during the Nineteenth Century." It was nec-
essary not only to show the major trends within the develop-
ment on the American shore but also to show what factors ar-
rested the development. Lutheran pastoral care was expanded
on the American scene because of the westward movement of
the frontiers. This expansion resulted in great demands for
the pastor to minister to the new "homesteaders. 1* When we
realize that there were only about forty Lutheran pastors on
the American continent up to 1787, 5 it is seen clearly that
5. Neve, op. cit., p. 44.
I.11 lejqfirfO fix boaeuianco bis t 'CT^Biniffl a'-i&dtfuj nifxall nJt
-ijj ©df "3to domsTd oaoiTeraA txtt oJ ©mco bvan ani©*,tjeq ©aedT
^moa of ba& /aaq ©dJ ao*"i ©saJiaed iloif a *js dosx/dri HMMH
-i-ijijjjj ^©Jb-Ja© a© Tq ©dtf ni ©aiffdAiq nl /jeuci^iioo 8w.d tfxifjjrxe
.auso La ioJs a*.; as
osifcxijxjj "to a&ciiHii^eH ©nT" ai*»oi«.i • o III xajqadO '
©iitf itoil vXiainqo lit vt>jt) e.ld" jgniT&vc© " t j6 oil©tnA ui ctsO £sto^WI'41
fccJt^csq ©d* rfgiioiitt MotrvsaA ni 8ixBied^.uJ to laviira fraai !•*:«©
o,f ni?vl$ nftsd aflri jnfxEJjaei* .bsfcaaJx© aA .iicites tcoloo to
ortt ai orfvr 5,if>dn» Xiii/JA liodoXaM x^EaH lo YT^^iniaj £eTCJ"e.«q an3
XjBlnoXoo ad* Tjr»i*iLit> rcJaeq evitf-eJ^aB^xq©-! ibiiAjaJx/o ^»oa
T8VI cS S*VX «ot! ^s.tntj 3 xa viJainiM aiK .bciToq
IificJea'? xuaiaxl^iUii lo tnarnqoXoved an?" woda VI T^a^edO
-oiti asir iS. ".xTi/frneO zLin&^StniU adJ ^nlu-i) aolnbasA ai maO
-qcIavoJb aritf aiiiitvr ebnerx rolaas rod© ot \Xn© ten y*1*88*
-t© aioi'OjH't tfauw woda oalfi tud atoda nao tiamA an* no Jnaai
i)Cii<n£qxe aaw axe© ItfioJasq cwiariJuJ . JniKnqoIevab adJ- jofl.neT
io ^nacRfevcft o •: J *i:> ' ic< & ni f-o*4 c»' i;'t»o t iiC'0 i't&tr.h ?ui$ no
to': 3t)-.tii ; i/i, tfjjsn.vi x i x 1^93" Luaai iiojtane.q^o 3*d? . aTalinoT* 9iitf
a«r nadW " . aifej>ae a-ae/aod* wen add" o£ rt>J©icln o* ic^aaq ©4*
no aiotfoaq oaiadituil ^tfTol dvuoife ^Ilic mad* Jad* asxlut)'i
t&di Xixaafo n©ea si frj 3 t Y8Vl id qfc Jitanitfnoo ivat iiaaUL
9the indigenous growth has been prodigious.
The movement of population westward made tremendous
demands upon the pastors, trying to keep pace with the surge
of peoples who poured over the mountains to subdue the wil-
derness. Large influxes of Scandinavian as well as Saxon
immigrants were caught up in the tide of the westward ad-
vance. The movement was a trying experience to the pastors
who tried to minister to the widely scattered Lutherans.
There was a scarcity of pastors and it became evident that
there was a need for American trained pastors.
The Civil War had considerable effect on pastoral
care during the nineteenth century. The Civil War arrested
the movement westward as well as the development of Luther-
an pastoral care, though attempts were made to minister to
the citizenry and the soldiers. The Lutheran Church was
hopelessly divided over the slavery issue,
William A. Passavant was chosen as the representative
pastor during this period because his life extends through-
out most of the century and because his pastoral care repre-
sents the type which was brought to the Lutheran population
as it moved westward.
Chapter V points up the development because it pre-
sents pastoral care in the present era from the vantage point
of the pastors in parishes today. The writer prepared a
questionnaire which was sent to a cross-section of Lutheran
•auvfylborq n9©d aad AtmoTg auonesil^ni on*
SLOi'iflOiB&tit f>.6iifiC 0TAW*8©'^r lIOXJaXUQOG 'fO J/XtyB©1TC0I ©AT
a^iaa ©dJ Lift* ooaq qaoii o* gniY^ . atcjaa -4 ©dJ acqxi a-b-i.^m^t'
-Xiw ad* ?ji..bnju« t,;/ nai&siwcm ©d* save Jba'Tuoq odw aelqoeq lo
00x08 as Hew as nalv&aibi'.tol: lo MXuXlai a^uJ .«ae.oT©r)
v ».id to >,..? . . ;> ri^j 0 sis a - Ji»J5T»x<rmi
aiotaeq ©itt oJ ©OfrS£*r©qxo jni\T^ a aaw juemuvcxfl srfl . ©dfx«Y
. Bn/*T©d<ra J t>9T9jj-£0ii ^Xobfw 9il4 o* TS^Hxniin oi" b*trt odw
.tad* Jnafciv© ©iflaosd ?t bn* tiotfaiq to y3 jb aew ©T©d?
. aio*a*q btatHit iilo ki&&.& not Jboaxx a aaw ©Ted*
laioJaaq no xoo'iS© © [daioJbJfcaco J*ad xatt IxvlO ©dT
b»3-a?jTi. 7js* livxO adT . xox/*aeo dJ-floa*©axa ©d* %ntiub ©^H
-i*d*jji lo *nea:qoI©veJb exit aa {Jaw aa .bxawJaew *nfcqrivoffi en*
o* lejainiw c* ©osm stew a*gr,©**« d&uod* < s^ao jjrxo*aeq a?
.©uaax x*ev*J"8 9jC1* oebxvii) ylaae-Ieqcn
©v t*a*xiea&Tq©i and1 aa aeaodo aaw jnav^tfaai .A f&alllxW
-dsuo'ici* atfl&tfxs ©ixi aid aeuaoad botieq aid* 3iiln?Jb xo^fUM
-aiqai oiao L8T0*aaq aid eajjjsoocf Jboo ^-iLtneo ©d* to *8cm tno
noi*aii;qoq aazedSud ad* o* *d$uo7d aaw doidw aqx* ad* etase
.bxawjasw fctwofl *i ajj
-aiq *i eau^osd ?nett Hc leva!) erij qu a*nioq V TftiqedC
Jnioq sua^fl/Jv ©d* oioti £t& jxre «©iq ©d* ni ©mo LBxcJaj&q MlUNI
a h©7aq©iq xa*iTW wdT . x-a-bcJ aodaiicq nx aicJaaq ©d* xo
nutfjrfty J io nox?o c a-a.- oio a o* *nsa aaw doxdw ©-ixaxinei ta^jjp
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pastors in the eight bodies of the National Lutheran Council
and in the Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod. The results of
the questionnaire show how the Lutheran pastors of today con-
ceive their office, the methods they employ in their pastoral
ministries, and their opinions about the present trends in
pastoral care. The chapter includes analyses of the questions
asked on the questionnaire with tables showing the distribu-
tion of the respondents according to each church body. The
entire questionnaire with totals completes the chapter.
Chapter VI, entitled "The Lutheran Pastoral Ministry,"
supplements Chapter V by presenting an account of pastoral
care delineated from relevant literature of the present pe-
riod. The writer has attempted to show what the Lutheran
pastor is traditionally and what has influenced his pastoral
care. Among the factors considered in connection with the
doctrine of the call are its definition, the required train-
ing for the Lutheran ministry, and the rite of ordination.
There are various phases of Lutheran pastoral care, such as
the pastoral acts, which include private confession, private
administration of the sacraments, cat conization and confirma-
tion, pastoral visitation in general, and counseling in spe-
cific cases: the couple planning for marriage, the sick and
the dying, and the bereaved. Another important phase of the
development is Lutheran pastoral care in special places such
as student service work, the chaplaincy during both World
fioaxjoO xu&TedJjjJ Ucott&H *cit io aexhod angi* **t at sieiaaq
-000 ^boo* io aio.xa.fcq asieasud ©d* wod *p4a ©sxiixmoi tf'.'ax, j> ©4*
JjRicj&isq ixt>d,x \roX<#»© i^dtf aoodjem axW t ©oxiio ais^J
ax ajDiieis ,)xi33g)Xq QflJ juou* axioluxqo xxadJ tas va©£w>iip|
axioiJaeup adJ to aaax-Una aarbuXoflX xs;tqfldo ©dT ,»x« J»T<,j*£q
-jidxiJsxo ©dj gxiiaode 3<>Xcla* dtfxw si iaxixicxJaaiJp sd* no b&2&&
oo'T . ^Jbod dciudo do**© ot gaifctcooa BjueoxioqaeT edJ aoxJ
,i©.fqerfo Hrii- afe^ititcoo aX^JoJ- dlim ©TjaxixioxJaex;^ ©Tx*na
+ «r«f\i ri!-i- tA*«i ftfiT^i^iii J ©dT* baXVfcJxia .XV la^qarfO
* • -
iaioj-auq io trujQOua At gniJnaatiTq yd V leJqadD ataem- iqqx/'*
-©q Jxiaaosq rdJ io a-rx/frsie'Jx f fcoavalai Boil M>*a©nxX©x>
fti-ao
[isio^aaq aid bsonsuXixix aad t&a* bos xlX&aoit xJoaij ax io q
t" • nci-iocnrro jx t-» wtienoo ascJoal '>dJ saoa* -©mo
. , „ rse_ _ .. ..
.. .. ^ f„^*h an «ti IIi50 orii lo ©uXUocb
.xxox^siniijio 'io a^x? ©d* oxub ,Y**a*n ±IB o*i»&*ul sdtf io* ^ai
«* dOiie ,*xao XBTOiaBq iisaod*x/J to aaaarfq axxoxxev exa ftMff
>™ nistn-A'^'tnc u aj^vxtu ouiloxix noxdtf .aioa CrtioJaeq Off)
-jsaiTilnoo bx« noX^ilxtoaa-Jio t a*Ji©iWi»A« xo noi^fliJ sxaXtuoc
-aqa Hi BxiilGafiJjoo i>xuJ , IflT©fl9» aX B*t$*tl*l* I*iota&q
,noU
tm ioxa tit **} ^^co Mfl :^a& o ux:xo
©c^ le oaaiiq jtui^ToqwX aed^ool .b©v««*tad ©d,T xstiA ,sxixxfc
.Ovi*i neoaXq Xaioaqa xix eiao Xaio^«aq naTadJiiJ «i ^nsaqoXavex)
bXtcf died snxx^'t- ^on i^Iq^ao
Ware, and ministries in institutions—'hospitals, homes for
children, homes for aged, and prisons.
Chapter VII is the conclusion to the thesis and it
includes a summary of the entire thesis and specific propo-
sals for future development of Lutheran pastoral care. The
latter is a plea for more practical application of pastoral
care. Cooperation of all Lutheran bodies through a Com-
mission on Pastoral Care is suggested. The Lutheran Church
has been somewhat hesitant to employ the newer techniques
which would change the programs in its seminaries radically
in some instances. The writer advocates a clinical year
which could be taken in a parish or a clinical center where
the seminarian would gain some experience in pastoral care.
This would allow the seminarian to "learn on the job" under
the supervision of experts trained in the field of clinical
pastoral care.
Ideally the pastor-supervisor in a clinical training
program for seminarians should have had the necessary clin-
ical training qualifying him to give direction in these im-
portant aspects of pastoral care. It would be a wise pro-
cedure to take this training during all three of the years
spent at the seminary but an intensive clinical year at a
training center would have as many, if not more, advantages
this latter training ought to come before the seminarian's
last year in the seminary. The Beminary facilities should
be expanded to allow the theolog the opportunity to work in
lot aamCii iqaod-—anoiSL'JiJanx ni a©i"j Jainim hruB ^aiafc
.enoniiq has toi ap.nod «n9-iJh£ido
,t r on* sie^dj- fi.lt cd nciauCOiioo «j>dvt ai 1IV cpd04|Mi
-oqciq oitrooqa baa aiatdJ o*rx,tns ©d,r 10 '/xa/iftai/a a osLx/Ioni
•ifT Lsiclaeq aai^rttftfj 'io sno^qoLavab 9isitu\ lot a£*a
laioJaaq io noitaoilq^ Ifioi*0£Tq ©som toi »«Iq * »J ifrJJaX
-aroO a d&i/ctd* oaxbod n«T«ri^LAl Lin to noiteio+ocO .©xftt
rioiuaC? aBTHdJuJ odT .bo^assswB ax ataO £flTO*aa<i so nciatum
aaupiadosj «*©w©n ©d* yolqra© *n£.Un©rf, j-adwewnoa na©c and
XlX»ioib6T of* i't*3fiii!f a 3Jx ni a^aT^o*^ ©d* ©£ai»do x>Xxjow doidw
xattY jjBoxiiilo ^ r.a^A0OTJtj£ -.te^ia* enT .siMitttiaaJt ©not ni
siedw •xafuoo lacx^iCo B 10 iisix*^ fl nx a©*** ©d bluoo Joxdw
. y -le j .ujic^ao^ iii tJoneiueqx© ©mois nJb«^ oLuow ri*iTafli«i&a ed*
laoau "dot ©ni no nxaal" ruBXianiaieB ed.? well* blue* -;].dT
Xaoxcilo io Jbl©il ©dJ ni bonx-fiTtf" a-i©*;'*© 10 ncinivieqija sd?
. &i«o CatiGd'a&q
t>gfrt f.At.f LacxntCo £ ni loaivToquo—'xctfajsq ©d$ Y.l£a©.til
-nilo YTjVf,,!t;<J09n 9a^ bad ©varf bXi/oda axiaiuifi i*aa 101 Hii5T|piq
-mi ©a©d.t ni noi^oeiib svi$ o* »id gniv\ I teup -gainta?* I*oi
-gtu sax* b 9d blxow XI ,©t*o XaiGJaaq 10 afo^qaa jnafrToq
aifi.-s^ adtf to ©©TdJ lie S^ xnIJBT* aixfcfr a^a* o* ©tu.o©o
jj *a i*e^ .CeoiuiXo avian© Jni na Jud staciuiea ad* J a Jneqa
••ja'SB.jnjBvfc.s ,o"tofii ton li t Yfla« 8i5 awd -blx/ow -reJnao 3ainia19
a 'naiUBflxniaa ad* ©*xo*©d" ©moo ci Jriguv. gniui&'iJ "iej-^al aid^
olxjoda aoililio-a't x^fii™** .XMnin;©a ©def nx xx;©x Jaal
nx it&w o* Y^xru^'toqqo ©dtf ?joIo©d3 ©dJ- *oXXa o^ bsbnaqx© ©d
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clinical centers near the seminary and there ought to be a
cooperative relationship between these centers and the semi-
nary. It would be desirable if such a program could be fol-
lowed in a teaching hospital where it would be accepted sym-
pathetically.
The writer suggests several proposals with regard to
the training program and courses in theological curricula,
both on the undergraduate and the graduate level, and the
establishment of Lutheran clinical centers in institutions
owned or directed by the Lutheran Church and in parishes
where seminarians would be under the direction of clinically
trained pastors. Because Lutherans train almost exclusively
in Lutheran seminaries the future development of Lutheran
pastoral care in America may center largely around the uti-
lisation of and development in Lutheran clinical centers.
In the writer's opinion, however, there are many opportuni-
ties and advantages for Lutheran seminarians and pastors who
find it possible to take clinical training in well establish
ed schools of other denominations.
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CHAPTER II
PASTORAL CARS DEVELOPED BY MARTIN LUTHER
1. LUTHER'S CONCEPT OF PASTORAL CARE
In this chapter the writer will attempt, first, to show
how Martin Luther conceived the pastoral office and, second,
to illustrate how he performed his pastoral office. Most of
the material which shows this development is inextricably con-
nected with his pastoral care to individuals who came to him.
A large part of this material is drawn from his Tischreden
( Table Talk ) , his Breif
e
(Letters ) . and his Werke (Works ) . The
task of the writer has been to ferret out the ideas which per-
tain specifically to what the German language calls seelsorge . 1
In treating Luther's primary concept of the office of
pastor, it is necessary to go back to his own soul condition-
ing. He held, as a cardinal principle, the necessity for the
physician to heal himself before he could heal others: "Phy-
sician, heal thyself!" (Luke 4; 23) He felt that no one could
give counsel and advice to others without first searching his
own soul, advising and caring for it, before seeking to give
such care to others. Thus, as Nebe wrote, "Luther, as a
1. There is no adequate translation, as pointed out
in Chapter I, but it can be translated best as the care of
souls.
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Spiritual Adviser, had to first care for his own soul. w
This concern for his own soul began early in his monastic
career. He never considered himself without superiors to
whom he had to go for counsel and advice. His old friend,
Staupitz, was of real help to Luther, although he realized
later that even the help of such a friend was not sufficient
for his own inner anxieties. As a result of ezaming him-
self, he was able to minister to others more adequately than
before he worked through his own uncertainty.
The Reformer felt that the seelsorger had to be ini-
tiated into the mysteries of the divine Word. It was this
immersion in the Word which made his pastoral ministry so
effective. He seemed always to have the right word at the
right time. Luther's insight into the Word is revealed in
his commentary upon it. Many of his students received com-
mentary on the Word in such a striking manner that they
felt impelled to take it down word for word. "That he cares
best for his own soul who is completely immersed in the
quickening and saving fountain of the Word of God, no one
better knew than our Luther." Luther used the Scripture
with great skill. In every trial Luther felt the weight of
2. August Nebe, Luther as Spiritual Adviser, (Phil-
adelphia: Lutheran Publication Society, 1892), p. 9. The
writer is indebted to Nebe for his research on Luther and
for pointing to sources relevant to Luther as pastor.
3. Ibid., p. 17.
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Satan against him, but he was able to find comfort in the
Word and in the beauty of GrOd r s creation.
In addition to hie insight into the Scripture in
caring for his own soul, Luther resorted to the other ef-
fective instrument in the spiritual life: prayer. "The
best weapon to employ against all trials and temptations is
prayer; but Luther, great man of prayer that he was, expe-
rienced more than once to his sorrow that the spirit of
prayer may forsake the believer. He understood, however,
4how to awaken it again and kindle it to a clear flame.*
Hi 8 prayer life enabled him to accomplish phenomenal tasks
and to surmount the temptations to which his own soul was
subject. Even in the face of death he was able to guide
his own soul tranquilly through to his life^ end with the
same assurance which he found and which he gave to others.
2. LUTHER'S PASTORAL COUNSELING
a. His ministry to the forlorn
Luther recognized the necessity to minister to his
fellow men as a duty of the Christian man. He was a devoted
servant engaged in labors of love for his fellow men. Hie
own experience in sickness and the severe temptations
through which he passed helped him to care for the sick and
the forlorn.
4. Ibid., p. 25 - 26.
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Perhaps the most pressing need of pastoral care was
among those who, like Luther, had bolted from monastic chains
to be free. They flocked to the storm center of revolt—to
the town of Wittenberg. De Wette has said that they came
from all over Germany and from towns outside Germany and from
5
other countries. These monks and nuns who had fled were not
only in need of spiritual succor (they feared the consequence
of their act) but also in need of material help for most of
them had escaped without adequate food and clothing. They
sought shelter as well as all necessities of life. Pastoral
care to relieve these physical wants made pressing demands
upon Luther and, in addition to his overloaded schedule, he
did find time to make provision for the care of these forlorn
people among friends and relatives. Much time, effort, and
practical ingenuity was consumed in finding jobs for the es-
caped monks. Even after Luther had found jobs for these
"displaced* monks he had to testify personally for them to
gtheir employers before they were given employment.
Among those who sought Luther's help were also the
nuns who, like the monks, had freed themselves from the
shackles of monasticism. He took many of them into his home;
some remained there during the remainder of their lives. One
5. Wilhelm Martin De Wette, Luther 1 s Briefe, Vol. 2,
(Berlin: Georg Reimer, 1826), p. 182.
6. Nebe, op. cit., p. 59.
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of these women was an aunt of Kathrine, his wife. Many of
these nuns consulted Luther about their marriages. As an
example, he wrote to a young lady by the name of Hannah:
I have received your letter, and, as you desire,
will do my best, both with Mr. S. von K. , and
with any other who may ask my opinion, to help
you on your promised marriage, that it may move
along smoothly. God knows that so far as in me
lies, I would most willingly help everyone along
in much smaller matters than this, if I were
able. 8
From this excerpt we can gather that Luther was a patient
counselor to people in distress. It may be said that he had
time for the smallest things and that he pressed himself
with vigor to accomplish the most demanding task. His let-
ters to these distressed nuns were, as Nebe has suggested,
"designed to be. . .what guiding stars are to the forlorn
a
wanderers in the desert."
If we are to analyze further what Luther attempted in
his counsel to these distressed people, on the strength of
these letters which flowed from his pen, we can see the fol-
lowing pattern. He always expressed a deep interest in the
person's problems. In spite of the predicament he commended
the individual to God's care. He even suggested that the
tribulation might be Satan's messenger to buffet him or her
but that God would be near in every trial. To encourage, as
7. De Wette, op. cit., Vol. 6, p. 327.
8. Ibid., Vol. 2, p. 445.
9* Nebe, op. cit., p. 68.
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well as comfort, he then exhorted the person to call upon
God in prayer. He was confident that there would be a
happy issue out of any affliction.
Not only did individuals but also entire congrega-
tions turned to him. wLuther though at a distance, exerted
himself as a true shepherd in behalf of those who had been
forsaken, if not actually persecuted by their own appointed
shepherds. . . ""^ Luther's influence extended far and wide
and he exerted as much influence away from Wittenberg as he
did in his own environs. He was willing not only to write
letters of consolation but also to go even to the civil
authorities to plead cases. 11 He felt that the spiritual
adviser must give counsel and personal assistance, wherever
possible, if the forlorn individual could not help himself.
Because of this deep and compassionate understanding of the
distressed he was always besieged with applications. The
following quotation is a typical reply to the forlorn bouIs
who sought his aid.
May you also in turn deal graciously and merci-
fully with poor people, as indeed well becomes
spiritual rulers, in order that the grace of
God may be recognized and acknowledged with
thankfulness. . .there are alas, far too many
others who treat people with such cruelty, and
conduct themselves with such ingratitude to
God. . .they would wantonly awaken again. • .
the wrath and displeasure of God. . .
10. Ibid.
,
p. 70.
11. De Wette, op. cit., Vol. 4, p. 405, Vol. 6,
p. 135.
12. Ibid.
, Vol. 3, p. 16.
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Luther could not reject those in straightened circum-
stances and, when he was not able to deal with a matter per-
sonally, he found occasion to call on others to assist.
This suggests cooperation with other professional people.
His dependence on cooperation by others was basic in Luther's
counseling with those who were forlorn. The literature on
this point is not extensive but Nebe has reported that this
was true in the case of a certain man by the name of Hans
Von Kohlhasse. Luther called in other advisers to help coun-
13
sel this man.
b. His ministry to the sick
It was in 1517, the year of the dreadful plague, that
Luther wrote to Dr. Johann Hess:
We must and are in duty bound to deal with our
neighbor in all times of need and danger whatso-
ever. . .He who will not help and assist another
until he can do it without danger or injury to
his own person. . .will never help his neighbor. .
. .Therefore will Christ also at the last day
condemn them as murderers, when he shall say:
'I was sick, and ye visited me not.'* 4
That this was an absorbing concern of Luther is not to be de-
bated.
Though he was a professor at Wittenberg during this
time, he still felt his responsibility to the community in
which he lived. If someone was in need, he did not spare
13. Nebe, op. cit., p. 100 - 103.
14. De Wette, op. cit., Vol. 1, p. 347.
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himself in effort to "relieve the necessity of saints." In
the letter mentioned above, Luther continued;
I deem it proper, therefore, to present at the
same time some brief instruction as to how one
should minister to the spiritual wants of the
people in the midst of such frequent deaths. . .
in order that we, who are called to have the
care of souls, may fulfil our office. . .First. .
. .one should exhort the people to go to church. .
. .which teaches men how they ought to live and
die. . .Second. . .the people should be exhorted
that each one lay hold in time and prepare him-
self for death by confessing and receiving the
sacrament. . .Third. . .should any one desire to
see the chaplain or pastor, the latter should be
summoned. . .15
In this short passage we can see his penetrating concern for
the soul care of the individual in fear of death from the
dread plague. Luther himself had lost a roommate in his
early days in the University and had stood by while the Black
Plague also took the lives of his two brothers. Luther re-
spected this disease but he did not hesitate to handle the
dying or take them into his arms to ease the last severe mo-
ments.^
Nebe has pointed out that Luther considered his vis-
its, as pastor, of importance equal to those of the physi-
cian, "for he was thoroughly convinced that very many bodily
diseases have their origin in the morbid spiritual condi-
tion. MXf From this little note it may be suggested that Lu-
ther had some insight into what modern medicine calls the
15. Loc. cit.
16. Nebe, op. cit., p. 36
17. Ibid., p. 39.
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"psychosomatic" approach to sickness and disease.
On one occasion Luther made the following observation
with regard to the weakness caused by unhealthy spiritual
condition:
That is a result of sorrow, which is often a
cause of such disorders; for when the heart is
troubled and sorrowful, then follows also weak-
ness of body. The diseases of the heart are
the real diseases, such as sorrow, temptation,
etc. 19
This striking passage at once illuminates Luther's insight
into the real causes of much sickness—a weakened spiritual
condition, devoid of the Word which can heal; this is a
sorry state for one who suffers and for which no medicine
can be prescribed.
The physicians consider in diseases only the
causas natural es , whence and from what natural
causes a disease comes, and try to give help
with medicine, and they do right; but they do
not see that the devil often hurls a disease
upon a person, when there are no causas natural es .
There must be a higher kind of medicine to ward
off the devil's pestilence, namely faith and
prayer, and the seeking of spiritual remedies in
God's Word. 20
18. The psychosomatic approach in modern medicine
considers the person as a whole. As implied in the term,
psychosomatic medicine treats both the somatic, or physical,
and the psychic, or emotional, aspects of the person's ill-
ness. See Flanders Dunbar, Mind and Body; Psychosomatic
Medicine
,
(New York: Random House, 1947) . See also Edward
Weiss and 0. Spurgeon English, Psychosomatic Medicine
.
(Phil-
adelphia and London: W. B. Saunders Company, 1943)
.
19. Johann Aurifaber, Tischreden , (Eisleben: Gebauer,
1566), p. 493.
20. Ibid., p. 494.
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Further in this passage from Tischreden there is a descrip-
tion of how Luther called upon the sick.
Whenever Luther called upon the sick he first bent
over the patient and inquired about the sickness, what was
really troubling him, how long he had been Bick, who his phy-
sician was, and the kind of medicine he was taking. Luther's
next step was to inquire if the man had been patient with God
in his weakness.
When he had learned how the sick man had born
himself in his weakness, and what was his dis-
position towards God, if it appeared that he
was determined to bear his sickness patiently. .
. .and that he acknowledged himself to have
well deserved this affliction by his sins, and
was prepared to die willingly, if it should so
please God; thereupon the Doctor (Luther) began
highly to praise such Christian resolution and
purpose as a work wrought by the Holy Spirit
and declared with exultation that it is a great
mercy of God when one attains in this life a
true knowledge of God. . .and can submit himself
to the will of God. 22
He would exhort the sick man to continue in this faith
strengthened by the Holy Spirit; he would assure the patient
that he (Luther) would offer prayers in the man's behalf.
Luther would not accept the thanks for his pastoral service,
but reminded the patient that it was the duty of hi6 office.
As he bade them farewell he kindly counselled
them to fear nothing (Repressive-inspirational 23 ),
21. Loc. cit.
22. Loc. cit.
23. The repressive-inspirational approach tends to
minimise the problem or to treat it as non-existent. See
J. W. Klapman, Group Psychotherapy
,
(New York: Grune and
Stratton, 1947), p. 68 - 71.
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reminding them that God was their gracious God
and father. . .and that we poor sinners might
be delivered from the devil and from hell, the
Son of God had willingly given himself to death
for us. . .
This example, drawn from the words of one of his stu-
dents, is typical of the pastoral calling which Luther did.
While it may be considered unusual today, Luther was known
far and wide as a good pastor and one upon whom people could
call under any circumstance. For these reasons, Luther was
much in demand. When, in the press of duties, he wa6 not
able to visit the bedside of the person he would take time
to write a letter of comfort. Three such letters appear
in Briefe by De Wette. 26
c. His ministry to the bereaved
Luther's ministry to the bereaved was founded upon
his own experience. He worked through the period of grief
in his own life; his serenity under this trial was remarkable.
It is especially clear in the death of his own children.
His calm assurance of the grace of God is reflected in his
feeling about the death of his daughter, Magdalena. A quo-
tation from Tischreden , referred to in Nebe's book entitled
Luther As Spiritual Adviser , captures the man*s own spiritual
estate: *I love her dearly, but if it is Thy will, 0 God, to
24. Aurifaber, op. cit., p. 494.
25. Nebe, op. cit., p. 49.
26. De Wette, op. cit., Vol. 4, p. 545 ff.
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take her from us, I will be glad to know that she is with
27
Thee. H And after she had passed from this mortal life,
Luther comforted his wife, Katherine, by assuring her that
Magdalena had gone to a better world; when his friends came
to assist his family at her death, Luther accepted their
condolences and affirmed that he had H sent a saint to heav-
en." Such was the confidence of the man in spite of the
natural tendency to suffer grief.
Luther was a cheerful man. His cheerfulness is re-
flected in his concept of the liberty and joy of a Chris-
tian. He was quick to say that N A Christian should be a
28
cheerful man." In this light, a Christian under any cir-
cumstances should be able to bear his load of grief simply
because he is a Christian.
Say likewise to yourself, though all else be
lost, yet I believe that Christ still lives,
and I am baptized and am perfectly satisfied
with the Gospel; I am therefore no enemy of
the sacraments, nor the Lord himself, but
truly believe that he is a Saviour; the devil
can bring up nothing against this.»9
Perhaps it was because Luther himself could not bear
to see anyone unhappy that he was inclined to comfort others
in the way in which he found comfort and consolation—that
27. Nebe, op. cit., p. 241; Aurifaber, op. cit.,
p. 496a.
28. Nebe, op. cit., p. 137; Aurifaber, op. cit.,
p. 316a.
29. Nebe, op. cit., p. 137; Aurifaber, op. cit.,
p. 321a.
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is, in God and His Holy Word. Luther wrote to a friend,
Matthias Weller:
Now, my dear Matthias, do not in this matter
depend on your own though^ but hear what
other people have to say; for God has given
commandment, that one man shall comfort
another, and it is his wish, also, that the
afflicted shall receive such comfort as his
own voice. . .Since, then, it is God's wish
that one comfort another, and that every
one receive the comfort offered; therefore
let your thought go, and be sure that the
devil is using them to worry you. . .who
cannot endure that we should have a cheerful
thought. . . 30
This is, in general, what Luther would say to a man who was
suffering from "grief's slow wisdom." Reliance on God and
His Word were the keys to unlock the door of comfort. Lu-
ther was patient and diligent in this pastoral ministry to
the bereaved. He offered a sympathizing hand to the sorrow-
ing. M No trouble seemed to him so trifling, no sorrow so
insignificant as to be unworthy of his ministry of com-
fort.*31
It is with a great deal of skill that Luther cheered
the disheartened, but again he had the inexhaustible source
of the Holy Scripture to draw upon whenever the misfortunes
of life fell heavily upon his friends and acquaintances. So
it is not with the grief-stricken alone that he concerned
himself. If we take into account the number of letters
30. De Wette, op. cit., Vol. 5, p. 473.
31. Nebe, op. cit., p. 140.
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which flowed from his pen to the down-trodden and sad souls
who asked for his counsel , we can observe that the strong
sentiment of friendship is always present. His sympathy was
widespread and lasting. To a woman whose husband had com-
mitted suicide he wrote:
First of all, let it comfort you, that, in the
severe conflict through which your dear husband
passed, Christ at length gained the final vic-
tory. . .althougn your husband inflicted the
fatal injury upon himself, it may be that the
devil , who has power over our members , moved
his hand by force against his own will. . .You
should therefore. . .bow submissively to God,
and count yourself as one of that multitude of
whom Christ says (Matt. 5:4); blessed are they
that mourn for they shall be comforted 1 . .
Again this is a sample of the kind of letter received by
those who sought help from Luther, especially when he was
unable to come to them in person. We see reflected in it
his concern for the woman's mental and spiritual state, a
brief summary of the facts, and a spiritual message of com-
fort upon which she could feed in her moments of anxiety
and care.
Another illustration of Luther's pastoral care to
the bereaved is his ministry to his friend, Lucas Cranach—
the famous painter—and his wife at the death of their son,
whom they had sent away to school in Italy. The pattern is
familiar and yet expressive of Luther's deep empathy for
32. De Wette, op. cit., Vol. 3, p. 4Q7.
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the family in their hour of bereavement. The parents were
blaming themselves for having sent him so far away to school
and, though the son had died firm in the faith, they were
remorseful for their shortsightedness. Luther apparently
had advised sending the son away to school, too, so he
shared with them in their grief. He reminded them, first,
that the son was not sent away to die and that of course
they would rather see him alive than have all of their prop-
erty, but he admonished them not to give way to the sting
of conscience in this deed. Luther put his arm affection-
ately on Cranach's shoulder and said a calm word. Then Lu-
ther said that they should find comfort in the fact that
the son had died in the faith; for this they should be
thankful. That the son ! s departure was painful to them,
Luther would not deny, but pointed out that it was God who
had chosen to take their son. At the end of the visit Lu-
ther asked his friend to commit the matter to God whose
controlling purpose for the universe was not in Cranach's
hands.
In Luther's parting remarks to Lucas Granach and
his wife there is a striking similarity to the counsel of
33the late Rabbi Liebman in his book, peace of Mind ; Luther
33. Joshua Loth Liebman, Peace of Mind
,
(New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1946), p. 105. See also Erich Linde-
mann, H Symptomatology and Management of Acute Grief," The
American Journal of Psychiatry , Vol. 101 (September 1944)
,
p. 141 - 148. In his ideas on grief Liebman was influenced
by Lindemann, who is the head of the psychiatric service at
Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston, Massachusetts,
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advised his friends not to carry their grief too long, to
form new acquaintances, to take up life where it was then
and, above all, not to worry themselves to death because
34
there were other people for whom they should work.
Luther's own spiritual state, his deep concern in
the distress of others who were grief stricken, and his
ability to draw comfort from the Word, are accordingly
summed up in this pastoral visit with the Oranach family,
giving a clear picture of the way in which Luther coun-
seled with the bereaved.
d. His ministry to the dying
In his research the writer finds it evident that
Luther was an excellent pastor not only to the bereaved
but also to the dying. The materials here, as in the fore
going sections, are not as abundant as one could wish but
there are some letters which catch the significant aspects
of Luther's ministry to the dying.
Luther summed up his attitude toward the matter of
death and the dying in his commentary on Isaiah 28:
The true preparation for death is the exercise
of faith, that one may know that death, sin,
hell, and Satan are overcome and totally van-
quished by Christ. . .or in other words, that
we regard death, not as it is in and of itself,
nor as it appears unto us, but as it is in
Christ. . .To regard death otherwise, out of
34. Nebe, op. cit., p. 171; Aurifaber, op. cit.,
p. 325a.
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Christ, and to struggle with it, is like swim-
ming in the midst of the sea. . .Look neither
upon yourself nor upon your own merits, or you
will be drowned. . .hut draw near to Christ. . .
This is the only way to despise death. 35
This excerpt from Luther shows his fearlessness in facing
death and his deep regard for Christ and His ability to
save. For Luther, this thought took the sting out of
death.
The way in which Luther prepared the dying for death
can be illustrated best in two letters which were written
previous to the death of his father and mother. These are
two masterpieces of spiritual depth and penetration. Lu-
ther waB far distant from the place of his adopted home in
Mansfield. Though Luther had crossed his father's purpose
in becoming a monk instead of a lawyer, the aged Hans Lu-
ther found comfort in the letter from his son written when
the latter learned that his father was dying. Luther wrote
with tenderness and affection:
Dear Father: My brother Jacob has written to me
that you are thought to be dangerously sick. . .
I feel much concern for you. God has given and
hitherto preserved to you a sound and vigorous
body, but yet your age causes me anxiety in these
times. I would gladly therefore come myself to
see you in person, but my good friends here have
counseled against it. . .Meanwhile 1 pray from
the very depths of my heart to the Father, who
created you and gave you to me as a father that
he may. . .enlighten you by his spirit and pre-
serve you. . .and I hope that his grace, which
has given you such knowledge. . .may preserve
35. Nebe, op. cit., p. 222 - 223.
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you until the end;. . .Let your heart therefore
be hale and strong in the midst of your weak-
ness. . .1 have wanted to write these things to
you, because I have felt anxious about your
sickness, as we do not know when our hour may
come, in order that I might have a share in
your faith, your conflict, your comfort, and
your thankfulness to God for His Holy Word,
which he has in these times so richly, power-
fully and graciously given to u6. . .Herewith
I commend you to him who loves you more than
you can love yourself. . .Let this be so, then
leave all care to him. . .Now although I hope
that your pastors and preachers will so abun-
dantly render you in such matters their most
faithful service that you will have little
need of my poor talking; yet I could not neg-
lect to apologize for my bodily absence which
—
God knows
—
gives me heartfelt pain. . . 36
His father's strength slowly waned and within the
year he died. Although there is little evidence, his fa-
ther must have derived some spiritual comfort from these
last words of his son. They are marked with deep concern
for his father's condition and also with complete trust in
God's all sufficient grace. It is interesting to note
that Luther recognized the value of other spiritual ad-
visers close at hand who could attend to his father in
that moment. There was no remorse or pathos in his let-
ter; there was only genuine concern.
Not long after the death of his father, Luther re-
ceived word that his mother was in a weakened condition
and was not expected to live. Luther responded with an
36. De Wette, op. cit., Vol. 3, p. 550.
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equally appropriate letter to hie mother.
Grace and Peace in Christ Jesus, our Lord and
Saviour. Amen. My dearly beloved Mother. I
have received the letter of brother Jacob tell-
ing of your sickness. It grieves me deeply to
hear of this, especially as I cannot be with
you in body , as I so gladly would. But here I
come to you bodily in this letter, and we will
all be constantly with you in spirit. . .In the
first place, dear Mother, God has graciously
given you the knowledge that your sickness is
only his paternal and gracious rod, and a very
light rod indeed compared with that with which
he smites the ungodly, and often, as well, his
own dear children. . .This sickness ought not
therefore to disturb nor to distress you, but
you ought to accept it with thankfulness as ap-
pointed by hi b grace. . .In the second place,
dear Mother, you know, too, what is the chief
article of faith and the ground of salvation,
upon which you must build up your comfort in
this and in every hour of need, namely, the
Corner-stone, Jesus Christ, that can never be
moved nor fail us, nor ever let us sink or
perish. . .But, now that death and sin have
been overcome, we may hear with joy and confi-
dence the sweet word: 'Be of good cheer; I
have overcome the world.'. . .If we should re-
fuse to be comforted by these words, we would
wrong and greatly dishonor the dear Comforter,
just as though it were not true, that he bids
us be of good cheer, or as though it were not
true, that he has overcome the world. . .Let
your heart be occupied with such words and
thoughts, dear Mother, and with nothing else. .
. .May the Father and God of all comfort grant
you through his holy Word and his Spirit a
steadfast, joyous and thankful faith, that you
may happily overcome thiB and every distress. .
. .1 hereby commend your body and soul to his
mercy. Amen. . . 3 '
Luther possessed a keen sympathetic understanding of
the problem of death. It is evident in these excerpts from
37. Ibid., Vol. 4, p. 257.
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the letters written to his parents that he had insight into
the family situation in their hour of death. The important
elements in counseling the dying were not neglected. He
"felt into" the situation of each parent; he suggested a
course of action based on the Scripture. There was a strong
spiritual tone throughout his counseling which overshadowed
his own solutions to problems. Such was the confidence of
Luther in God's sufficiency that he could think only in
this familiar pattern. When Luther suggested that the dy-
ing put their confidence in God, a therapeutic action, which
changed the atmosphere, was released. Luther became almost
ecstatic in these situations, though he did not lose sight
of the problem which the dying faced.
e. His pastoral method
The writer has noted, in this account, Luther's
awareness of human problems and his willingness to be seel-
sorger (soul physician) to people in difficulties and sit-
uations which required skillful counseling. From what the
writer has discovered in his research about Luther as a
pastoral counselor, it may be concluded that the materials
relevant to Luther's pastoral ministry are limited. It is
evident, however, that his advice and counsel were sought
widely. The writer assumes that Luther did much more
38. Aurifaber, op. cit., p. 501.
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counseling than was recorded. The copious letters which
are extant reveal the pressing demands made upon his time.
Still he felt it necessary to answer every one. This is
hardly a substitute for a pastoral visit hut it extended
his pastoral ministry beyond his locality.
Luther, in his pastoral ministry to individuals, was
often directive, that is, he assumed that it was his respon-
sibility to find out the cause of the person's difficulty or
distress and suggest remedies. He was inclined to choose
the goals toward which he expected the individual to prog-
ress. Luther, however, was instituting a new kind of min-
istry in contrast to the dominating ministry of the Roman
Church. Luther advised that the individual with a troubled
soul go directly to God rather than through an authorita-
tive and mediating priesthood. It is safe to say that no
complete methodology of pastoral care was envisioned by
Luther. He probably did not set down a systematic pastoral
theology or concept of pastoral care.
From the material presented, the writer concludes
that Luther's words were occasioned by the situation. He
always attacked the problem from the spiritual standpoint
and tried to choose the Scripture which applied to the par-
ticular circumstance. His wealth of Biblical resources
may be said to be his most important tool or technique in
his ministry. Luther's pastoral care was the first step
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away from the priestly authority moving toward the complete
emancipation of the individual.
ThiB chapter was included to show how Luther con-
ceived the pastoral office and what he did in pastoral
care. The chapter indicates the precedent established by
Luther. Yet the American development of Lutheran pastoral
care is the primary concern of the writer.
eJalqraoo t»d* Jbxswct ^nxvotc \t iioAivx vlcraoiiq arftf moil yBws
. isubtvtbnl ad* 20 noiJaqxo'Jiins
-noo ien$ud wod worfo baLuIoai a** ie*q£do airiT
XBTct83q al JbiJb ed **&f fcna aoilio lanoJGJSq ed.t bevioo
y<f f>ed8ila*d,e9 Jaafcaoasq od* eatooifcai tafqedo sdT . st-so
lJBTO^ajBq uaieri^i/J to jnaraqoIavaJb ruBoiM«A ad* *e>Y . Tad*i/J
i-«ttIlT* ad* io maonoo y-LB-a/Tq ad* ai et*a
CHAPTER III
THE BEGINNINGS OF LUTHERAN PASTORAL CARE IN AMERICA
(1600-1800)
1. COLONIAL DEVELOPMENT OF PASTORAL CARE
The development of Lutheran pastoral care in the col-
onies cannot he traced in detail because there is so little
recorded about it. There is evidence, however, that the
earliest Lutherans who came to the new world were not com-
pletely destitute in this respect. From the very few rec-
ords preserved, we may assume that the early settlers,
though oftentimes without a pastor, had some spiritual min-
istrations by active and consecrated lay leaders.
a. Pastoral care among the Danish Lutherans
i. Pastor Rasmus Jensen
Among the earliest settlers were the Danes. * In
1619, a year prior to the embarking of the pilgrims on the
Mayflower, an expedition under the leadership of Jens Munck
set out from Denmark to find a northern trade route to the
East Indies. They reached the southern tip of Greenland.
Continuing south and westward they entered Hudson Bay, just
1. William J. Finck, Lutheran Landmarks and Pioneers
in America
,
(Philadelphia: The United Lutheran Publication
House, 1913), p. 15.
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nine years after Henry Hudson. In the company of the sixty-
six explorers who touched land to be called New Denmark on
the Hudson Bay was Rasmus Jensen, a Lutheran pastor. 2
Jensen probably had the distinction of being the earliest
Lutheran pastor on American soil, preceding pastor Torkillus
of the Swedish immigrants on the Delaware by nineteen years.
Pastor Jensen conducted services of worship in their
mother tongue during the dreadful winter in which those Dan-
ish explorers tried to keep alive in that cold country. The
hardships and sickness proved too much for the explorers and
the first pastoral acts were the burial of the dead. Scurvy
took its toll of all but five of the original sixty-six and
finally Pastor Jensen himself succumbed.
Finck wrote that;
New Denmark was never claimed and occupied by
the Danish crown, but it must be remembered
to all time that the frozen ground of this un-
claimed territory became the home and grave
of the first Lutherans in North America, and
especially of the first Lutheran minister that
lived, labored, and died in the New World.
*
b. Pastoral care among the Dutch Lutherans
i. pastor John Ernest Gutwasser
pastor John Ernest Gutwasser was the first pastor to
2. Ibid.
,
p. 16.
3. Ibid., p. 81.
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serve among the Dutch Lutherans who settled in New Amster-
dam, New York. He arrived July 6, 1657 to begin work among
the joyful Lutherans but he was unable to begin his pastoral
ministry because he could not produce credentials. For this
reason he was prevented from conducting services and, before
he could put in his petition to be approved by the Dutch
4Consistory, he was ordered to take the next ship back to
Holland. His pastoral ministry was limited to an occasional
service in isolated places beyond the surveillance of the
5
New Amsterdam officers. Outwasser became sick shortly
thereafter and it was necessary for him to seek medical at-
tention within the boundaries of New Amsterdam where he was
watched consistently by the Dutch authorities. After he be-
came well, he was deported. His ministry was cut short al-
most before it began. It wasn't until three years later in
1669 that Jacob Fabritius accepted the call of the congre-
ggation in the new world. His lack of personal piety soon
brought him into disfavor with the congregation and, after
installing his successor, Pastor Fabritius left New York
and traveled to the Swedish settlement along the Delaware.
4. The Lutheran Church of Amsterdam supplied pas-
tors both at home and abroad through its official repre-
sentative body which was the Dutch Consistory.
5. Harry Julius Kreider , Lutheranism in Colonial
New York
,
(Ann Arbor: Edwards Brothers, Inc., 1942), p. 30.
6. Ibid., p. 25.
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ii. Pastor Bernard Arensius
Fabritius' successor was Bernard Arensius who came
7
to New York in August of 1671. Upon his arrival congrega-
tional life became more stabilized. No records are avail-
able as to the ministry of Arensius but it is known that he
served the Dutch Lutherans for about twenty years, until
1691. According to a letter written to the Dutch Consisto-
ry, Arensius lived in accordance with the principles he
preached and the church gossip was at a minimum. He di-
vided his time between the churches in New York City and
Albany. After his death no permanent pastor was called be-
cause the congregation was unable to provide full salary for
a new pastor from the Dutch Consistory. In their despera-
tion the congregation turned to the Swedes who were estab-
lished on the Delaware. As a result, Andreas Rudman re-
sponded to their pleas but his ministry was cut short by an
epidemic of yellow fever which so weakened him that he was
obliged to return to Philadelphia.
iii. Pastor Justus Falckner
pastor Rudman was succeeded by a young German pas-
tor, Justus Falckner, who began his ministry among the Dutch
7. Ibid., p. 26.
8. Ibid., p. 27. See footnote with reference to let
ter concerning Arensius 1 character written to the Consistory
and preserved in the Amersterdam Lutheran Church Archives.
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Lutherans in 1703 and labored among them for twenty years.
His parish extended some two hundred miles, from Albany to
q
Long Island, from Raritan, New Jersey to Upper New York.
Falckner found a laxity of morals and religious con-
viction on the part of his people. The congregation had
been without adequate pastoral care for too long a time.
The young people had left the Church. There had been very
little instruction; few Bibles, catechisms, or hymn books
were available. He wrote to Amsterdam:
It is well known to you respectively that, since
the death of the sainted Mr. Bernhardus Arentius,
we have been many years without Pastor. Hence
it is that our Congregation has become dispersed,
the young people and many of the older ones have
gone over to the so-called Reformed Sect. . .10
His parish was a diverse and mixed group socially, po
litically, economically and religiously. Even tyueen Anne's
War in Europe had its effect on the people. The church was
conditioned also by the moving tide; its population was rest
less and discouraged.
The Lutheran element in the population was a
little less secure and stable than the average
of the province. One finds that the congrega-
tion kept moving: a sure evidence of that lack
of settled life which prevents a religious or-
ganization from getting firmly established. 11
The immediate problems which faced Justus Falckner in
9. Lars P. Qualben, The Lutheran Chur oh in Colonial
America
.
(New York: Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1940T7 p. 164.
10. Julius F. Sachse, Justus Falckner Mystic and
Scholar, (Philadelphia: Printed for the Author, 19037Tp. 82
11. Delber W. Clark, The World of Justus Falckner «
(Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press, 1946), p. 45.
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the year 1704 were three in number; (1) How to meet current
expenses; (3) How to win back those who had been attracted
to the Anglican and Reformed Churches ; (£) How to gather
sufficient funds to erect a place of worship. Undismayed
by these trials Falckner began in earnest to do the job for
which he had been called.
As all new pastors should, Justus worked up his
contacts with the people at the edge of his
parish, spiritually and geographically. On Feb-
ruary 33, 1704. . .he baptized three children. . .
These baptisms were the first official acts he
entered in the new Church record book which he
set up. . .12
Justus Falckner '8 education was just beginning.
Though he had four years of training to prepare for pastor-
al duties, the experiences which he had as a pastor during
13
the next four years thoroughly re-educated him.
Falckner also experienced a decided shift in his own
personal religious habits. The shift was away from Pietism
which seemed to be a burden to him and placed a heavy
strain upon him, although he had been educated at the Uni-
versity of Halle, where the rigors of spiritual discipline
in Pietism were emphasized.
Pastor Falckner was very careful to keep accurate
records of all his official pastoral acts. The entries
13. Ibid., p. 49.
13. Ibid., p. 57.
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14
were often made with appropriate prayers for the occasion.
15
His Kercken Boeck (Church Book) remains a chief source for
the historian and biographer seeking to catch some of the
flavor of Falckner 1 s ministry. He began to make entries in
his Kercken Boeck from the beginning of his ministry among
the Dutch.
His records reveal that Falckner made the Pieter Va
Woglum home his headquarters during these initial years.
The private administration of the sacraments and many of
his official acts were performed in the home of this sturdy
16
vorstander (leading citizen).
So absorbed was Falckner in the life of his parish
that he hardly noted the passing of time. He had the usual
routine of services, pastoral acts and private administra-
tions. Yet he became one of the people because he felt
that this was the only way he could minister to them proper-
ly. He learned that the best way to do pioneer work was to
become a pioneer.
In order to meet the large demands of the parish he
made up a Lutheran handbook called Falckner 1 s Fundamental
14. Sachse, op. cit., p. 95 - 109.
15. Clark, op. cit., p. 58. The original Kercken
Boeck is in the archives of St. Matthew 1 s Lutheran Church in
New York City.
16. Ibid.
,
p. 58.
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Instruction . Rather than interrupt his pastoral ministry
Falckner took a year to prepare the manuscript for publica-
tion. This handbook was written to meet a definite need:
the people who were under his care demanded instruction.
This was a practical task, something like that of Campanius
who translated the Catechism into the language of the Dela-
ware Indians. Falckner was forging ahead, meeting varied
situations which taxed his ingenuity. He was learning the
job of a pioneer pastor. He forged his tools out of the
metal of experience. He learned through the trial and error
method.
During the last two years of Falckner' s appren-
tice period, from the spring of 1706 to that of
1709, he began to get beyond the conception of
what his world was to the actual experience of
its nature. He also perfected his procedure to
meet the needs of his people by means which were
within his grasp. He learned that he did not
have a strong central work, with outstations,
but was pastor to a dispersed following, which
was less thinly spread at points, but was scat-
tered along 150 miles of the Hudson.18
The job he learned matured him; he was going where
his services were most needed. There were outposts where
only three or four families lived, scattered up and down
the Hudson. They extended into the wilderness which was
17. Ibid., p. 76. The only copy in existence is in
the Pennsylvania Historical Society in Philadelphia. A mi-
crofilm has been deposited in the archives of the New York
Synod.
18. Ibid., p. 69.
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beset with its own pitfalls and trials.
The poverty stricken parson went on his round
of religious chores, but the choice of which
chores were to be done and the manner of doing
them were conditioned by the clash of armies
and the decision of statesmen, three thousand
miles away in Europe. . .The great river, which
was the high road of Falckner 1 s parish, became
even more clearly indicated as the path of
American destiny. Along it more soldiers, more
civilian officials, and more of those busy sup-
plying their needs were found. All these peo-
ple brought more money into the valley. Agri-
culture expanded to meet ever-increasing de-
mands for its products. Industry quickened its
pace to work over more raw materials into
things which this busier and more active popu-
lation needed. 19
While the colonies were experiencing growth and life
was continually changing, there is little evidence that
Falckner was disturbed by events and personalities. His
Church Book indicates only that he lived and worked among
his people. Big names did not cloud Falckner 1 s vision and
blind him to the simple tasks of parish routine. He min-
istered to his people as a pastor, as a man of God caring
for their spiritual needs and bringing to them the services
of the Church when they were unable to come to him.
A person who knows the history of the Province
of New York at the beginning of the eighteenth
century gets a curious sense of unreality as
he reads Falckner ! s entries in the Kercken
Boeck of the years 1710-12. A great social ex-
periment was being tried out and failing. Not
a whisper of this is heard in the tedious
chronicle of baptisms, marriages, confirmations,
19. Ibid., p. 88.
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burials, and changes of church officers. . .
Justus sticks to his knitting while a new colo-
nial set-up is crystallising around him. 20
Despite the fact that the immigrants from the Palatinate21
were launching a social experiment and Queen Anne's War was
raging in Europe, we learn nothing about Falckner 1 s feelings
concerning these things. He was unable to get supplies and
a much needed assistant from Europe to help in the expanding
work. There was a moral laxity as there had been when he
assumed his duties. The Palatinates were absorbed into the
parish and Falckner ministered to a great majority of them.
There is also mention of his baptizing both negroes and
Indians. Thus Falckner, working under many hardships, car-
ried on his pastoral ministry to all people regardless of
22
their color or nationality.
After years of hard work and he had taken unto him-
23
self a wife, Gerritge Kochertal, Falckner found a perma-
nent home at Claverack. He called it Gospel Hoeck which
means Gospel Corner. This became the haven in the wilder-
ness, the sanctuary for the distressed and the distraught.
There were performed some of those other services of the
Church as the weddings and the baptisms which he recorded
20. Ibid., p. 107.
21. Kreider, op. cit., p. 34.
22. Sachse, op. cit., p. 114.
23. Ibid., p. 108.
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as taking place in the "church in my house. " He lived out
his days in this sanctuary to which his people came to seek
him out and from which he went out as a faithful pastor to
seek them.
iv. Pastor W. C. Berkenmeyer
After Justus Falckner's death in 1723 his brother,
Daniel, assumed the charge of a portion of the parish. For
24
a short time he served between Albany and New York City.
It is also known that he served the congregation at
Falckner's Swamp (New Hanover) but as to his pastoral min-
istry very little has oeen recorded. The latest record re-
veals that he settled down in the Raritan Valley in New
Jersey.
25
William Christopher Berkenmeyer came to America in
1725. He is considered the immediate successor to Justus
Falckner because he fell heir to all of the work in New
York and New Jersey except in the area of Raritan, New
26
Jersey where Daniel Falckner had settled.
Upon Berkenmeyer f s arrival, he gained the confidence
of the people. He was well suited for his new job because
of his thorough training at Hamburg. He was able to speak
Dutch, German and English. This was an advantage because
24. Theodore E. Schmauk, The Lutheran Church in
Pennsylvania , Vol. 1. (Philadelphia; General Council Pub-
lication House, 1903), p. 105.
25. Ibid., p. 132. See Kreider, op. cit., p. 39.
26. Kreider, op. cit., p. 41.
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of the diversified people to whom he ministered. He divid-
ed his time between the upper and lower half of his parish.
Shortly thereafter he found it necessary to devote most of
his time to New York, Albany, and Hackensack. The work be-
came too much for one man, so Berkenmeyer was assisted by a
Michael Christian Knoll who later brought himself into die-
27
favor by his excesses.
Berkenmeyer was a man of much executive ability.
His ministry lasted for a period of twenty-six years until
1751. He was known as a great organizer and was responsi-
ble for uniting the widely scattered parishes into an or-
28
ganic whole. His prestige as an organizer won him the
position of superintendent or presiding officer over the
29
Assembly in New York. He had written a constitution to
be used as a guide by congregations in America without re-
30
ferring to the Dutch Consistory at Amsterdam. v
Berkenmeyer was unable to adjust himself completely
31
to the American tradition. His spirit was authoritarian.
His contribution lay in his ability to take over the reins
of leadership in the Lutheran Church of New York at a time
when younger men may have been unequal to the task. His
27. Edmund Jacob Wolf, The Lutherans in America
,
(New York; J. A. Hill & Company, 1889), p. 22§7
28. Kreider, op. cit., p. 48.
29. Ibid., p. 100.
30. Ibid., p. 84.
31. Ibid., p. 135.
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ability was that of an organizer and without this organiza-
tion the Lutheran Church may have been without a continu-
ous program of pastoral care.
c. Pastoral care among the Swedish Lutherans
i. Pastor John Campanius
Among the early arrivals of the 8wedish immigration
into America was John Campanius who came in 1643 to serve
32
as chaplain of the new colony along the Delaware, Pastor
Campanius arrived in time to minister to Pastor Torkillus,
"the first Swedish Lutheran minister to touch the soil of
America. * A dreadful scourge, which broke out in the
colony, caused the death of Torkillus, ending his short
ministry to the Swedes and to the Indians. Campanius, too,
became interested in the conversion of the Indians along
the Delaware. His interest and zeal for converting the
neighboring Indians caused him to learn their language and
to translate Luther's Small Catechism into their tongue.
Campanius made a marked contribution by his pastoral ser-
vice which made possible a peaceful relationship between
this Swedish colony and the Indians.
ii. Pastor Lars Lock
The Swedish crown surrendered its claim on the
32. C. W. Schaeffer, Sarly History of the Lutheran
Church in America
,
(Philadelphia: Lutheran Board of Publi-
cation, 1857), p. 15.
33. Finck, op. cit., p. 30.
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Delaware to the Dutch in 1655. All of the pastors returned
34
to Sweden except Pastor Lars Lock. He had been a loyal
subject since the days of Governor Prints and had watched
the colony grow and change. When Sweden pulled out he de-
cided to stay with the colony. One pastor was left for so
many people; the burdens of a large parish were thrust upon
him. He obtained a blockhouse at Wicaco on the Delaware and
converted it into a suitable place for worship.
Lock spent forty years among the Swedish colonists
and preached at three different churches.
He had his troubles in his home and parish,
which often interfered with his work, still
he continued until feebleness of body and
lameness of limb increased the infirmities
of old age. He died in September, 1688. 35
iii. Pastor Jacob Fabritius
When Fabritius left the Dutch Lutherans in New York,
he found his place among the Swedes on the Delaware. He
apparently had "mended his ways" because his ministry among
the Swedish Lutherans was acceptable. Though he was a Ger-
man, he had learned enough Swedish to carry on his ministra-
tions in their language.
Several years before his death, the aged Fabritius
became blind but he was still able to carry on with the aid
34. Ibid., p. 34.
35. Ibid., p. 37.
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of a guide. Near the end of his ministry his people had to
go to him for their private services of baptiBm and mar-
36
riage as well as for other needed pastoral care.
iv. Pastor Andrew Rudman
The year of 1697 was the dawn of a new era for the
Swedish Lutherans on the Delaware. Three new pastors,
commissioned by King Charles XI of Sweden, had arrived in
the new world*
Andrew Rudman was personally selected by the king to
bring the Gospel to the colonists and the Indians. He was
assigned to the congregation which worshipped in the block-
house at Wicaco. He won immediate recognition because of
his pleasing personality and pious character. These were
his natural endowments. Unfortunately he had not been
blessed with a strong and robust body.
He made many friends among the English-
speaking people, and labored arduously for
the advancement of his own flock. In 6pite
of the greatest difficulties he accomplish-
ed much good.
^
7
Before leaving for America, Rudman had been promised
3i
an important post in Sweden by the Swedish King Charles XI.
When Rudman was ready to return to Sweden, he even paid the
travel expenses of his successor, Andrew Sandel. Before the
36. Ibid., p. 38.
37. Finck, op. cit., p. 45.
38. Schmauk, op. cit., p. 45.
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arrival of Sandel, however, Pastor Rudman married one of
the colonists and, by her persuasion, remained in America.
Thus he was free to accept the earnest plea of the Dutch
Lutherans in New York to become their pastor. He served
there for eighteen months, learning the Dutch language in
order to minister to them adequately.
After a severe attack of yellow fever in 1705, * Rud
man prevailed upon Justus Falckner to come to assume the po
sition in New York, pastor Rudman returned to Philadelphia
40
worn in body; he served five more years before his death
in 1708.
v. Pastor Eric Auren
Eric Auren, the second of the missionaries from Swe-
den, did not make so great a contribution in his ministry.
We know that he became entangled with the Sabbatarians in
41
Philadelphia. His pastoral care was limited to the con-
gregation at Racoon, New Jersey. He was also missionary to
the Indians and he attempted to convert them to his Sabba-
42 ntarian viewpoint. The governor of New York, at Bjorck's
insistence, reprimanded Auren, and allowed him to go back
to his congregation only on condition that he would refrain
39. Finck, op. cit., p. 46. Also Sachse, op. cit.,
p. 50.
40. Schmauk, op. cit., p. 53.
41. Finck, op. cit., p. 48.
42. Schmauk, op. cit., p. 47. Auren adopted the
Sabbatarian idea of worship on Saturday rather than Sunday.
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from his Seventh Day teachings. Pastor Auren complied and
remained a faithful pastor for seven years until his death
43
in 1713.
vi. Pastor Eric Tobias Bjorck
Eric Tobias BjSrck, who was pastor to the Swedish Lu-
therans for seventeen years, was the third missionary to ar
rive in June, 1697. He was assigned to the Tranhook parish
along the Delaware.
Troubles and difficulties there were without
number, but his patient tactful work removed
or overcame them. 44
When Bjorck assumed his duties in his new parish he
was confronted with three problems in particular. (1) His
first concern was to build up the attendance at divine wor-
ship services for it had definitely slackened. (2) His peo-
ple needed instruction in religious and secular knowledge.
Education was at a low ebb and part of his pastoral care be-
came a matter of securing books and teachers for the young
and old so that his people could learn to read and write.
He also devised a method of reading the Bible to his congre
gation every Sunday, reading a portion of the Old Testament
and a portion of the New Testament for over ten years until
he had read the entire Bible. (3) His most difficult prob-
lem was to build a suitable structure for worship. This
43. Loc. cit.
44. Finck, op. cit., p. 49.
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task engaged much of hie time but the building stands as
a monument to his untiring efforts.
It has been said of both Rudman and Bjorck that they
were conscientious pastors who "were full of zeal, preaching,
instructing, lecturing on the Bible chapter by chapter, 4
visiting from house to house, and attending even to the de-
tails of the necessary arrangements for the building of the
46 m
two churches." Rudman died in America, but Bjorck was re-
called to Sweden by King Charles XI. 47
vii. Pastor Nicholas Collin
Congregational life among the Swedes was seriously
disrupted during the Revolutionary War. The war meant that
many congregations were forced to disband. The churches
along the Atlantic Beaboard were cut off from their mother
country. Homes were being disorganized because of the nec-
essary defense program.
Pastors left the pulpit, put on soldier's uni-
form, or entered the arena of politics. Con-
gregations were greatly weakened by the loss
of member b who went away to fight the battle
of freedom. Many never came back and of those
that returned after an absence of years the
45. Ibid., p. 55. H01d Swedes Lutheran Church," Wil-
mington, Delaware is generally considered as the oldest Lu-
theran church in America still in existence today.
46. Henry £. Jacobs, A History of the Evangelical
Lutheran Church in the United States
,
(New York: The Chris-
tian Literature Company, 1893), p. 93.
47. Ibid., p. 94.
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greater portion had become indifferent to all
claims of religion. 48
This was a serious indictment against the Church. Not only
Swedish but also German interests suffered as will be shown
in another section which considers the great German pastor,
Muhlenberg.
The Swedish king recalled his missionaries shortly
after the War of Independence. The English language was
beginning to supplant Swedish. Many of the Swedish churches
joined hands with the Episcopal Church.
Only one of the three Swedish pastors in America at
the cessation of hostilities wanted to remain in the new
world. He was Dr. Nicholas Collin, who became pastor of the
Wicaco congregation and remained in America until hie death
at the age of eighty-seven years. We do not know whether
or not he engaged in pre-marital counseling but he did per-
49form an average of eighty-four marriages a year.
Nicholas Collin was responsible for the building of
Trinity Church in Swedesboro, New Jersey. He did it prac-
50
tically single-handed. v It was the largest Swedish church
built in the colonies.
Thus the Swedish interests were upheld for a time
but Dr. Collin was the last of the missionaries to be sent
48. Finck, op. cit., p. 71
49. Ibid., p. 73.
50. Ibid., p. 76.
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from Sweden. The congregations became independent of Swe-
den and, for the most part, were absorbed by the Episcopa-
lian Church. 51
d. Pastoral care among the German Lutherans
i. German immigration
The first Lutherans who came to America from Germany
were scattered over a wide area. The tide of immigration
was not rapid at first. Then large numbers came in the
early part of the eighteenth century. These were the Pa-
latinates whom Queen Anne had befriended and also provided
shelter in England as well as free transportation to Amer-
ce
ica. Because the German immigrants did not bring their
own pastors with them, they depended upon the Dutch pastors
serving in America. Falckner and his successors, Berken-
53
meyer and Knoll, ministered to them in the New World.
The first German congregation organized within
the limits of the present area of the United
States, was, undoubtedly, that of Falckner's
Swamp (New Hanover), on the Manatawney, in
Montgomery County, Penn. Its first pastor was
Rev. Justus Falckner, . . 54
Historians, like Edmund Jacob Wolf and others, gen-
erally concede that the German immigrants did little toward
the establishing of the Lutheran Church in America, though
51. Schmauk, op. cit., p. 63.
52. Wolf, op. cit., p. 175.
53. Qualben, op. cit., p. 179.
54. Wolf, op. cit., p. 172.
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they were incorporated in it. This was due primarily to
the fact that they did not bring their own pastors and
teachers with them. When the Germans came to dwell along
the Hudson they were denied the privilege of calling their
55
own pastors. On the whole, they were not very favorably
received and history accords them the aloof, silent treat-
ment. For some years the experience of the early German
immigrants dissuaded others from making their homes in the
New York area. There was a strong current of immigration,
however, into Pennsylvania, especially around Philadelphia.
ii. Pastors Bolzius and Gronau
Perhaps the most notable coloniets of German Luther-
ans in America during the colonial period were the Salzburg-
ers who settled in Georgia. Like the Palatinates, they had
been persecuted and driven from Germany. They were welcomed
warmly and generously by Governor Oglethorpe to their new
home which they called Ebenezer. The Salzburgers brought
two pastors with them, John Martin Bolzius and Israel Chris-
tian Gronau, who apparently were carefully selected for the
56
spiritual oversight of their flock.
The spiritual life of the Salzburg colony under these
two men was exemplary.
55. Ibid., p. 185.
56. Ibid., p. 195.
57. Schaeffer, op. cit., p. 90
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Whitefield and the Wesleys, who visited the
colony, were deeply impressed by these thrifty
and God-fearing colonists. No secular authori-
ty was needed to settle disputes and maintain
order. All disputes were settled by their
spiritual leaders. 58
The reports by the pastors themselves concerning the spirit
59
ual life of their parishioners is illuminating. They
found their people serious in their obligations and devoted
to religious principles.
We can enter into the sick-room and see the
stricken one cheerfully preparing for death
by reading, during Passion Week, the story
of her Saviour's suffering. Or we may share
the surprise of the pastor himself as he
finds a devoted husband singing to his sink-
ing wife a hymn. . . 60
Bolzius found these evidences of the faith in his pastoral
ministry. It was a receptive faith which would carry them
through even when he or Gronau were absent from the par-
ieh. 61
Bolzius did not confine his pastoral ministry to his
own congregation. He had the burning desire to make con-
verts among the Cherokee Indians, although he did not make
much headway with them. He also carried on a ministry to
the negro slaves. Some of these were purchased by himself
because not enough white laborers were available. Some
think that he salved his own conscience with the thought
58. Qualben, op. cit., p. 191.
59. Jacobs, op. cit., p. 163.
60. Ibid., p. 163.
61. Ibid., p. 164.
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that he would convert them to Christianity. He allowed
them religious liberty and freedom to attend worship ser-
vices. He treated them with kindness and brought them the
same pastoral ministries as he brought to his own parish-
ioners. Bolzius insisted that they have an education.
Pastor Bolzius was also instrumental in starting an orphan-
age in the colony during his ministry in Georgia. "
In all, Bolzius labored in Georgia for thirty years.
63
Gronau died after serving there twelve years.
2. HENRY MELCHIOR MUHLENBERG (1711-1787)
a. His pastoral ministry
i. His parish
Muhlenberg began his ministry among difficult sur-
roundings. There was pronounced libertinism on the part
of the people and clergy alike.
Shortly after his arrival in this country, Muhlen-
berg was called to three parishes: Hanover, Providence, and
Philadelphia. Muhlenberg had that happy faculty of being
able to master the situation at hand and he seemed to
plunge into his pastoral ministry with much vigor and en-
ergy. He recognized that there were certain tasks to be
62. Ibid.
,
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done and he set about to do them. He did not emphasize mi-
nor matters but hie ministry is characterized by the way in
which he had time for even the smallest things. The indi-
64
vidual cases which he reported in the Halle Reports dem-
onstrate the demands made upon his time.
During the next three years (1742-1745) the over-
sight of three congregations put a heavy strain upon him.
The building of three new churches added to his daily min-
istrations was a difficult burden of responsibilities.
The necessity of going on horseback week after
week from one congregation to another. . .con-
sumed time and strength. . .exposed him not
only to much discomfort, but also to actual dan-
ger. 65
His people expected more and more pastoral care. Though he
was underpaid, he had to maintain three houses and buy new
horses. Yet he never complained of the responsibilities
thrust upon him, all the while realizing that this work was
too much for one man.
As time went on, new responsibilities fell upon his
shoulders, especially when it was necessary for him to be-
come pastor to pastors who lacked tact and diplomacy and
64. Nachrichten von den Vereinigten Deutschen
Evangel isch Lutherischen Gemeinen in Nord America , edited
by J. L. Schulze, W. J. Mann, and W. Germann, (Vol . 1:
Allentown, 1886), (Vol. 2: Philadelphia, 1895).
65. William J. Mann, Life and Times of Henry Mel -
chior Muhlenberg
,
(Philadelphia: G. W. Frederick, 1888),
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who were continually in trouble with their congregations.
Much of Muhlenberg's time was given over to distressed con-
gregations in Raritan, in Tulpehoken, and in the Mohawk
Valley. Hie work which began in Pennsylvania had spread to
67
other areas.
In the Introduction to The Journals of Henry Mel chior
Muhl enberg there is an accurate description of this patriarch
of the Lutheran Church in America as he began his work:
Philadelphia and nearby Providence. . .were the
centers from which Muhlenberg carried on the
arduous labors which engaged him to the time of
his death on October 7, 1787. He was quick to
size up the problems which confronted the dis-
persed German Lutheran settlers in the New
World, and he took aggressive steps to meet the
needs which he recognized. Instead of confin-
ing his attention to the three congregations
which had called him, he extended his activities
to other shepherdless Lutheran congregations.
As the years passed he traveled farther and far-
ther from his home base, making long journeys
to German settlements in Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
New York, Delaware, Maryland, South Carolina, and
Georgia. His personal visits were supplemented
by extensive correspondence, which reached Lu-
therans in Nova Scotia, Virginia, and North Car-
olina in addition to those in the colonies he
visited. 68
ii. His Journals
Many records of his activities were preserved in his
66. Ibid., p. 151-155. See also Theodore G. Tappert
and John W. Doberstein, translators, The Journals of Henry
Mel chior Muhlenberg , Vol. 1, (Philadelphia: Muhlenberg
Press, 1942), p. 105-108, (hereinafter referred to as Jour-
nals) .
67. William J. Mann, op. cit., p. 171.
68. Journals , Vol. 1, p. viii and ix.
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own journals in which he recorded his official acts, his
reflections, and his observations.
There were several reasons why Muhlenberg kept a di-
ary. (1) The diary was a spiritual exercise of self exam-
ination. He had been trained as a Pietist at Halle. This
keeping of a diary was also a common practise among reli-
gious men of that period. (2) Muhlenberg's superiors at
Helle required accurate records of their missionaries whose
69
requests and requirements were scrutinized in detail.
(3) Muhlenberg wanted a record of what he did.
The journals record financial transactions, con-
ferences, pastoral acts, correspondence, and
matters of a more private or domestic interest.
He consulted his journals frequently to refresh
his memory and verify previous acts. Sometimes
he also presented portions of his journals as
evidence or as reports to his colleagues or to
others. ?0
(4) Muhlenberg wrote his journals to act as his defense in
case of attack by the less discerning. Muhlenberg's contem-
poraries, like Count von Zinzendorf who was the court
preacher of the Moravians, made serious charges against him.
"The journals served as a kind of apologetic for Muhlenberg's
71
churchmanship .
"
His journals were evidently written for the official
observer and he made enough sketches in his Tagebuch (day
69. William J. Mann, op. cit., p. 171.
70. Journals
. Vol. 1, p. x.
71. Ibid., p. xi.
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book) to help him reconstruct his reports for Halle. On one
occasion he even sent his personal journal to Halle because
he didn*t have time to prepare a full reconstructed account.
Muhlenberg copied his journals into his Halle reports
with much time-consuming effort. There is evidence that he
used copyists but copyists had difficulty in making good
copies because of his many abbreviations. The journals were
written in German. Because Muhlenberg also wrote in other
languages, words of Dutch, English, Latin and occasionally
Greek found their way into his official reports. He prefer-
red the German because he never completely mastered English.
iii. His pastoral visits
How did Muhlenberg minister to individuals? From the
report in his journal dated January 1747 we learn of his
ministry to a woman who had been seized with an epileptic
attack. He wrote the case in full:
When I arrived the paroxysm had passed. I asked
her how matters stood with her heart and con-
science before God in the event that she should
be summoned to eternity. 8he replied in the
words of the hymn, M Ach alles, was Himmel und
Erden umschliesset
,
H etc., the second stanza:
I glory in nothing, but in the wounds bloody
Which Jesus received in His holy body:
In them I will wrap me, to them I cleave gladly,
So can I, like Enoch, in this world live godly.
72. Hall is che Nachrichten t Vol. 1, p. 481.
73. Journals , Vol. 1, p. vii - xxiv. Tappert and
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I said to her: Many tnousand6 of people in Chris-
tendom do that; they glory with their lips in the
bloody wounds, but with unbroken and unrepentant
hearts. Is that the way you think of it?
Reply: Oh, no, I know myself to be a sinner, but
since the precious Saviour receives sinners and
rejects no one who comes to Him, He will not re-
ject, but receive me. . .He will not forsake me. ?
Muhlenberg then went into a lengthy discussion, al-
most a sermon, at this point and the ensuing conversation
75
ended on a highly spiritual note.*'
Another of Muhlenberg's records involved the case of
a "pious married woman" who was mentally depressed.
Upon questioning her more closely I found a num-
ber of causes for her sadness. In the first
place, physical weakness. .
.
, since the Lord
had blessed her and she was pregnant. . .In the
second place, she complained of despondency and
despair as to whether she would remain faithful
to the Lord Jesus in her sufferings. . .In the
third place, she was troubled about her husband
because he would not give himself up wholly to
repentance and faith. . .
With regard to the first point, I impressed upon
her the fact that those who are heavy with child
are the objects of the Lord Jesus 1 special con-
cern. . .
As to the second point, she must take two things
into consideration. First, she must remember
that the gracious work of conversion was not de-
pendent upon her natural powers, but upon the
all sufficient God. . .Secondly, however, she
must not become too sure as she was still in
the body of this death and must still continue
to fight against the devil, the world, sin, and
74. Ibid.
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fleBh and blood if she wanted to gain the
crown . . .
Regarding the third point, I advised her to
follow the admonition of Peter in hie first
Epistle, Chapter 3, verse6 1 ff . . .She prom-
ised to follow this advice by the help and
grace of God and asked me to give admonition
to her husband also.
'
b
These two cases are illustrative of the way in which
Muhlenberg carried on his pastoral ministry among his par-
ishioners. Muhlenberg recorded many other pastoral visits
with as much detail. The volumes of his Journals abound
with them.
His method is that of a doctor giving advice and di-
rection after hearing the case. He chose the goals which
the parishioner must take. He lapsed into homily almost
without exception. He had a Scriptural proof-text for each
particular answer to the problems of his people. His man-
ner was simple, straightforward, and direct.
Muhlenberg complained that he did not have as much
time as he needed for individual cure of souls.
I have scarcely any other time or opportunity
for individual cure of souls, except on Sun-
days when I catechise the adults during the
service and the young people after the service,
and when the communicants come to give notice
the week before Communion, in cases of illness
and death, infant baptisms, and the like. . .
During the week I can seldom be at home for
two consecutive days. Today there is an emer-
gency Baptism, and that means a day's traveling.
76. Ibid., p. 133 and 134.
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Tomorrow a sick person desires a visit ; an-
other day's traveling. The next day there is
a funeral. . .If there is a day or any time
left, one prefers to visit the souls who are
laboring under spiritual difficulty.??
All of this was another way of saying that he felt his pas-
toral work was never done.
In the year 1749 Muhlenberg summed up his activities
to the Halle ConBiBtory:
During the past year I publicly administered
Holy Communion twice in all my congregations
and, as far as it was possible for me in my
infirmity, I spoke to every communicant per-
sonally, exhorting them to repentance and
faith as their special circumstances required.
Moreover, I baptized more than a hundred chil-
dren, buried fifteen persons, and married
twenty-three couples. In catechizations I
went through the five chief Pfixts of Luther's
Catechism and completed them. 78
Activities of the pastoral office brought Muhlenberg
into touch with many people in scattered places and he con-
fessed and lamented that he had so many souls under his
care that he did not see how he could minister to their
needs adequately.
His Journals , a monumental record of his pastoral
ministry, are filled with accounts of Muhlenberg^ preach-
ing, teaching, visiting, instructing, baptizing, marrying,
burying, and writing.
77. Ibid., p. 177.
78. Ibid., p. 232 and 233.
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iv. His concept of the pastoral office
Muhlenberg had definite ideas regarding the office
of the ministry and the manner in which people should con-
sider it.
The ministers of Christ are. . .men conceived
and born in sin. . .The foremost characteristic
of ministers of Christ is that they should be
found faithful. . .Such laborers in the church
of Christ on earth are not to be deemed as ser-
vants and instruments of their Lord, not as
themselves bridegrooms of the soul, but rather
only as friends of the Bridegroom. ?9
His instructions to parishioners on how to regard their pa
tors is also recorded in some detail. He admonished them
to consider their pastors not as "servants or slaves of
their sinful whims, desires, and passions." 80
(1) You must not use them for mere opera operata
or sham-holy, dead works, while you remain sep-
arated from God and unrepentant of your sins and
vices, calling upon them merely that they may
conduct an occasional lip-service and administer
the Lord's Supper to you when you are about to
leave this world. . .
(3) You must not use them merely as witnesses
to watch you walk upon the broad way that lead6
to destruction. . .
(3) Nor must you make them the butt of your rid-
icule or a subject to pass away the time in
places where the scornful have their seat. . .
(4) Some people also have too mean and vulgar a
notion concerning ministers when they think that
preachers are here only for the purpose of
79. Journals , Vol. 2, p. 154 and 135.
80. Ibid.
,
p. 135.
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attracting contributions at the services of
worship . . .
(5) Nor must people imagine that the ministers
of Christ are required to play the hypocrite
ft
and flatter them for the sake of their bread. . .
These admonitions grew out of a sermon delivered on Sunday,
October 14, 1764. It was Muhlenberg's way of instructing
his people in pastoral relations. It is frank and shows his
penetrating understanding of the parish.
v. The effect of the Revolutionary War
How did the Revolutionary War effect Muhlenberg?
From the record he kept during the war years is his entry
for July 4, 1776:
Today the Continental Congress openly declared
the united provinces of North America to be
free and indep endent states. This has caused
some thoughtful and far-seeing melancholic!
to be down in the mouth; on the other hand,
it has caused some sanguine miopes to exult
and shout with joy.***
Something of the response of the people can be noted in an
entry for August 5, 1776:
Today the company from Providence marched away.
Many wives, children, and parents wept for
their departing dear ones.®3
Muhlenberg was not detached from the environmental and social
changes but he wanted no part in the war. He did not want to
81. Loc. cit.
83. Ibid., p. 781 and 722.
83. Ibid., p. 731.
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be a judge as to which side was right, though he said,
85
M it is impossible to be neutral." w
Muhlenberg carried on his pastoral duties in spite
of the war. The problems of his parishioners were accentu-
ated because of the conflict but Pastor Muhlenberg minister-
ed in his familiar way. He aided those whom he could. He
86preached to the soldiers in Old Trappe Church. He gave
87
assistance to a courier of Washington, provided shelter
88for refugees in his home, and received visits from his
son who was a high-ranking officer.
When the theater of war was shifted to Philadelphia
Muhlenberg's home was a haven for the oppressed. Though he
and his home were threatened by the closeness of battle,
89
Muhlenberg was "immovable."
Muhlenberg, worn from years of ceaseless toil, tired
in body but vigorous in mind, Bpent his declining days,
after the War in the quiet of his home. Those days he
90filled with writing and reading. w
His pastoral labors came to an end in 1780 but on
84. Ibid.
85. Ibid.
86. Ibid.
87. Ibid
p. 735. Also p. 747.
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p. 760.
88. Ibid., p. 765.
89. William K. Frick, Henry Melchior Muhlenberg
.
(Philadelphia: Lutheran Publication House, 1902)
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p. 177.
90. William J. Mann, op. cit., p. 503.
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occasion he did preach and perform certain pastoral acts.
He died on October 7, 1787. His pastoral labors were the
most outstanding in the history of the Lutheran Church in
America. His grave-stone attests his singular greatness:
Who and What he Was
Future Ages Will Know
Without a Stone92
b. Anticipation of psychosomatic medicine
93
In an interesting and documented article John N.
Ritter paid tribute to Muhlenberg as a precursor of the new
approach in modern medicine called "psychosomatic medi-
cine. " In his journals Muhlenberg called attention to the
correlation of body and mind and their mutual effects.
Muhlenberg, at Halle, had received his "inspector-
94
ship of the sick wards. " He was able to give real med-
ical help. To an outside observer he appeared to be a
professional physician. On board the English ship coming
to America he opened his kit from Halle on several occa-
sions to give a few drops of the essential dulcis or a few
poly chr est pills. The ship passengers regarded him as a
"medico" because the ship's crew referred to Muhlenberg as
"Doctor;" it was a customary English practise to call a
91. Ibid., p. 519.
92. William K. Frick, op. cit., p. 190.
93. John N. Ritter, "Muhlenberg's Anticipation of
Psychosomatic Medicine," Lutheran Church Quarterly
. Vol. 19
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p. 181 - 188.
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clergyman "Doctor. tt The passengers supposed Muhlenberg
was a doctor of medicine. He also carried in his posses-
95
sion to the new world some medical books.
His interest in medicine continued after he arrived
in America. On occasion Muhlenberg consulted with prac-
tising physicians for information. He was, however, his
own teacher.
We do not know to what extent Muhlenberg practised
his Halle art but there is evidence in his journal entries
that he recognized the effect of the body-mind principle
of psychosomatic medicine. It is doubtful that Muhlenberg
used the term but we do know that he saw the relationship.
Ritter wrote:
It would be rather difficult to say whether
Muhlenberg intentionally practised medicine
to win souls, or whether in his zeal to win
souls he practised medicine, if it were not
for the strong conviction underlying his pas-
toral theology that body and soul are a
unity. 96
The correlation between bodily health and the soul f s
condition was an idea Muhlenberg had first heard in the
German university which had changed to the new psychology
of the day. In order to win men they first had to be under
stood. The case history method was used and N soul analysis
was practised.
95. Journals
, Vol. 1, p. 638. Also Vol. 2, p. 147
96. John N. Ritter, op. cit., p. 183.
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The new departure in this psychology was
that the function of the soul was not apart
or separate from the function of the body.
A sick body produces a sick soul, and a
sick soul makes the body sick. s '
It is likely that Muhlenberg in his training at the
Halle Infirmary had had an opportunity to observe the hypo-
thetical theory in practise. To the writer, it seems that
this may have been the first clinical training for pastors
and Muhlenberg may have been among the first Lutheran pas-
tors to have clinical experience. All Halle graduates had
some clinical experience before they received their medical
98
kits
.
It is hard to realize that Muhlenberg could corre-
late this Bo-called ••modern science" with the fundamentals
of Pietism and "orthodoxy." Apparently Muhlenberg, like
other scholars of that day, had read Spinoza's Ethics in
99
which the body-mind principle was presented.
Muhlenberg observed this principle in his pastoral
ministry on more than one occasion. The case studies he re-
corded in his accounts to the Fathers at Halle are in cer-
tain instances similar to psychiatric case studies of today.
Muhlenberg knew there was a correlation between mind and
97. Ibid., p. 184.
98. Ibid., p. 183. Ritter has suggested that the in-
come from the training project at the Halle Infirmary was
the main reason why the school could remain in operation.
99. Ibid., p. 185.
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body and "that in order to cure the soul a pastor had to
be able to cure the body, or at best understand the dis-
functions of the body that hindered the development. . . w1^
Muhlenberg recorded many entries showing the psychosomatic
principle:
When his bodily and spiritual strength is re-
stored, his voice, too. will have somewhat
more carrying power. *0I
To speak metaphorically, the wisest and most
experienced physicians are accustomed to heal
from the inside outward, etc. It would, of
course, be an advantage to be able to clear
the gross obstacles out of the way first, as
is usually done in bodily cures. . .102
Muhlenberg felt it necessary for the body, mind, and spirit
to be in perfect balance before a cure could be effected.
Psychiatry, the most recent of the medical sciences,
has worked upon the theory that the mind and body interact.
These leaders in modern psychosomatic medicine are working
on this truth and making some of the same observations as
those made by Muhlenberg.
The modern psychiatrists will not like to be
reminded that they should have read Muhlenberg's
Diary a long time ago, and will quickly accuse
us of reading his Journals through their eyes.
They have a strong case there, chiefly because
we did not get to read the Diary either before
we could read their works. 103
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We may conclude that Muhlenberg, though he was neither the
first one nor the only one to discover this correlation,
anticipated the modern psychosomatic approach to diagnosing
the ills of the body, resulting from an unbalanced psychic
disturbance, or vice versa.
Besides anticipating the psychosomatic approach Muh-
lenberg developed a method of pastoral care which included
physical, as well as spiritual, ministrations. He certainly
looked at the functioning of the whole man. In this respect
he was well in advance of his age. In the opinion of the
writer, effective soul-therapy can be practised only if
there is an understanding of the composite whole: body, mind,
and spirit. A pastors understanding of the psychic reac-
tions upon the bodily function is essential in providing the
best in pastoral care. Hitter suggested, in the spirit of
Muhlenberg, that we could go a long way in ministering ef-
fectively to our society M if pastors were doctors of medi-
cine and all physicians were pastors of churches. n*04 The
effectiveness of pastoral care in our present era can be
increased by giving attention to the relationship of mind
and body and by considering all factors related to the com-
plete functioning of the whole person. Present day pastors
can begin their research on this subject by studying the
Journals of Henry Melchior Muhlenberg.
104. Ibid., p. 188
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c. Evaluation of Muhlenberg's pastoral technique
In the Pietistic school at Halle University Muhlen-
berg was trained under August Herman Francke who was rigid
in discipline of the spiritual life. This Pietistic back-
ground obviously made quite a difference in Muhlenberg's
approach to people. His vocabulary, Schindler suggested,
105
was MMade in Halle." Muhlenberg had had a conversion
experience at the University in Gottingen, leaving a pro-
found mark upon him. His subsequent training at Halle also
left its stamp of Pietism with strong theological overtones
Sin and grace were to him more matters of emotion than theo
logical concepts.
There is no doubt that this strong religious train-
ing was an asset to Muhlenberg when he tackled the rigors
of pastoral work in the new world. While his approach of-
fered much hope it also held attending dangers. M It fre-
quently created more anxiety than it resolved. It encour-
aged morbid introspection and set up standards of conduct
and feeling that were unattainable."^6
Though his background may have been an asset, it
made pastoral care more difficult. His approach tended to
heap up troubles, to arouse the guilty feelings without
105. Carl J. Schindler, "The psychology of Henry
Melchior Muhlenberg, M Lutheran Church Quarterly, Vol. 16
(1943), p. 54.
106. Loc. cit.
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resolving the conflict. It was precisely this pastoral
technique which Muhlenberg had learned at Halle. He led
his people to a change of heart by first leading them into
despair.
Even though the Pietistic pastors applied this
method in more or less stereotyped fashion, the
constant investigation of the inner life of
their parishioners provided them with a con-
siderable knowledge of psychology. 107
Muhlenberg made good use of this method in his pastoral
care. His keen mind could perceive relationships of the
psychic processes with the bodily processes.
Schindler is of the opinion that Muhlenberg came
very close to the modern concept of psychiatry in his rec-
ognition of the unconscious factors in the human personal-
ity. There is a case reported by Muhlenberg which de-
scribes accurately what may be termed neurotic behavior.^8
Muhlenberg anticipated what modern psychiatrists call
psychoanalysis. He did so in relation to a dream of a
young woman whose parents had called Muhlenberg to see her.
The young woman had had a bad dream about finding herself
indecently clothed in public. Psychiatrists today con-
sider this one of the more common dreams of people. The
The significant part is that Muhlenberg even considered
the dream in relation to the parishioner's problem. In
107. Ibid., p. 55.
108. Hallische Nachrichten , p. 516.
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this respect, he anticipated psychoanalysis
.
Other references in Muhlenberg's journals point to
109dreams. He considered carefully the dream of a man
who said Christ appeared to him and commanded him to par-
take of the Lord's Supper. Muhlenberg thought that dreams
were not to be taken lightly but, on the other hand, that
it was not necessary for God to command the Lord's Supper
in a dream.
Muhlenberg was able to detect also certain patho-
logical cases in the course of his pastoral ministry but
often he could not give the help that was needed. There
are many descriptions but no details concerning his treat-
ment of pathological cases. His prescriptions usually
ended in this familiar pattern:
I gave her further instruction, admonished her
to continue seeking after righteousness, peace,
and sanctifi cation in Christ, (HN: and prayed
with her) .m
Muhlenberg was never a wealthy man and during his
pastoral ministry he suffered from financial encumbrances.
As a result he always was especially sensitive to the
economic burdens of others. Illness always brought fi-
nancial burdens beyond the means of his parishioners. He
109. Journals , Vol. 1, p. 140.
110. Loc. cit.
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never hesitated to reach into his own treasury to bring
relief for the distressed. Mrs. Muhlenberg had to remind
him of his own family obligation when he became too gen-
erous.
For the most part Muhlenberg's pastoral ministry was
devoted to the care of the sick. The pages of his journals
are filled with entries about his pastoral ministry to the
sick. It is noteworthy that he took more than a pastoral
interest in the parishioner's problems. Muhlenberg had a
keen interest in their physical symptoms as well.
After a few days Colleague Brunnholtz complain-
ed of pulsation and fermentation of the blood.
Because I had no more of the blessed medicine
from Halle and because the illness grew increas-
ingly worse and because genuine doctores
medicinae are rare in this country, I had to
muddle through as best I could. I cleansed
the primae viae and used a mild sudorific made
of local roots and thus helped nature so that
on the third and fourth day the malignancy
broke out and the patient became completely
covered with measles. . .The dear God granted
His blessing and he was soon on his feet again-t1 *
Muhlenberg had learned to detect both the physical
symptoms of disease and to puzzle out the mental processes.
Because he had been trained at Halle to dispense medicines
his reports to Halle were also requests for medicines which
he kept on hand and dispensed as the need arose. He used
the "spiritual prescription" with equal skill as he did the
prescription from his store of medicines.
112. Ibid.
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He also consulted the practising physicians when the
occasion demanded and he was irritated by the quacks who
practised with less knowledge and who could be secured for
less than the regular fees of the professional practioners.
Schindler recognized two methods in Muhlenberg's pas-
toral ministry.
In his pastoral work with the sick Muhlenberg
used two methodB of approach. If he felt that
the patient was spiritually unprepared, he ad-
monished him to accept his suffering as God's
visitation and warning to repent from his sins
and accept Christ in faith. Those of whose
Christian sincerity he was sure, he comforted
with the example of Christ's own suffering and
the assurance that God was preparing them by
a fiery trial for their eternal reward. After
the confession of faith he usually administer-
ed Holy Communion.
These two methods of approach were used by Muhlenberg as the
case demanded. He was trusted by his people because of his
ability to understand their needs. He inspired assurance
and confidence and as a pastor he was in much demand.
Muhlenberg's ministry is the outstanding example of
Lutheran pastoral care during the colonial period. Muhlen-
berg and the other pioneer pastors laid the foundations of
the Lutheran Church in America by ministering to the immi-
grant Lutherans who had come to live in the new world.
113. Carl J. Schindler, op. cit., p. 59.
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CHAPTER IV
THE DEVELOPMENT OF LUTHERAN PASTORAL CARE IN AMERICA
DURING THE NINETEENTH CENTURY (1800-1900)
1. THE EFFECT OF THE WESTWARD MOVEMENT
a. Lutheran immigration
Even before tne death of Muhlenberg, the patriarch
of the Lutheran Church in America, tnere was a decided move-
ment of the Lutheran Church westward. The Lutherans pushed
farther into the wilderness of Pennsylvania. This movement
increased after Muhlenberg's death.
Everywhere, as enterprising Americans pressed
into the interior, subduing the hostile Indians,
taming the wilderness, and beginning that long
and thrilling romance known as "the winning of
the West," Lutherans were in the van of that
great movement carrying along with them their
faith and hope and love and beckoning for
spiritual ministry to follow them. 1
The population of Pennsylvania had steadily increased, even
during Muhlenberg's time. When he arrived to take the
spiritual oversight of three parishes there were approx-
imately 20,000 people in Pennsylvania. Tnirty years later
there were more than eighty-one Lutheran churches for which
Muhlenberg had the spiritual oversight. By the outbreak of
the Revolutionary War there were over 75,000 Lutherans
1. Abdel Ross Wentz, The Lutheran Church in Amer-
ican History
, (Philadelphia: The United Lutheran Publica-
tion House, 1933), p. 82.
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among the 110,000 German immigrants in the population.
The German immigration to the western frontier, es-
pecially during the first three decades of the nineteenth
century, was marked by certain religious, economic, and po-
litical circumstances. Religiously the community ranged
all tne way "from the sentimental pietists to abandoned
infidels."*4
Most of the people who braved the unknown waters of
the Atlantic and the impending dangers of the wilderness to
find a new home were of peasant stock. They pushed beyond
the established churches and were caught up in the westward
movement. Those who felt the pressure of economic duress
also were eager to strike out for new areas. One of the
main reasons why the new land to the west held such an at-
traction for the early German settlers was the prospect of
"getting ahead"—acquiring land and gaining material wealth.
A variety of causes led to the great immigra-
tion during this period. The allurements of
America were quite as strong an influence as
the hardships in Europe. The attractions in
front of the immigrants were tne liberal home-
stead policy of the United States, the easy
naturalization laws, the loud call for labor,
the facility of transportation, and the dis-
covery of gold in California.**
2. Wentz, op. cit., p. 81.
3. Carl £. Schneider, The German Church On The Amer-
ican Frontier
,
(St. Louis: Eden Publishing House, 1939)
,
p. 32.
4. Wentz, op. cit., p. 179.
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t>. The scarcity of immigrant pastors
In the colonial period Lutheran pastoral care was
provided by immigrant pastors only. The pastors were
trained in Europe. America was a mission field. "At the
time of Muhlenberg's death there were not more than forty
Lutheran ministers of any kind in America." 5 The pastors
who had come from abroad had more than they could handle.
In the nineteenth century there were many factors
which led to the scarcity of immigrant pastors. Halle Uni-
versity, which formerly had supplied most of the pastors to
America, was undergoing its own changes; pietism was not in
the ascendancy as it had been. The American Lutheran Church
was being anglicized. Foreign relations were practically
severed and the spirit of national unity was felt strongly.
The American nation was being born and it felt the pains of
growth.
The expansion and movement westward brought on new
problems and a new complexion of congregational life. Suc-
cessive waves of immigrants poured over the mountains into
Ohio, Indiana and Illinois. Others surged westward from
Virginia and the Carol inas. Lutherans biased their trails
into the vast expanses and subdued the elements and lurking
Indians to establish homes. When they were settled, they
5. Ibid., p. 83.
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sent for spiritual guides and these calls for pastors did
not go unheeded.
It became necessary to set up mission outposts and
"ride circuits* to keep pace with the Lutheran frontiersmen.
Obviously much irregularity in pastoral services was experi-
.
6
enced.
A great volume of pioneer work in the Lutheran
Church west of the Alleghanies was done by men
who entered the field as "independent preachers
,
H
without any synodical connection. .
c. The need of native pastors
When the call to service on the new frontier was
sounded not all the demands could be met, nor were they met.
The pastoral care was limited, therefore, in contrast to the
close association of pastor and people which was so charac-
teristic of the ministry of Muhlenberg and the pastors of
the colonial period.
As the pastors traveled from station to station it
was hardly possible to know the thousands of people to whom
they ministered in haste. For this reason the people lacked
interest. The worship services were infrequent and there
8
was no continuity in pastoral care.
Liberal and rationalistic elements crept into the re-
ligious life. Free thinkers tried to influence Church members.
6. Ibid., p. 102 and 103.
7. Ibid., p. 104.
8. Jacobs, op. cit., p. 325.
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Religious traditions for them were often impedimenta and
the Christian practices were subject to scorn and ridicule.
It commonly occur ed that on the Sabbath scoff-
ers congregated on street corners to mock the
worshippers on their way to church. A pastor
serving such a community was scarcely shocked
to find a beer keg in the pulpit on Sunday
morning. . . 9
Another problem which confronted the frontier pastor
was the moralistic, self-righteous, non-church-going German
who did not derive any benefit from Church affiliation but
who would not deny it had its beneficial effect. 10 Members
were also content to rest upon their good morals.
The situation often included the presence of free-
lance and irreligious spiritual leaders, who established
themselves as shepherds without benefit of educational and
spiritual qualifications. It was often necessary to ex-
pose these fraudulent pastors at the expense of the reli-
gious community who had supported them.
These problems taxed the patience of pastors who were
spread thinly over a wide area. The pastors tended to set-
tle in the more financially able parishes where pastoral la-
bors were more in demand. They began circuit riding to cov-
er the wider reaches of their parishes.
Pastoral care in the visitation of the sick occupied
much of the time of the frontier pastors. Some of them,
9. Schneider, op. cit., p. 195.
10. Ibid., p. 196.
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like the parishioners, succumbed as a result of the rigors
of frontier life. Some of the pastors, in the tradition of
Muhlenberg, were at times dispensers of medicine. Medical
care went hand in hand witn spiritual care. The cholera
epidemic of 1849 kept the pastors busy day and night.
Everywhere the pastors visited the stricken,
many of whom had been forsaken by all other
friends, baptizing their children, praying
with the dying, giving communion, and ad-
ministering the last rites.11
Family visitation was the accepted mode of pastoral
care. It was of a very personal intimate nature. Only in
the homes could the pastors get a true picture of the peo-
ple to whom they preached on Sunday mornings. This type of
visitation had a somewhat definite pattern. Inquiry was
made into the devotional life to find out what prayer and
devotional literature was being used and if the children
were receiving instruction. This cross examination met re-
12
sentment on the part of the irreligious. *
pastoral care among the German element in the pop-
ulation was accompanied with a fire-and-brimstone theology
and much evangelical fervor and piety.
Many of the so-called "hopeful conversions*
occurred under stress of sickness and mis-
fortune. . .there developed a warm evange-
listic spirit characterised by a vocabulary
11. Ibid., p. 214.
12. Ibid.
,
p. 213.
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and psychology which has now become obsolete
if not objectionable. 15
There can be no doubt that the typical German pastor was in-
terested in the salvation of souls. To deal effectively
with the moral laxity and indifference took men of strong
will and courage and, by devotion to their principle task as
pastors of souls, they met the overwhelming challenges of
pastoral care on the frontier effectively.
Within the constituency of these German congregations
were mixtures of Reformed and Lutheran elements. The Lu-
theran element tended to be separatistic and many of the
pastors who were of Lutheran background and training often
organized separate congregations because there was fear of
14
unionistic tendencies.
The need for American trained pastors led to the es-
tablishment of an American theological seminary. This was
envisaged by Muhlenberg; it came to fruition under Samuel S.
Schmucker. In 1826 the first synodically supported seminary
15in the United States was begun at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania.
Young men had been trained privately by pastors in their own
homes.
13. Ibid., p. 216 and 217.
14. Another section will deal with the Lutheran
Church, Missouri Synod where this fear of taint was most
pronounced.
15. An earlier attempt to establish a seminary was
made in 1815 as a result of a gift of land from Pastor J.
C. Hartwick in New York.
16. Wentz, op. cit., p. 140 - 144.
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The establishment of a theological seminary meant
that American trained clergy might be able to supply the de-
mands of the rapidly expanding church. It also meant that
the American Lutheran Church had come to maturity and would
no longer need to depend on outside assistance to meet the
growing needs.
d. Norwegian immigration
The advent of Lutherans from Norway began in the year
1825. The first fifty-three immigrants arrived in New York
17
on October 9, 1835. Most of those early immigrants set-
tled in Kendall township, New York. After a time many of
the Norwegians, discovering that land was expensive, pushed
westward and settled in the Fox River Valley of Illinois.
During the period from 1840 to 1850 still more Norwegian im-
migrants found their way into the new Fox River settlement
which was expanding it 6 borders. This latter group made
their homes in Wisconsin, Illinois, and parts of Iowa and
Missouri.
By the year 1850 there were about 18,000 Norwegians
in this new territory of the Middle West. The westward ex-
pansion increased to such an extent that there were more than
75,000 Norwegians in this area by the time the Civil War
17. 8. C. Ylvisaker, chief editor, Grace for Grace,
(Mankato, Minnesota: Lutheran Synod Book Company, 1943)"
p. 11.
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broke out. The internal conflagration did not seem to stem
the tide of immigration. Subsequently there were other
waves of immigrants so that by the turn of the century there
were more than a half million Norwegian Lutherans in Amer-
ioa.18
The Norwegian Lutherans, like the German Lutherans,
were mostly of peasant stock and they tended to settle in
the rural areas. Farming held many attractions for them; it
was not until much later in the century that any great num-
ber Bettled in the larger cities. The Norwegian Lutherans,
who were devout and sturdy members of the State Church in
Norway, found that the services of the Church in America
were not as readily accessible as they had been in their
home land. It was necessary to depend in a large degree on
lay ministrations.
Up to 1843 no organized congregations were to be
found among the Norwegian Lutherans. Family worship was
conducted regularly in homes and, much like the prayer meet-
ings in other denominations, the Norwegians drew upon lay
resources. A group of lay preachers, known as the Hau-
19geans, began holding religious meetings.
18. Ylvisaker, loc. cit.
19. Hans Nielsen Hauge was a Norwegian layman who
preached against rationalism and worldliness. He traveled
widely in Norway as a lay evangelist but was bitterly op-
posed and finally arrested. He had begun a movement which
continued in America.
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The earliest public or semi-public religious
meetings known to have been held were conduc-
ted by two Haugean laymen, 01 e 01sen Hetletvedt
and Bjorn Hatlestad, in the Kendall settlement
in New York. . .The best known of the lay-
preachers of these early days, however, was
Elling Eielsen Sundve who came to America in
1839. At first he carried on religious work
chiefly in the Fox River and Muskego settle-
ments. 20
The Haugeans were opposed to the clergy from the State
Church and decried the practises of the educated pastors,
21
their services, and clerical dress.
filling Eielsen arranged to be ordained by a Luther-
an pastor, E. A. Hoffman. There was considerable doubt as
to whether or not Hoffman himself had been ordained. At
any rate, Eielsen was supposed to have received his ordi-
nation through Pastor Hoffman. Although Eielsen never
took charge of an established congregation or attempted to
form one, he had a wide following wherever he went. He
realized, however, that without ordination he would not
have been able to minister to the Norwegians in the manner
to which they were accustomed.
These Haugean lay preachers had no formal education
and when tested on Lutheran doctrine and practise they
were below the expected standard. No one can doubt, how-
ever, that they were sincere and vitally concerned with the
20. Ylvisaker, op. cit., p. 16.
21. Loc. cit.
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spiritual welfare of the immigrants and they filled a void
in the life of the Lutheran populace.
Due to the absence of regularly trained pastors, a
Danish schoolmaster named G. L. Clausen consented to be or-
dained so that he could minister to the needs of the Norwe-
gian settlers. Though trained to teach school when examined
by Pastor L. F. £. Krause of the Buffalo German Synod in the
22
neighboring Muskego colony, Clausen gave evidence that he
had a good understanding of theology and church history and
. 23
so he was ordained.
The first fully trained pastor to work among the Nor-
wegians was pastor J. W. C. Dietrichson. He did not remain
long, but returned to Norway where he made an appeal for
pastors by writing a book about his work in the new land.
He succeeded in enlisting one pastor and they both came to
the settlement at Koshkonong near Milwaukee. It was
Dietrichson 1 s attempt to interest pastors from Norway that
brought about the real beginning of pastoral care among
those Norwegian pioneers of America. Among the pastors who
came to America and who were responsible for the organiza-
tion of Norwegian congregations were such men as H. A.
Preus, Laur. Larsen, and B. J. Muus.
The Norwegians prospered and soon made overtures to
22. Muskego is near Waukesha, Wisconsin.
23. Ylvisaker, op. cit.
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the new Missouri Lutheran group at St. Louis. The neces-
sity of preparing native clergy was felt by the Norwegians
and for this reason they sent their young men to the Mis-
souri Lutheran Seminary in St. Louis. A split within the
Norwegians later caused a group to join with the Swedish
element in America.
Because of these conflicts pastoral care was not ad-
vanced as much as had been the wish and the desire of the
people. While rivalries flared, the turmoil created dis-
satisfaction and discontent. Somehow this internal division
made heavy inroads and, in many cases, arrested the develop-
ment of Lutheran pastoral care in America among the Norwe-
gians.
e. Swedish immigration
The Swedish Lutherans had come to America as early
as 1638 but they lost their identity in subsequent genera-
tions because the ties with the mother country were severed.
Still in evidence today are the traces and vestiges of the
Swedish Lutherans who settled along the Atlantic seaboard.
By the time of the new tide of immigration from Sweden in
the nineteenth century, most of the Swedish people in Amer-
ica had been absorbed into other denominations, losing
their identity almost completely.
In 1845 a small group of Swedish immigrants found
their way to a new home in Iowa which they called "New
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Sweden. * This town is still the mecca of Swedish Luther-
ans in America today. New Sweden is located in the great
Mississippi Valley in Jefferson County, Iowa. Like the
early pioneers of other Lutheran movements the Swedes
brought with them the strong Lutheran traditions which sup-
plied the necessary spiritual support when they were with-
out pastors. It seems that every new movement of Lutherans
in America suffered from a lack of pastoral care. The Lu-
therans of New Sweden were subjected to the same pioneer
environment which tried other frontiersmen. The traditions
of the mother country were transplanted into new soil and
they grew as the colony progressed. As early as 1845 the
Swedish Lutherans had no permanent pastor and, like their
Norwegian contemporaries, they elected laymen to fill in
the spiritual gap. Mr. M. F. Hokanson was persuaded to
minister to them. Though Mr. Hokanson was never ordained,
he did an acceptable job as "pastor. M
The Rev. Lars Paul Esbjorn, who is considered the
founder of the American Swedish Church in the nineteenth
century, served the new Swedish immigrants who came to Il-
linois. He came in 1849 which was a year after the first
group had settled in Iowa. Esbjorn remained from 1849 to
24. Oscar N. Olson, historical editor, A Century
of Life and Growth
,
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1863. The early dayB of congregational life were full of
sickness and trials.
Perhaps the leading spirit of the new Swedish immi-
gration was Pastor T. N. Hasseiquist. He became the most
outstanding preacher and teacher among the new Swedish Lu-
therans. Other pastors who were instrumental in providing
pastoral care among the Swedes were such men as Erland
Carlson, Eric Norelius, Andre Andreen, p. A. Cederstam and
26
Peter Sjoblom. These men were the self-sacrificing pas-
tors who were tireless in their efforts to provide spirit-
ual ministrations to the rapidly expanding Swedish colony.
The old conflicts of immigrant pastors versus native
pastors made pastoral care difficult because of the separa-
tist tendencies. The influence of other denominations, as
well as their proselytieing, was disruptive to any concen-
trated effort in providing a pastoral ministry to Lutherans.
Again, the need of pastors was urgently felt. These Swe-
dish elements, however, gained strength and finally were
molded into the Augustana Synod in 1860. This was a happy
union, but it added difficulties which have contributed to
the delay of Lutheran unity and union in America.
There was a pressing demand for English services and
the efforts of Dr. W. A. Passavant led the way in bringing
26. Ibid., p. 31.
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pastoral care to the English speaking peoples of Scandina-
27
vian background. As a result of his efforts, Lutheran
pastors ministered more effectively to their American con-
gregations. This was particularly true in Minnesota; the
28
Northwest became a haven for Swedish Lutherans.
Early in the 1870 f s the Swedish immigrants were ar-
riving in other areas. "Missionaries pressed through the
forests from camp to camp and along the shores of Lake
29
Michigan. M Wisconsin and Nebraska and the great plain
states claimed many of the newcomers. Widely scattered,
they were visited from time to time by centrally located
pastors. This situation was not ideal but the Swedes found
that some pastoral ministrations were available. This lack
of pastoral care was one of the greatest handicaps on the
frontier. The expansion beyond the Mississippi extended to
the West Coast. In all this movement of people the pastors
hardly could provide adequate pastoral care. The establish-
ment of orphanages and hospitals during the nineteenth cen-
tury marks a significant emphasis of pastoral care. Because
it has established so many hospitals and institutions of
mercy, the Augustana Lutheran Church is recognized as the
leading Lutheran church body in this phase of the ministry.
27. Ibid., p. 38.
28. See George H. Gerberding, Life and Letters of
W. A. Passavant , (Greenville, pa.: The Young Lutheran Co.,
1906]*.
29. Olson, op. cit., p. 51.
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Eric Norelius, who was one of the early Swedish Lu-
theran pastors in America, stated that pastors of his time
were men of deep spirituality and he described the situation
met by the pastors.
There were no large, desirable pastorates, no
fat livings that beckoned them thither, nor
was there any Missionary Society in Sweden
standing behind them. . .They very well knew
that their perilous journey over the mighty
ocean would bring them into a new country to
life with the new settlers, amid thousands of
privations and inconveniences requiring the
most strict self-denial. 0
The Swedish element on the new frontier survived the
ravages of the internal discord of the Civil War; Indian
massacres in the North country in Minnesota scattered con-
gregations in the year 1862 but the indomitable courage of
the people and pastors preserved the Church from disinte-
gration. Another factor which made the Swedish Lutherans
cling together more closely was the undercurrent of "Amer-
ican Lutheranism, M as it was termed, which they thought
tended to minimize doctrinal principles. All the Lutheran
elements in this country were effected by this controversy.
It remains today as one of the reasons why the Lutheran
Church in America has not been molded into an organic whole.
As in so many of the other branches of the Lutheran
Church, the period before the turn of the century was one
30. Lutheran Church Review , Vol. 5 (1886), p. 28.
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of transition. A notable emphasis is the change from a
foreign-language Church to an American-speaking Church. The
older generation began to give way to the younger generation
who wanted the worship services in the language they knew
best,
f • German immigration from Saxony
Just before the middle of the nineteenth century, in
1839, there was a large immigration from Saxony, Germany.
The German immigrants came to find a new home in America be-
cause in Saxony they did not have the religious freedom
which they felt was necessary for their confessional Luther-
an faith. The Saxon immigrants were led by Pastor Martin
Stephan. They arrived in the new world via New Orleans and
subsequently made their way up the Mississippi River to
Perry County in Missouri. The first boat load arrived on
January 18, 1839. 31
Stephan had persuaded his fellow countrymen to elect
him bishop in order that he might be their spiritual head.
He used this to advantage in drawing up the Declaration of
32Submission which gave him unlimited powers.
Soon after his arrival in America, 8tephan was con-
victed of adultery and the spiritual direction of the new
31. Walter A. Baepler, A Century of Grace , (St.
Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1947), p. 38.
32. Ibid., p. 39.
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colony was vested in the leadership of Carl Ferdinand Wil-
helm Walther. Considerable debate raged over the contro-
ls
versy of Stephen and his ideas on the true Church. This
debate restored the confidence of the people in their clergy
and they felt that they were in the true sense a Church and
not a sect.
Walther began his work in Dresden and Johannieburg,
Missouri but after the controversy and the final adoption
of the proposals, resulting from the debate, he became the
pastor in St. Louis. From that time he was recognized as
the leading pastor in the development of this new brand of
Lutheranism. St. Louis was to become the center of the Lu-
34
theran orthodoxy.
The Saxon immigrants were also influenced by Wilhelm
Loehe, who trained men for this contingent of Lutherans in
the new world. Loehe was responsible for work among the
Indians in Michigan and he made a lasting contribution in
the Indian mission field by instructing such men as August
Friedrich Craemer in that type of work.
Within the space of a decade Loehe sent into
the American field more than 80 workers (pas-
tors, candidates of theology, M emergency
men," students of theology, and teachers); he
33. Ibid., p. 47 to 48.
34. Walther remained a pastor but was also a teach-
er at the St. Louis Seminary until his death. He was also
the editor of Per Lutheran er . His outstanding works include
his Pastorale which has been a standard writing in pastoral
theology.
35. Baepler, op. cit., p. 71.
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established Concordia Seminary at Fort Wayne. . .
he was instrumental in obtaining comparatively
large sums of money for the American cause; and
finally, he played no insignificant role in
bringing about a meeting between his missioners
and the Saxons for the purpose of organizing an
orthodox, confessional Lutheran synod. 36
The formation of the German Evangelical Lutheran Syn-
od of Missouri, Ohio, and Other States took place April 26,
37
1847. After the Synod was organized, an effort was made
to keep pace with the growing immigration* It was necessary
to gather into congregations those who were without pastoral
care, but again the scarcity of pastors proved too much of a
handicap and many German Lutherans were absorbed into the
other denominations. To forstall mass movement from the Lu-
theran fold, the Missouri Synod organized a group of travel-
ing missionaries, who covered certain territories assigned to
them. The discovery of gold which lured many people west of
the Mississippi did not attract any of the pastors until
about 1860 when a pastor named Jacob M. Buehler journeyed to
38
California and established a church.
The Missouri Synod not only began work among the In-
dians but also among the Negroes. The work began among the
39
Negroes in 1877 in Little Rock, Arkansas. Twenty years la-
ter there were eighteen mission stations among the Negroes.
36. Ibid., p. 74.
37. Ibid., p. 98.
38. Ibid., p. 110.
39. Ibid., p. 164.
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Almost from the beginning of the Saxon immigration,
the Missouri Synod had set up educational institutions to
train its pastors. The seminary established by Loehe at
Altenburg, Missouri in 1839 and the seminary at Ft. Wayne
established in 1846 passed into the hands of the Missouri
Synod in 1849. The seminary at St. Louis, known today as
Concordia Theological Seminary, was begun in 1849 and held
40
its first classes in 1850. By developing the program of
the seminaries which it controlled the Missouri Synod thus
provided a native ministry which could accede to the demands
made upon the Church. N£y 1872 the theoretical seminary at
St. Louis had graduated 130 candidates for the ministry,
while the practical seminary at Fort Wayne-St. Louis had
41prepared 298 men as missionaries and pastors."
There is one disturbing factor in the development of
Lutheran pastoral care that needs to be mentioned with ref-
erence to the Missouri Synod and its relationship to the
other Lutheran bodies in America. The strict adherence to
so-called "confessional Lutheranism" has been emphasized to
such an extent that it has hampered full cooperation among
Lutheran churches. This theological divisiveness has pre-
vented standardized theological education and, therefore,
has militated against providing the best in pastoral care.
It is true that during the nineteenth century the differences
40. Ibid., p. 118 - 120.
41. Ibid., p. 127.
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were more pronounced; there was more suspicion and distrust
than there is at the present time. The controversy over
8. S. Schmucker's "Definite Platform" brought about sharp
42
cleavages within Lutheranism in America. The other Lu-
theran churches in America (Swedes, Norwegians, Danes,
Finns, and the German elements in other synods) could have
united earlier, but this doctrinal fight and the language
question, mentioned in foregoing sections, proved a decided
handicap in consolidating efforts which could result in a
united program to provide more adequate pastoral care to
Lutherans scattered all over America.
2. THE EFFECT OF THE CIVIL WAR
a. Preceding the Civil War
The period in American history from 1830 to 1870 was
characterised by sectional rivalries which were an intense
struggle for pre-eminence. Sectional differences were
brought to a head seriously in the war between the states.
The two opposing camps, in the North and in the South, were
lined up in accordance with the strong anti-slavery and
pro-slavery sentiments. But these sentiments grew into
strong feelings and precipitated the great Civil War.
In the beginning of the conflict the Lutheran Church,
42. See Carl Mauelshagen, American Lutheranism Sur-
renders to the Forces of Conservatism
,
(Athens, Georgia:
University of Georgia Publications, 1936), which is a
Ph.D. thesis.
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true to its mission to preach the Gospel, remained aloof
from the struggle. When slavery was forced into the fore-
front as the focal issue, when it ceased to be a social,
economic or political factor, the Lutheran Church found
itself hopelessly divided just as the other denominations.
It was inevitable that Bides would be taken. Though in
American Lutheranism the issue was not forced and it Mwas
the last to divide of the great denominations which split
over the Civil War issue, (it) was the first to consumate
4&
a reunion of its thus divided parts. tt
During this period within the Lutheran Church there
was a notable tendency to emphasise ecclesiastical inter-
ests rather than social issues. This can be noted partic-
ularly in the fact that the Lutheran Church did not split
until 1862. It was at this time that the southern portion
44
of the Church separated from the old General Synod in
its national affiliation. Prior to the conflict the Lu-
theran Church in general did not mix into politics; there
43. Charles Heathcote, The Lutheran Church and the
Civil War
,
(London: Fleming H. Revell Company, 1919)
,
p. 10.
Unless otherwise indicated this section is based on this
reference which is one of the few works written on the sub-
ject. There are some magazines, such as the Observer (1861-
1866) and the Missionary (1861-1866) which were in publica-
tion at the time of the Civil War, but they are unobtainable
at this writing.
44. See Wentz, op. cit.
,
p. 216. In 1860 the General
Synod included two-thirds of the entire Lutheran Church in
America. The General Synod was a general organization em-
phasizing cooperation rather than doctrine.
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was a tendency to remain outside of national issues. The
Lutheran Church was more absorbed in matters dealing with
church polity and doctrinal disputes. The Church in gener
al wanted no part in the issues and it was frankly hoped
4
that there would be a time when the agitation would cease.
The Church in the North began an anti-slavery cam-
paign and the Church in the South was inclined to support
slavery. The South gave way to the M slave holding finan-
cial aristocracy
.
M The anti-slavery agitation in the
North began as early as 1838. The Franckean Synod, an in-
dependent Lutheran group in New York State, was the first
to advocate this legislation and its statement of belief
47
spread throughout the East and the Mid-west. The slav-
ery question became the leading topic of debate although
the Church tried to confine its attention to church mat-
ters.
An editorial in the Lutheran Observer for December
1860 gives a graphic picture of the state of the Church:
What the effect of this agitation will be
upon the Lutheran Church, South, we cannot
yet positively know. The state of South
Carolina has seceded from the union, and we
fear that, if not immediately, it will before
long produce a division in our church. 8
45. See Albert Barnes, The Church and Slavery
,
(Philadelphia: Parry and McMillin, 1857)
,
p. 166 - 168.
46. Heathcote, op. cit., p. 47.
47. Ibid., p. 54 - 55.
48. Ibid.
,
p. 65.
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Subsequent issues show the intensified effort to keep the
Church intact but the slavery issue went beyond the limits
of synodical affiliation, pastors and press attempted to
forestall the inevitable but with the fall of Fort Sumter
and the appeal of President Lincoln for volunteers to de-
fend the nation all feelings were crystalized beyond solu-
49
tion. The rift was complete by the middle of June 1861.
b. During the Civil War
Lutherans on both sides of the conflict rallied be-
hind their respective causes. Entire regiments of Luther-
ans from Pennsylvania joined the fray; the Lutherans in
Virginia and Georgia led the movement for secession.
When the General Synod met in 1862 in Lancaster, Pennsyl-
vania, the division had been so complete that there was
no attempt to legislate the matter. Resolutions were
passed by Northern members of various synods to support
51
the government and defend their civil liberties.
In order to bring the best possible pastoral care to
the soldiers in battle the Lutherans cooperated with other
denominations in sending supplies both to the camps and to
the field. The over-all organization was called the United
States Christian Commission.^ This agency united all
49. Ibid., p. 70.
50. Ibid., p. 71.
51. Ibid., p. 72.
52. Ibid., p. 83.
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cooperating groups under one head and coordinated the ac-
tivities, such as dispensing the medicine and supplies and
disbursing the money which was generously given.
Men were called upon to assist in this combined ef-
fort. Women did much of the nursing. There were regular
visits made to hospitals, to camp areas, and to battle-
fields. The purpose of the citizenry thus employed was to
deliver supplies, circulate good literature, assist chap-
lains in their spiritual ministries, and accomplish many
other countless duties. During the war years the Commission
received over two million dollars for this work; most of
53this money came from the churches. In 1864 the General
Synod at its convention commended highly the work of the
Commission and it is so recorded in its minutes for that
year. "Every battlefield and hospital bears testimony to
the timely relief administered to the bodies and souls of
our suffering soldiers." A resolution was introduced, ap-
proving the work of the Commission as "a safe and success-
ful channel for the preaching of the Gospel to our soldiers,"
Along with spiritual ministration, articles of food and
clothing were gathered by the local congregations for the
5b
wounded and the sick.
53. Ibid., p. 84. See also Annals of the United
States Christian Commission to which Heathcote referred in
The Lutheran Church and the Civil War
, p. 84.
5?^ Ibid., p. 85.
55. Loc. cit.
56. Loc. cit.
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In general the citizenry in the North felt the disas-
trous effects of the war, especially when the tide of battle
was near. Pennsylvania probably suffered more than any oth-
er Btate in this respect. Much was lost in the way of prop-
erty and livestock. It was estimated that Lutherans' loss
. 57
in the city of Chambersburg alone was $250,000.
The Lutheran Church in the South after 1861 support-
ed the cause of the Confederacy. The minutes of the South
Carolina Synod show that the group meeting in 1862 passed
certain resolutions recognizing the right of the States in
the South to secede and dissolved all connection with the
58Northern General Synod. The Lutherans in the South sup-
ported the institution of slavery on the grounds that it was
59Scriptural, that is, that it was allowed in the Scripture.
No effort was made to bring about amicable relations among
Lutherans in the North and those in the South during the
hostilities. The South suffered as the North in areas where
the battles were fought. Churches which were not destroyed
became hospitals. Large losses were sustained in the army
but the South remained obdurate and the hostilities contin-
ued until final capitulation. The Southern Lutherans were
firm in their convictions as in their faith, but when the
57. Ibid.
,
p. 88.
58. Ibid., p. 92.
59. Ibid., p. 97 - 98.
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hostilities were ended they were ready to piece together
the fragments of the broken relationship. 60
c. Following the Civil War
There was a pronounced feeling after the war that
every effort should be made to reunite the Lutheran Church,
The intense loyalties could no longer be sustained. Sec-
tional differences were largely remedied and the need for a
southern Lutheran Church had been removed. Not all the men
who espoused the case of the South during the emergency were
adamant and confessional loyalties could not be severed in-
definitely. The Southern Lutherans had had a share in the
formation of a Lutheran Church in America and, although
overtures for reunion from the North received a cool recep-
tion at first, the South could not remain in isolation.
Some felt that there was need for a permanent Lutheran Syn-
od in the South. The problems in the South were different
and could be handled best by a permanent Southern Lutheran
61
Church. The Southern Lutheran Church also felt that
there was too definite a statement regarding secession at
62
the Lancaster Convention in 1862; for this reason reunion
seemed impracticable. It was not until 1876 that the Lu-
theran Church in the North and in the South (that is, the
60. Ibid., p. 109.
61. Ibid.
,
p. 129.
62. Ibid.
,
p. 130.
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General Synod, the General Council, and the United Synod of
the South) made efforts toward restoring their relationships.*
Organic unity was achieved in 1918 with the formation of the
64
United Lutheran Church in America.
While this section shows the effect of the Civil War
on the Church, we know that the development of Lutheran pas-
toral care received a sharp curtailment due to the friction
of the war* This does not mean that there was no pastoral
care because, as the writer will show in the next section
concerning Pastor W. A. Passavant, every effort was made to
minister both to the soldier and citizen in this trying pe-
riod. A further limitation was imposed on the writer due
to the admitted lack of sources on this period concerning
the Lutheran Church in America.
3. THE PASTORAL MINISTRY OF W. A. PASSAVANT
a. The parish
In the previous sections the writer has described in
a general way the effect of the westward movement and the
Givil War on pastoral care. To be more specific and to il-
lustrate the type of pastoral care which may be regarded as
representative, and in many respects typical, of the nine-
teenth century William A. Passavant was chosen to show the
63. Ibid., p. 141.
64. Wents, op. cit., p. 372 - 400.
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development of Lutheran pastoral care in America. His life
covers seventy-five years of this period.
Passavant was born October 9, 1821 in Zelienople,
Pennsylvania and received his training in American schools
—
at Jefferson College, and Gettysburg Seminary under S. S.
Schmucker, the first professor there. Passavant was one of
the first products of the American Lutheran Seminary tradi-
4. j 65tion.
His first pastoral charge was in Baltimore in 1842.
His pastoral care included work among the sick, the poor,
66
and the Negroes, in particular. In a journal entry for
January 20, 1843 passavant' s own record of his pastoral vis-
it indicates that he made home visits and that he counseled
67
and prayed according to Divine direction. Another entry
gives an account of a pastoral visit, showing the type of
counseling he did. He was very firm in his efforts to per-
suade his parishioner to forgive a sister who had asked for
pardon many times. He spent an hour with little success;
68
his efforts were admittedly in vain.
An interesting note on his ministry is found for the
year 1851. passavant explained his pastoral ministry to
65. Gerberding, op. cit. The writer acknowledges
his indebtedness to Gerberding for gathering all available
information concerning W. A. passavant, including the un-
finished biography left incomplete at the death of Passa-
vant f s son.
66. Ibid., p. 89.
67. Ibid.
,
p. 90.
68. Ibid., p. 91.
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his mother to whom he wrote often. Much of his forenoon
was spent in his study. His afternoon was divided into a
trip to the post office for mail and an hour or two in an
office nearby to receive persons desiring his counsel.
The balance of the afternoon was spent in making sick calls
69
and calls upon the indifferent. This may be considered
a typical day in the life of Pastor Passavant.
In a letter to a young minister friend Passavant de-
scribed his personal preparation for his pastoral tasks.
His daily study of the Scripture in the morning and in the
evening, with prayer for those to be visited as well as
catechumens, members, and non-members, indicates his devo-
tion to his Lord and his people. Passavant also made a
list of names and addresses to facilitate pastoral calling;
he prayed daily for several on his list and always preced-
70
ed each visit with a prayer of preparation.
Passavant was restless in his parish at Baltimore
and, at an early age, longed for the adventure of doing
work on the frontier in the West. When he gave up the
work in his Baltimore parish it may have been in his mind
to accept the call of the First English Lutheran Church in
71Pittsburgh. This church had been organized by John
69. Ibid., p. 251.
70. Ibid., p. 94.
71. Ibid., p. 113.
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Christ ian Frederick Heyer just seven years before Passa-
vant accepted the call.
When Passavant began his pastoral ministry in Pitts-
burgh by getting acquainted and making pastoral visits
among all of his new parishioners ; none were neglected.
Visitation engaged most of his time during the first summer.
He left behind him some word or truth of God,
the impression that a man of God had been in
the house. Where convenient, he read the Word
and offered prayer for the household. 73
Because of this diligence and prodigious effort in canvass-
ing his parish area, he soon left a marked impression. He
never needed to worry about hearers on Sunday morning. He
preached to a crowded church.
b. Institutions
i. The diaconate
On a trip abroad in 1846 Passavant met Theodore
Fl leaner, who had founded the diaconate at Kaiserwerth in
1836. As a result of his contact with Fliedner, Passavant
conceived the idea of establishing such an institution in
the United States. He made provision for it by leaving a
72. Heyer was a man of outstanding ability in es-
tablishing home missions on the frontier. He traveled
widely in his efforts to provide pastoral care for the
scattered Lutherans. See E. Theodore Bachmann, They Called
Him Father
,
(Philadelphia; The Muhlenberg press, 194271
which is the life story of Heyer.
73. Ibid., p. 117.
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Bum of money with Fliedner to provide passage for deacon-
esses to come to America for the purpose of establishing
74
a branch of the diaconate here.
Pittsburgh was selected as the site for the infir-
mary where the deaconesses would serve. Passavant rented
a house which could be used for the deaconess hospital and
75training center. Fliedner and four deaconesses from
Kaiserswerth were present at the formal opening ceremonies
76held July 14, 1849. The infirmary was used in the care
of the sick and the Mother-house, which was a training
center, supplied deaconesses who were capable of working
in hospitals, congregations and asylums. Through the train-
ing center this work spread to other areas. The establish-
ing of the diaconate was only one of many enterprises, in
which passavant had a hand, to bring a more effective pas-
toral care to bear.
ii. The orphanages
passavant gave considerable time to orphan work. He
had seen the Jewish orphanage in London on his trip to Eu-
rope. The sight of this orphanage made an indelible im-
pression upon him. He set to work at the first opportunity
to establish such an institution in the United States. An
74. Ibid.
,
p. 180.
75. Ibid., p. 183.
76. Ibid., p. 188.
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orphanage was founded in 1852 at Pittsburgh.
In the spring of 1854, two years after the
first orphans were admitted, the Home in the
city was already crowded, and new applica-
tions were constantly received. It was
therefore determined to make a commencement
at the Farm School without delay. B
Provision was made for a farm school at Zelienople and the
older children were housed there. Later an orphanage was
established at Germantown, Pennsylvania.
All these operations and projects were undertaken in
addition to Passavant *s work at First Lutheran Church in
Pittsburgh. Passavant undoubtedly made many personal sac-
rifices in his unselfish devotion to the pastoral ministry.
iii. The penitentiary
Not only was Passavant influential in the work of
the diaconate and the orphanages but also he was keenly
aware of the necessity of providing pastoral care among the
women prisoners in the penitentiary at Allegheny City in
1853. He evidently visited them whenever he could. In the
June issue of the Missionary for 1853, Passavant reported
his visits to the penitentiary were always well received by
79the inmates. Thus we conclude that Passavant ministered
to all types of people.
77. Ibid., p. 224.
78. Ibid., p. 226.
79. Ibid.
,
p. 260.
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iv. The hospitals
A significant development in the care of souls was
the founding of two hospitals beyond Pittsburgh by Dr.
passavant, one at Milwaukee and the other at Chicago. In
the Missionary for December 10, 1863, Passavant wrote about
80
the need of a Protestant hospital in Milwaukee. A suit-
able house was purchased in a section which is now the heart
of Milwaukee and the small hospital began its operation on
81
August 3, 1863. The work of the new institution was taken
over by the deaconesses. One of those unselfish and untir-
ing servants was Sister Barbara Kaag who worked to relieve
82
the 6ick and suffering for over twenty-two years.
The Chicago Passavant Hospital began operations on
July 28, 1866. Like the Milwaukee hospital, which had been
destroyed by fire and rebuilt, the Chicago hospital was de-
stroyed in the great Chicago fire in 1871. The Chicago
fire destroyed many Lutheran churches in the city also and
the condition seemed utterly hopeless. Dr. Passavant was
unable to secure enough funds for the rebuilding of the
passavant Hospital in Chicago until fourteen years later.
During that period appeals for support from the eastern
churches were made.
From one of the deaconesses who observed passavant
80. Ibid., p. 389.
81. Ibid.
,
p. 393.
82. Ibid.
,
p. 395.
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making his rounds in the Milwaukee hospital, we learn that
he took a sympathetic interest in all of the patients. In
some instances he treated them with as much concern as if
they had been members of his own family. He was always
83kind and faithful in his ministry to the sick.
v. Schools of higher education
passavant was a promoter of higher education for Lu-
therans. An interested and consecrated layman, Louis
Thiel, donated $5,505 which Passavant could use for some
benevolent purposes, passavant put the money to use im-
mediately in the purchase of a set of buildings. He found-
84
ed Thiel College in honor of the donor. In the Chicago
area Passavant was instrumental in establishing a theolog-
85
ical seminary.
vi. Other projects
passavant must have been a man with untiring energy.
Scarcely did he finish one piece of work before another was
begun. He was active in founding a colony for epileptics
86
at Jacksonville, Illinois. Concurrently with his labors
in the West, Passavant secured the services of Pastors
85. Ibid.
,
p. 411.
84. Thiel College, Greenville, Pennsylvania was
founded in 1866.
85. Ibid., p. 560. The seminary today is called
Chicago Lutheran Seminary at Maywood, Illinois.
86. Ibid., p. 483.
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Neumann and Berkemeier for the new Emigrant House in New
York, where they assisted newcomers in finding places to
live and work, passavant wanted a home where w these dazed
children of another world and another tongue might be gath-
ered and there counseled as to their material and spiritual
welfare. H
passavant also had an interest in the Scandinavian
Lutherans who made their way into the vast new frontier
88
along the Great Lakes in Wisconsin, Illinois and Minnesota.
In 1853 a Swedish congregation was organized in Chicago by
the Rev. Erland Carlson, passavant encouraged this venture
of the Swedes and actively supported them. He also worked
among the Norwegian Lutherans who came to the Mid-west
about 1856. Passavant became the spiritual adviser to these
two groups and served in that capacity from 1870 until 1875.
Dr. Passavant was again influential in establishing
homes and churches and in securing pastors for the terri-
89
tory of the Northwest. Pastors on the frontier were scarce
in this period as in the preceding colonial period. There
were more immigrants arriving but the number of pastors did
not increase correspondingly. In his efforts to begin Lu-
theranism in the Northwest, Passavant had made as many as
87. Ibid.
,
p. 497.
88. Ibid.
,
p. 204.
89. See George H. Trabert , English Lutheranism in the
Nojrthwest, (Philadelphia; General Council Publication House,
1914)
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eighty-nine trips from Pittsburgh to Milwaukee and Minne-
sota. He was greatly interested in the establishment of
an English-speaking Lutheran Church in order to provide
for pastoral care in the English language.
c. The Civil War
Passavant's congregation at Pittsburgh was divided
into two factions. Some were displeased because he spent
so much of his time in establishing institutions of mercy.
Because of the extra duties concerning the institutions he
had established and the churches organized under his direc-
tion, Passavant felt impelled to resign his post as pastor
at Pittsburgh in 1858, eleven years after beginning his la-
bors there.
Passavant was soon caught up in the restlessness of
the period preceding the Civil War. "The voice of the
90press and the pulpit was full of fears and forebodings."
The turbulent times were reflected in passavant's edito-
rials which appeared in the Missionary , another of the pro-
jects which he established during his parish ministry and
to which he himself contributed regularly. In the issue
for December 13, 1860, Passavant wrote that the Christian
patriot must not depend upon his own solutions of the issue
91before the nation. In the very next issue he wrote an
90. Ibid., p. 301.
91. Ibid., p. 302.
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editorial, "The Time in Which We Live, M in which he recog-
nized that it was a period of national crisis. It was the
93
issue of slavery that had to be decided.
He also wrote that the Church should make ready its
institutions of mercy to "relieve the sufferings and miti-
gate the sorrows of war by all the appliances of mercy
93
within reach." He even offered to assist the army of the
North by releasing his deaconesses for emergency service.
94
This offer was accepted.
In its meeting in I860 the Pennsylvania 8ynod sought
to make adequate provision for the spiritual ministry to
the soldiers, passavant was called to be the Synod's chap-
lain to the men of the Northern army. He was asked to make
all necessary arrangements for pastoral services to the
95
soldiers in battle and to coordinate such efforts. Pas-
savant, though touched by this expression of confidence,
declined the call but he did all that he could toward ren-
dering effective service to the soldiers. This he did in
connection with the hospitals and the deaconesses 1 services
which he had offered previously. He also worked toward the
release of non-combatants who were captured by the Confed-
erate Armies. "During the whole long course of the war he
was a loyal supporter of the Government, the warm friend
92. Ibid., p. 304.
93. Ibid.
,
p. 307.
94. Ibid.
,
p. 307 - 310.
95. Ibid., p. 311 - 312.
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and liberal helper of the soldiers, and the counsellor and
96
assistant of Miss Dix and her noble army of nurses. M His
advice was sought by officials in the Church and Government,
passavant did his duty where he felt he could do the most
good. Had he courted government favor on his frequent trips
to Washington he might have had a high post there. He de-
clined all such offers because his first and foremost duty
was to the Church.
This description of the pastoral ministry of W. A.
passavant concludes the writer's presentation of the devel-
opment of Lutheran pastoral care during the nineteenth cen-
tury. The development in the twentieth century is consider-
ed in Chapters V and VI. Chapter V reports the results of
a questionnaire study on Lutheran pastoral care in parishes
of today. Chapter VI, on the other hand, is included to
show the Lutheran pastoral ministry of today as indicated
by the existing literature.
96. Ibid., p. 323
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CHAPTER V
LUTHERAN PASTORAL CARE IN AMERICA TODAY
1. A SURVEY AMONG LUTHERAN PASTORS IN THE PRESENT ERA
a. Necessity for a questionnaire
In order to depict the Lutheran pastoral care of the
present era in America, the writer prepared a three-page
questionnaire, whicn was sent December 6, 1948 to a cross-
section of Lutheran pastors. In contrast to tne Colonial
period and the beginnings of Lutheran pastoral care in Amer-
ica, the present era finds over 10,000 Lutneran pastors in
America. It was decided, therefore, that a survey would be
the most direct way to ascertain present trends among so
many pastors.
b. Purpose of the questionnaire
The purpose of the questionnaire was to determine the
Lutheran pastors' concept and methods of pastoral care as
well as their appraisal of modern trends in pastoral care.
This information would indicate the present stage of devel-
opment in Lutheran pastoral care and would provide first-
hand and up-to-date data to supplement the meager material
in this field.
c. Formulation of the questionnaire
The questionnaire was divided into three sections;
I. Concepts of Pastoral Care (11 questions); II. Methods
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of Pastoral Care (17 questions); III. Appraisal of Modern
Trends (9 questions). The thirty-seven questions varied in
length and scope but they could be answered by simple check
marks. Each question was worded carefully, pre-tested, and
revised before the final draft of the questionnaire was com-
pleted. In order that the pastors would feel free to pre-
sent accurate reports of their respective ministries the
questionnaire did not require them to sign their names but
requested other significant data such as age, training,
church body, city, and total membership of parish served.
Ample space was left for written comments.
Elite type was used to properly space the questions.
The questionnaire was mimeographed on canary yellow paper to
call attention to the printed pages which otherwise could
have been lost easily on a busy pastor's desk. A short mim-
eographed letter of explanation and a self-addressed stamp-
ed envelope were enclosed with each questionnaire.
d. Distribution of the questionnaire
The questionnaire was sent to pastors in the eight
bodies of the National Lutheran Council and in the Lutheran
Church, Missouri Synod. The National Lutheran Council is
composed of The United Lutheran Church in America, American
Lutheran Church, The Evangelical Lutheran Church (Norwegian),
Augus tana Lutheran Church (Swedish), The Lutheran Free
Church, United Evangelical Lutheran Church (Danish), The
r\ if;
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Danish Lutheran, and The Finnish Evangelical Lutheran
Church (Suorai Synod). Of the Lutheran pastors in these nine
church bodies approximately one out of every twenty (494 pas-
tors) received a copy of the questionnaire.
From the statistical reports found in the 1948 year
books of the nine church bodies it was possible to make a se-
lection of pastors according to the numerical strength and
distribution of parishes in cities, towns, and rural areas.
For the purpose of tabulation the writer defines a city as a
population of 10,000 and above, a town as a population of 500
to 9,999, and a rural area as a population of under 500. To
achieve a representative sample of the Lutheran Church in
America pastors of all Lutheran areas in the nation were in-
cluded. Questionnaires were sent to pastors in thirty-seven
states and in Washington, D. C. In selecting the pastors of
the United Lutheran Church in America (one of the churches in
the National Lutheran Council) it seemed advisable to avoid
those who had received a questionnaire on marriage counseling
from Mr. Paul Orso during November of 1948.
e. Distribution of the respondents
In a survey by mail the number of respondents is ad-
mittedly unpredictable and, therefore, less accurate than
the personal interview method used by public opinion poll-
sters. Though the questionnaire was sent to a cros6-sect ion
of Lutheran pastors in America, the percentage of respondents
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differs for each church body. The following table shows the
number of pastors serving parishes in each of the nine
church bodies, the distribution of questionnaires, and the
tabulation of respondents.
Pastors Number
Serving
Parishes
Ballots
Sent
Number
Answered
Per cent
Answered
TOTAL 9,866 494 213 43$
Mo. Synod 3,431 171 a oD49 *i /ff36^b
U. Luth. 2,773 139 69 50$
Amer. Luth. 1,385 69 32 46#
Ev. Luth. 1,140 57 19 33#
Aug. Luth. 750 38 20 53#
Luth. Free 134 7 3 43$
U. Ev. Luth. 127 6 5 83$
Dan. Luth. 66 3 1 33$
Suomi Synod 60 3 2 67$
1. In order to facilitate tabulation in the charts
the church bodies hereinafter will be abbreviated as fol-
lows; Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod, Mo. Synod; The Unit-
ed Lutheran Church in America, U. Luth.; American Lutheran
Church, Amer. Luth.; The Evangelical Lutheran Church, Ev.
Luth.; Augustana Lutheran Church, Aug. Luth.; The Lutheran
Free Church, Luth. Free; United Evangelical Lutheran Church,
U- Ev. Luth.; The Dani6h Lutheran, Dan. Luth.; The Finnish
Evangelical Lutheran Church, Suomi Synod.
c
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The following table shows the distribution of respon-
dents according to city, town, and rural parishes.
City Town Rural
Pastors Pastors Pastors TOTAL
101 ALi TIElib 1A34 el 3
Mo. Synod AD 11 3 62
U. Luth. 33 33 13 69
Amer . Luth. 14 13 5 32
Ev. Luth. 6 8 5 19
Aug. Luth. 10 5 5 20
Luth. Free 0 1 2 3
U. Ev. Luth. 2 2 1 5
Dan. Luth. 0 1 0 1
Suomi Synod 2 0 0 2
The following table shows the distribution of respon-
dents according to younger and older pastors.
Over Under Age not
4Q years 4q years given TOTAL
TOTAL 129 83 1 213
Mo . Synod 34 27 1 62
U. Luth. 36 33 0 69
Amer. Luth. 24 8 0 32
Ev. Luth. 12 7 0 19
Aug. Luth. 15 5 0 20
Luth. Free 3 0 0 3
U. Ev. Luth. 3 2 0 5
Dan. Luth. 1 0 0 1
Suomi Synod 1 1 0 2
iudi -xi a
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2. ANALYSIS OF SURVEY RETURNS
a. Concepts of Lutheran pastoral care
The purpose of including the first section, "I. Con-
cepts of Lutheran Pastoral Care," in the questionnaire was
to determine the theoretical framework within which the
pastors conceive their office. The questions were phrased
in such a way as to find out how vague or specific these
concepts are in the minds of Lutheran pastors. No effort
was made to include trick questions hut certain questions
were included to act as guards against hasty generalization.
By answering the eleven questions in the first sec-
tion the respondents clearly indicated that Lutheran pas-
tors think in the traditional pattern that pastoral care is
the care or cure of souls, primarily a ministry to individ-
uals, though not necessarily concerned with the religious
aspects of the parishioners 1 problems. In contrast, most
respondents consider preaching more significant than coun-
seling, which is one of the most important aspects of pas-
toral care. Traditionally Lutheran clergymen are called
pastors but the present emphasis indicates that they con-
sider pastoral care secondary to preaching.
The writer will analyze the results of each question
in consecutive order as they appeared on the questionnaire.
A table, showing the response according to the nine church
bodies, will follow the analysis of each question.
! iJ
- o
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1* How do you think the Lutheran concept of pastoral care
is best described?
Over half of the 213 respondents, given four choices,
checked "Care or cure of souls" to answer this question.
This is indicative of the traditional Lutheran concept of
"Seelsorge.
"
One out of six chose "Growth in grace and knowledge"
as their answer. The same ratio made multiple choices, al-
though the question clearly called for one answer. These
multiple choices indicated either that the ideas were com-
plementary, that the respondents were confused by the
phraseology, or that they were reluctant to be definite.
Several checked all four of the given choices.
Care
Helping Growth or Combi-
people in grace cure Spirit- nations
in and of ual di- of an-
trouble knowledge souls rection ewer 8 TOTAL
TOTAL 9 34 109 27 34 213
Mo. Synod 2 5 41 5 9 62
U. Luth. 3 17 27 9 13 69
Amer. Luth. 2 4 18 2 6 32
Ev. Luth. 0 3 10 5 1 19
Aug. Luth. 2 2 9 5 2 20
Luth. Free 0 1 1 0 1 3
U. Ev. Luth. 0 1 2 1 1 5
Dan. Luth. 0 0 0 0 1 1
Suomi Synod 0 1 1 0 0 2
• Cut! y
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2. Does Lutheran pastoral care in America today depart from
Luther's emphasis in pastoral care?
Forty per cent of the respondents think that the Lu-
theran pastor does not depart from Luther f s emphasis in pas-
toral care. It is significant that the majority of the re-
spondents were either positive or uncertain that Lutheran
pastoral care today does depart from Luther's emphasis in
pastoral care. Of those pastors who were uncertain about
thi6 question, some may have been confused as to Luther's
concept of pastoral care or hesitant to commit themselves.
Several pastors in their marginal comments suggested that Lu-
theran pastoral care today has gone beyond Luther's emphasis
in order to meet the needs of a more complex world.
Yes No Uncertain opinion TOTAL
TOTAL 47 87 76 3 213
Mo. Synod 13 25 22 2 62
U. Luth. 14 30 24 1 69
Amer. Luth. 13 11 8 0 32
Ev. Luth. 3 9 7 0 19
Aug. Luth. 3 9 8 0 20
Luth. Free 1 2 0 0 3
U. Ev. Luth. 0 1 4 0 5
Dan. Luth. 0 0 1 0 1
Suomi Synod 0 0 2 0 2
0vixc Ji* ni '..t'rfroiiK 3X?# oxtw tric^a**^ ©aooj iO .©"too
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3. Do Lutheran pastors consider the Lutheran concept of
pastoral care unique?
The majority of the respondents think that Lutheran
pastors consider the Lutheran concept of pastoral care
unique. Though not specifically stated, this opinion is
evidently determined by a comparison with other denomina-
tions. These results would be of more value if the question
had been phrased so that the respondents could have indi-
cated in what way or ways the Lutheran concept of pastoral
care is unique.
Nearly one-third of the respondents checked "No* as
their answer to this question. This is a significant trend
in the movement toward advancement beyond traditions and
provincialism •
Yes No Uncertain
No
opinion TOTAL
TOTAL 117 62 30 4 213
Mo. Synod 34 19 7 2 62
U. Luth. 42 20 6 1 69
Amer. Luth. 19 8 4 1 32
Ev. Luth* 10 6 3 0 19
Aug. Luth. 8 7 5 0 20
Luth. Free 2 1 0 0 3
U. Ev. Luth. 2 1 2 0 5
Dan. Luth. 0 0 1 0 1
Suomi Synod 0 0 2 0 2
1 eitJ
«r*e£ttJu,I SAtiS laid? ajn»£>a^q
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4. Do you consider pastoral care:
(a) Ministry to groups (societies, Sunday School, councils)
(b) Ministry of liturgy, sermons, public confession
(c) Ministry to individual^
Sixty-one per cent consider pastoral care a ministry
to individuals. Though none of the respondents consider
pastoral care a ministry to groups alone, thirty-six per cent
include HMinistry to groups (etc.)" along with one or both of
the other suggested answers. Twenty-two per cent checked all
three answers.
Ministry
of lit-
urgy, ser-
mons, pub-
lic con-
fession
Ministry
to indi-
viduals
All
an-
swers
Combi-
nations
of an-
swers
No
an-
swer TOTAL
TOTAL 4 131 47 29 2 213
Mo . Synod 2 43 7 9 1 62
U. Luth. 1 37 21 9 1 69
Amer. Luth. 1 20 5 6 0 32
Ev. Luth. 0 14 4 1 0 19
Aug. Luth. 0 7 10 3 0 20
Luth. Free 0 3 0 0 0 3
U. Ev. Luth. 0 4 0 1 0 5
Dan. Luth. 0 1 0 0 0 1
Suomi Synod 0 2 0 0 0 2
2. Because this question is not complete in itself,
without the suggested answers, it is necessary to deviate
slightly in the method of presenting this analysis.
i fc) rI s *lj £X5 1Qv •SUBO tt* V. X El£Ar*
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5. Has your inner call to the ministry influenced your pas-
toral care?
Over four-fifths of the respondents feel their pas-
toral care influenced by their inner call to the ministry,
which, according to Lutheran theologians, is the call to pre-
pare for the ministry. ^ Their devotion to Christ and their
desire to serve are determining components of their pastoral
care, though the degree of influence obviously varies with
each pastor.
Yes No Uncertain
No
opinion TOTAL
TOTAL 183 8 14 8 213
Mo. Synod 47 3 8 4 62
U. Luth. 60 3 4 2 69
Amer. Luth. 28 2 0 2 32
Ev. Luth. 19 0 0 0 19
Aug. Luth. 20 0 0 0 20
Luth. Free 3 0 0 0 3
U. Ev. Luth. 5 0 0 0 5
Dan. Luth. 0 0 1 0 1
Suomi Synod 1 0 1 0 2
3. G. H. Gerberding, The Lutheran Pastor, (Minneapo-
lis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1902)
, p. 42-56.
t£>10
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6. Is your pastoral care influenced by any of these theo-
logical concepts?
a} Sin (c) Justification (e) Redemption
b) Grace (d) Sanctification (f) Doctrine of last things
The paBtoral care of a majority of the respondents
is influenced by the theological concepts of sin, grace,
justification, sanctification, and redemption. Only a lit-
tle more than one-third of the respondents checked "Doctrine
of last things. M The results of this question corroborate
the strong emphasis placed upon doctrinal theology in the
Lutheran Church. In his research the writer has not dis-
covered any publications devoted to the study of the rela-
tionship of Lutheran theology to Lutheran pastoral care.
Doctrine
Justifi- Sancti- Redemp- of last
Sin Grace cation fication tion things
TOTAL4 159 171 113 115 125 80
Mo. Synod 46 48 32 34 35 27
U. Luth. 48 55 38 34 42 25
Amer. Luth. 21 23 14 18 17 10
Ev. Luth. 17 18 12 12 13 10
Aug. Luth. 19 18 12 12 13 6
Luth. Free 1 3 0 0 1 0
U. Ev. Luth. 5 4 3 4 3 2
Dan. Luth. 1 1 1 1 1 0
Suomi Synod 1 1 1 0 0 0
4. Number of responses in this table add to more
than the 213 total respondents because of multiple answers.
V 1
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7. Which do you consider the most significant task of the
minister?
(a) Preaching (c) Counseling
(b; Teaching (d) Administration
Over half of the respondents consider preaching the
most significant task of the minister. Almost one-fifth of
the respondents did not choose the most significant task
but gave multiple answers. None checked "Administration."
Counseling is considered secondary not only to preaching
but also to teaching. One pastor's impression is "that our
finest preachers have the most opportunities for personal
counseling." On the other hand, another pastor wrote,
"Pastoral visitation is the chief task of the pastor and is
often crowded out by everything else because it can be
pushed aside with the least amount of audible objection."
Combina-
Preach- Teach- Counsel- tions of No
ing ing ing answers opinion TOTAL
TOTAL 130 20 16 46 1 213
Mo. Synod 38 6 2 16 0 62
U. Luth. 44 6 7 11 1 69
Amer. Luth. 14 4 5 9 0 32
Ev. Luth. 14 2 1 2 0 19
Aug. Luth. 14 1 1 4 0 20
Luth. Free 2 0 0 1 0 3
U. Ev. Luth,. 3 0 0 2 0 5
Dan. Luth. 0 0 0 1 0 1
Suomi Synod 1 1 0 0 0 2
. AC
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8. Which do you make the first aim of your pastoral visit?
(a) To gain the confidence of the family or individual
(bj To meet the individual's or family's needs
(c) To discuss the individual's or family's relation-
ship to the Church
The majority of the respondents make their first aim
of the pastoral visit "To gain the confidence of the family
or individual." Marginal notes indicate that nothing can
be accomplished until the family or individual has confidence
in the pastor. This would imply that the aim is pastor-
centered rather than parishioner-centered. Less than one-
third of the respondents make their first aim of the pastor-
al visit "To meet the individual's or family's needs."
These pastors who seek to meet the parishioners' needs may
be gaining their confidence as a result.
K Combinations No
laT (c) of answers opinion TOTAL
TOTAL 123 65 17 8 1 213
Mo. Synod 32 24 5 1 0 62
U. Luth. 37 24 5 2 1 69
Amer. Luth. 20 7 2 3 0 32
Ev. Luth. 12 2 4 1 0 19
Aug. Luth. 13 5 1 1 0 20
Luth. Free 2 1 0 0 0 3
U. Ev. Luth. 4 1 0 0 0 5
Dan. Luth. 1 0 0 0 0 1
Suomi Synod 1 1 0 0 0 2
5. The length of the suggested answers makes refer-
ence by letter (i.e., (a), (b) , and (c) as indicated) nec-
essary .
SI
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9. Do you think that Lutheran people go to their pastor
more freely than do members of other churches?
Forty-one per cent of the respondents think that Lu-
theran people go to their pastor more freely than do mem-
bers of other churches. Of this group, several noted "with
the exception of the Roman Catholic Church." The majority
of the respondents, as indicated by their uncertainty and by
negative answers, are not misled into thinking that they have
special appeal or the right answers as compared to the min-
isters of other denominations.
No
Yes No Uncertain opinion TOTAL
TOTAL 87 62 62 2 213
Mo . Synod 31 10 20 1 62
U. Luth. 29 22 18 0 69
Amer. Luth. 15 9 7 1 32
Ev. Luth. 5 9 5 0 19
Aug. Luth. 7 6 7 0 20
Luth. Free 0 2 1 0 3
U. Ev. Luth. 0 2 3 0 5
Dan. Luth. 0 0 1 0 1
Suomi Synod 0 2 0 0 2
6. The Lutheran Church also has an order for pri-
vate confession but it is not used extensively.
O* t-
B
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10. In your pastoral care are you concerned only with the
religious aspects of your parishioners' problems?
Eighty-six per cent of the respondents are not con-
cerned only with the religious aspects of their parishioners 1
problems. We may conclude, therefore, that these pastors
are making an effort to consider other significant aspects
of their parishioners 1 problems.
The minority group, which concern themselves only
with the religious aspects, may be utilizing the help which
religion can offer to any problem but they are reducing the
problems to fit one pattern, i.e., the religious pattern.
In this way, significant areas of the problem may be ignor-
ed.
Yes NO Uncertain TOTAL
TOTAL 27 183 3 213
Mo . Synod 8 54 0 62
U. Luth. 8 60 1 69
Amer. Luth. 5 27 0 32
Ev. Luth. 1 18 0 IS
Aug. Luth. 4 16 0 20
Luth. Free 0 2 1 3
U. Ev. Luth. 1 4 0 5
Dan. Luth. 0 1 0 1
Suomi Synod 0 1 1 2
ti j
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11. Hhich one of the following describee best your primary
purpose in pastoral care?
(a) To guide & advise individuals
(b) To exhort & instruct individuals
(c) To comfort & console individuals
(d) To guide & advise groups
(e) To exhort & instruct groups
(f) To comfort & console groups
The results of this question are consistent with the
results of the fourth question, which revealed that pasto-
ral care is primarily a ministry to individuals. The wide
assortment of combinations in answer to this question indi-
cates again that there is some uncertainty and indecision
as to the primary purpose in pastoral care. Nearly half of
the respondents, however, consider MTo guide & advise indi-
viduals" the best description of their primary purpose in
pastoral care. None of the respondents checked "To comfort
& console groups."
Cornbina- No
(a) ill
tions of
(e) answers
opin-
ion TOTAL
TOTAL 98 16 41 2 7 46 3 213
Mo. Synod 26 6 14 0 1 14 1 62
U. Luth. 31 6 14 1 3 13 1 69
Amer. Luth. 15 1 5 0 2 8 1 32
Ev. Luth. 10 2 5 0 0 2 0 19
Aug. Luth. 9 1 2 1 1 6 0 20
Luth. Free 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 3
U. Ev. Luth. 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 5
Dan. Luth. 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
Suomi Synod 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
J. yy.f
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b. Methods of Lutheran pastoral care in use today
The purpose of the second section of the question-
naire, "II. Methods of Pastoral Care in Use Today," was to
determine what methods Lutheran pastors are employing to
provide pastoral care in their parishes today. The seven-
teen questions of thi6 section requested specific informa-
tion such as: the time, place, and type of counseling;
whether or not records of interviews are kept; if services
of other professional people are utilized in inter-profes-
sional cooperation; procedures used in hospital and pasto-
ral visits; metnods of dealing with bereavement and pre-
marital interviews; as well as techniques to minister to
children and to the aged.
It is significant to note that most of the respon-
dents considered their method of counseling "responsive"
while very few were influenced by Dr. Paul E. Johnson who
7first used this term in defining a method of pastoral
counseling.
In general, the results of this section indicate
that Lutheran pastors have a traditional methodology which
is consistent with the Lutheran concept of pastoral care or
cure of souls.
7. See Paul E. Johnson, "Clinical Psychology for
the Pastor," Journal of Clinical Psychology , Vol. 1 (1945),
p. 264 - 265. See also Paul E. Johnson, "Methods of Pas-
toral Counseling," The Journal of Pastoral Care , Vol. 1
(1S47), p. 30 - 31.
ii 0 j a
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12. Where do you engage in personal counseling most fre-
quently?
Forty-three per cent of the respondents do most of
their personal counseling in the homes of their parishion-
ers. Seventeen per cent engage in personal counseling in
the church most frequently. Counseling both in the homes
and in the parsonage is most frequent with fifteen per cent
of the respondents. Another fifteen per cent counsel most
frequently in the parsonage. Only two respondents checked
MOther places. M The tendency is to counsel in the familiar,
everyday surroundings, though this is not always by choice
as the results of the next question indicate.
Home of Homes Other
Par- Parish- and Par- Other Combi-
sonage Church ioner sonage Places nations TOTAL
TOTAL 33 36 92 33 2 17 213
Mo. Synod 14 7 24 11 0 6 62
U. Luth. 7 14 33 10 1 4 69
Amer. Luth. 8 4 11 7 0 2 32
Ev. Luth. 0 7 9 1 0 2 19
Aug. Luth. 4 4 8 1 1 2 20
Luth. Free 0 0 2 0 0 1 3
U. Ev. Luth. 0 0 3 2 0 0 5
Dan. Luth. 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Suomi Synod 0 0 2 0 0 0 2
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13. V¥here would you prefer to do counseling?
Forty-six per cent of the respondents would prefer to
do counseling in the church. Marginal notes indicate that
the suggested answer was interpreted as "church office. H
Invariably pastors noted that more privacy would be possible
in the church. Some suggested that the parsonage and home
are not free from interruption. More significant help may
be offered in a setting devoid of distractions.
More pastors prefer counseling in the parsonage to
counseling in the homes of parishioners. Evidently the
pastors think that the home environment is a disadvantage in
counseling. It is obvious, too, that a pastor can budget
his time more effectively when his parishioners come to him.
Home of Homes Other No
par- Parish- and Par- Combi- opin-
sonage Church ioner sonage nations ion TOTAL
TOTAL 52 98 41 10 10 2 213
Mo. Synod 13 21 15 6 5 2 62
U. Luth. 19 32 16 1 1 0 69
Amer. Luth. 11 14 3 3 1 0 32
£v. Luth. 2 14 3 0 0 0 19
Aug. Luth. 2 14 2 0 2 0 20
Luth. Free 2 1 0 0 0 0 3
U. Ev. Luth. 1 2 1 0 1 0 5
Dan. Luth. 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Suomi Synod 1 0 1 0 0 0 2
21
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14. Do you have scheduled-office-hours in which people
make appointments for pastoral counseling?
Seventy-one per cent of the respondents do not have
scheduled-office-hours in which parishioners can make ap-
pointments for counseling. Some indicated their desire to
initiate the practise. Others noted that there need be no
office hours and that they prefer the M open door policy. M
Scheduled-office-hours would be an efficient way to provide
more pastoral care to more parishioners. This practise is
not traditional in the Lutheran Church, however, so both
the pastors and the parishioners would have to become accus-
tomed to it, before such an arrangement could be successful.
The fact that twenty-eight per cent of the respondents do
have scheduled-office-hours suggests that it is practical,
at least in some parishes.
Yes No TOTAL
TOTAL 60 153 213
Mo. Synod 20 42 62
U. Luth. 19 50 69
Amer. Luth. 6 26 32
Ev. Luth. 7 12 19
Aug. Luth. 7 13 20
Luth. Free 0 3 3
U. Ev. Luth. 1 4 5
Dan. Luth. 0 1 1
Suomi Synod 0 2 2
I aaj xc r
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15. How do you find most of your paBtoral opportunities?
The results of this question clearly indicate that
most pastoral opportunities come about as a result of call-
ing. Only twenty-two per cent of the respondents find
their pastoral opportunities through preaching. The writer
concludes, therefore, that the respondents must go and find
the people who need counseling, though the results of the
Q
thirteenth question indicate that the respondents prefer
to do their counseling in the church or in the parsonage.
Referral
inrougn
your
calling
As result
of your
preaching
Combina-
tions of
answers
NO
opin-
ion TOTAL
TOTAL 13 133 47 16 4 213
Mo. Synod 4 36 16 4 2 62
U. Luth. 5 45 14 3 2 69
Amer. Luth. 1 19 8 4 0 32
Ev. Luth. 0 14 4 1 0 19
Aug. Luth. 3 10 4 3 0 20
Luth. Free 0 2 1 0 0 3
U. Ev. Luth. 0 5 0 0 0 5
Dan. Luth. 0 0 0 1 0 1
Suomi Synod 0 2 0 0 0 2
8. Of. ante, p. 136
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16. Do you control the length of the pastoral visit or
interview by:
(a) Rigid time limit (b) Flexible limit (c) No limit
Sixty-seven per cent of the pastors, who responded to
this questionnaire, have a flexible time limit in their pas-
toral visits or interviews. Thirty-three per cent put no
limit on their pastoral visits or interviews. Thus ninety-
nine per cent are making very little effort to control their
time spent with individuals. Only one pastor indicated that
he has a rigid time limit. It is interesting to note that
he is pastor of a very large city parish. In a city parish
with its complex life the economy of time is an important
factor. In complex problems it is questionable whether or
not an individual can assimilate and discuss all facets of
the problem in one visit or interview. It is better to move
slowly, giving both pastor and individual time for evaluation.
Rigid Flexible No
time limit limit limit TOTAL
TOTAL 1 142 70 213
Mo. Synod 0 39 23 62
U. Luth. 0 44 25 69
Amer. Luth. 0 19 13 32
Ev. Luth. 1 15 3 19
Aug. Luth. 0 17 3 20
Luth. Free 0 3 0 3
U. Ev. Luth. 0 3 2 5
Dan. Luth. 0 0 1 1
Suomi Synod 0 2 0 2
I10 « yvo&'t tit
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17. Do you keep records of your interviews with parishioners?
Seventy-five per cent of the respondents keep records
of their interviews with parishioners. Nineteen per cent
answered this question negatively and the remaining six per
cent gave no answer to the question. The pastors, who record
their interviews, favor keeping records of identifying data
such as names, ages, and addresses. A good many of these
pastors keep abbreviated summaries of the counseling problems.
Only a few of the pastors make verbatim reports and full rec-
ords. Many pastors made multiple choices.
By keeping some record of the call the pastor has
ready access to information which can be reviewed before mak-
ing a second call. Verbatim reports of significant inter-
views give the pastor an opportunity to study all aspects of
the problem as well as his own technique.
Identify- Verbatim Abbreviated Full No No
ing data reports summaries records records answer
TOTAL 88 9 72 5 41 12
Mo. Synod 23 1 28 2 3 1
U. Luth. 33 2 23 1 16 3
Amer. Luth. 12 2 9 0 10 3
Ev. Luth. 5 1 5 2 5 2
Aug. Luth. 12 2 6 0 2 0
Luth. Free 1 0 0 0 0 2
U. Ev. Luth. 1 1 1 0 2 0
Dan. Luth. 0 0 0 0 1 0
Suomi Synod 1 0 0 0 0 1
JWJ.3 ad"x*qt»x Mil
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18. In your paBtoral counseling, do you use the services
of other professional people?
Forty-six per cent of the respondents always or fre-
quently use the services of other professional people in
their pastoral counseling. Forty-six per cent seldom or
never seek outside help from other professions. Of this
latter group only eight per cent never use their services.
The remaining eight per cent gave no answer.
total of eighty-four per cent do use the services
of other professions at times. This eighty-four per cent
includes those indicating that they seldom call for outside
help but excludes those who never use the services of other
professional people and those who gave no answer.
No
Always Frequently Seldom Never answer TOTAL
TOTAL 2 95 82 16 18 213
Mo. Synod 1 33 20 4 4 62
U. Luth. 0 30 31 3 5 69
Amer. Luth. 0 15 12 2 3 32
Ev. Luth. 0 5 9 5 0 19
Aug. Luth. 1 7 7 0 5 20
Luth. Free 0 0 1 1 1 3
U. Ev. Luth. 0 3 1 1 0 5
Dan. Luth. 0 1 0 0 0 1
Suomi Synod 0 1 1 0 0 2
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The services of doctors are used more than those of
any other profession. Sixty-five per cent of the respon-
dents practice inter-professional cooperation with doctors.
The services of social workers are also helpful to
many pastors. The results of this question indicate that
the services of lawyers are not used as much as the services
of doctors and social workers.
It is significant to note that only one-fourth of
the respondents use the services of psychiatrists. Because
good psychiatrists are not available in all areas and, if
available, their fees are often prohibitive, pastors may
not recommend psychiatric help. One pastor noted that he
prefers to have a doctor recommend a psychiatrist.
Social
Doctors Lawyers Psychiatrists workers
TOTAL 139 71 54 93
Mo . Synod 42 17 17 21
U. Luth. 45 24 17 33
Amer. Luth. 22 12 8 17
£v. Luth. 7 4 2 7
Aug. Luth. 16 11 8 10
Luth. Free 1 0 0 0
U. Ev. Luth. 3 2 0 2
Dan. Luth. 1 0 0 1
Suomi Synod 2 1 1 2
Respondents gave multiple answers.
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19. How many hours of counseling with individuals, other
than pastoral calling, do you schedule per week?
The majority of the respondents engage in less than
five hours of pastoral counseling in the course of a week.
These pastors spend less than an hour a day in counseling
with individuals. From these results it is evident that
counseling is relegated to a minor role.
Nineteen per cent spend about five hours per week in
counseling, which may be considered an average or normal
counseling load. Eleven per cent, however, counsel with in-
dividuals more than five hours per week. These pastors are
conscious of the needs of their parishioners but more than
five hours of counseling added to an already busy schedule
is probably overtaxing their own strength.
No No
Lees than About More than regular an-
5 hours 5 hours 5 hours schedule Bwer TOTAL
TOTAL 111 40 24 23 15 213
Mo. Synod 34 15 9 3 1 62
U. Luth. 36 9 8 11 5 69
Amer. Luth. 14 6 5 2 5 32
Ev. Luth. 11 5 1 0 2 19
Aug. Luth. 10 3 1 6 0 20
Luth. Free 1 1 0 0 1 3
U. Ev. Luth.
3
1 0 1 0 5
Dan. Luth. 1 0 0 0 0 1
Suomi Synod 1 0 0 0 1 2
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20. Do you employ any specific method of counseling?
(a) Non-directive (counselee does most of talking about
his problems)
(b) Directive (counselor accepts major responsibility
in solving problems)
(c) Responsive (permissive atmosphere with sympathetic
responses by counselor; mutual responsibility for
progress)
(d) Other methods
The majority of the respondents think their method of
counseling is responsive and yet no significant number have
been influenced by Dr. Paul £. Johnson who introduced the
9
term responsive counseling . A personal conference with Dr.
Johnson verified the writer's suggested definition. Respon-
sive counseling is an improvement on Carl Rogers 1 non-direc-
tive technique^ which is a comparatively recent development.
No Combina-
Non- special tion6 of
directive Directive Responsive method answers TOTAL
TOTAL 41 15 124 10 23 213
Mo. Synod 11 6 31 5 9 62
U. Luth. 14 3 40 4 8 69
Amer. Luth. 5 2 23 0 2 32
Ev. Luth. 2 2 11 1 3 19
Aug. Luth. 7 0 12 0 1 20
Luth. Free 0 1 2 0 0 3
U. Ev. Luth,. 2 1 2 0 0 5
Dan. Luth. 0 0 1 0 0 1
Suomi Synod 0 0 2 0 0 2
9. Cf. ante, p. 134.
10. See Carl R. Rogers, Counseling and Psychotherapy ,
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1942).
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21. Do you counsel with people having the following prob-
lems?
(a) Alcoholism (d) Anxiety (g) Mild forms of neurosis
(b) Delinquency (e) Psychoses (h) Sexual maladjustment
(c) Loneliness (f) Worry (i) Marital difficulties
The majority of the respondents deal with all of the
problems except psychoses, mild forms of neurosis, and sex-
ual maladjustment. Problems resulting from marital diffi-
culties, more than any other type of problem, are confronted
by eighty-three per cent of the respondents. Sixty-nine per
cent counsel with worried people. It is significant to note
that thirty-five per cent counsel people who have psychoses.
The writer concluded that these pastors counseled mild forms
of psychoses or that the pastors were not able to recognize
psychotic symptoms, which indicated referral to a psychiatrist.
1*1 i°l (e) ill i&l ihl ill
TOTAL 139 124 112 122 74 148 102 86 182
Mo. Synod 41 38 29 37 20 46 28 27 54
U. Luth. 43 38 47 41 24 52 37 27 60
Amer. Luth. 21 23 11 17 13 21 16 12 28
Ev. Luth. 12 7 7 8 6 9 8 8 15
Aug. Luth. 15 11 12 12 8 14 9 9 16
Luth. Free 2 2 1 3 2 2 1 1 2
U. Ev. Luth. 4 4 2 3 0 2 0 1 4
Dan. Luth. 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
Suomi Synod 1 0 2 1 1 1 2 0 2
Respondents gave multiple answers.
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22. Do you read Scripture or pray in every pastoral visit?
8ixty-nine per cent of the respondents frequently
read Scripture or pray in their pastoral visits. Twenty-two
per cent always read Scripture or pray.
There are times when the situation would not be con-
ducive to prayer. Some pastors, according to marginal notes,
consider a summons to the home of a parishioner an indica-
tion that the spiritual resources of the Holy Scriptures and
prayer are necessary and should not he omitted. One pastor
indicated that he reads Scripture or prays only upon request.
These results reflect that pastors are cognizant of the fact
that not all situations demand prayer or Scripture. At any
rate, it is well to be prepared.
Always Frequently Seldom
Upon
request
No
answer TOTAL
TOTAL 47 146 16 1 3 213
Mo. Synod 19 39 3 0 1 62
U. Luth. 11 48 7 1 2 69
Amer. Luth. 4 24 4 0 0 32
Ev. Luth. 5 14 0 0 0 19
Aug. Luth. 6 12 2 0 0 20
Luth. Free 1 2 0 0 0 3
U. Ev. Luth. 1 4 0 0 0 5
Dan. Luth. 0 1 0 0 0 1
Suomi Synod 0 2 0 0 0 2
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23. Are any of the following characteristic of your minis-
try to the bereaved?
a) Emancipating the bereaved from the deceased
b) Trying to smooth over loss of loved one as quickly
as possible
(c) Encouraging conversation about the deceased
(d) Avoiding emotional conversation and tears
There were no majority answers for any of the suggest-
ed characteristics, indicating that some may be too radical a
departure from traditional grief work.^ Almost as many re-
spondents avoid emotional conversation and tears as those who
encourage conversation about the deceased. The writer as-
sumes that comfort through God f s Word is basic in grief work.
A few, however, added "Comfort through religious resources •
"
Comfort No
through an-
(a) l5i (d) rel. resources No swer
TOTAL 41 35 78 71 10 9 23
Mo. Synod 10 11 20 23 4 3 9
U. Luth. 14 12 24 23 3 4 8
Amer. Luth. 6 5 11 10 1 1 3
Ev. Luth. 2 2 6 10 0 0 1
Aug. Luth. 6 5 12 3 2 1 1
Luth. Free 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
U. Ev. Luth. 1 0 2 2 0 0 0
Dan. Luth. 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Suorai Synod 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
Respondents gave multiple answers.
11. See Erich Lindemann, "Symptomatology and Manage-
ment of Acute Grief," The American Journal of Psychiatry ,
Vol. 101 (September 1944)
,
p. 141-148. See also Joshua Loth
Liebman, Peace of Mind, (N.Y.:Simon and Schust er, 1946 ), Chap. VI.
oi$ nil© jO#*i»do
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34. In hoBpital visits, do you pray?
The majority of the respondents always pray in their
hospital visits. This indicates that they recognize a ther-
apeutic value in prayer at the bedside of the sick. Some of
the pastors noted that it would be a serious omission to
leave the sick room without at least asking if the patient
desires a prayer. Several pastors follow the general rule
of praying when the patient is ill but omitting prayer when
the patient has recovered. One pastor prays only upon re-
quest. The writer is inclined to agree with Chaplain Fair-
banks of Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston that there
12
is indiscriminate use of prayer in the sick room.
Upon No
Always Frequently Seldom request answer TOTAL
TOTAL 117 90 2 2 3 313
Mo. Synod 45 17 0 1 0 62
U. Luth. 30 36 1 1 1 69
Amer. Luth. 20 13 0 0 0 32
Ev. Luth. 11 8 0 0 0 19
Aug. Luth. 10 9 0 0 1 20
Luth. Free 0 3 0 0 0 3
U. Ev. Luth. 1 4 0 0 0 5
Dan. Luth. 0 1 0 0 0 1
Suomi Synod 0 1 1 0 0 2
12. Chaplain Rollin J. Fairbanks, in a lecture dur-
ing a summer session of the Institute of Pastoral Care, has
cautioned against what he termed "promiscuous praying. H
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25. Do you engage in pre-marital counseling, other than at
the wedding rehearsal?
Eighty-nine per cent of the respondents do engage in
pre-marital counseling, other than at the wedding rehearsal.
Nearly half of this majority group, however, only engage in
pre-marital counseling "Sometimes. H
It is generally accepted that significant pre-marital
counseling can not be included in a wedding rehearsal and
that pre-marital counseling should precede the wedding re-
hearsal, especially if one or "both are members of the par-
ish. Under ideal circumstances there should be more than
one interview with the couple and these interviews should
begin a reasonable length of time before the wedding date.
No
Yes No Sometimes answer TOTAL
TOTAL 96 21 93 3 213
Mo. Synod 31 4 27 0 62
U. Luth. 33 5 30 1 69
Amer. Luth. 13 4 15 1 32
Ev. Luth. 8 2 9 0 19
Aug. Luth. 9 3 7 1 20
Luth. Free 0 1 2 0 3
U. Ev. Luth. 2 1 2 0 5
Dan. Luth. 0 1 0 0 1
Suomi Synod 1 0 1 0 2
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26. In pre-marital interviews, do you talk with the couples
about;
(a) Family worship (f) Sexual adjustments
(b) Finances (g) Emotional adjustments
(c) Marriage service (h) Children
(d) Wedding rehearsal (i) Housing
(e) Church membership (j) Other problems
Family worship, marriage service, wedding rehearsal,
and church membership are included in the pre-marital inter-
views by a large majority of the respondents. It is inter-
esting to note that church membership is included by the
greatest number. Nearly half of the respondents talk with
the couples about emotional adjustments. The more delicate
and controversial subject of sexual adjustment is carefully
avoided. Some pastors, according to their written comments,
think that couples should talk about sex with their physi-
cian and make this referral. Others give the couples books
which cover the subject.
(a) Lsl lei ill w. ill ill
TOTAL 168 77 147 137 191 71 103 93 77 78
Mo. Synod 54 18 33 41 56 20 29 30 18 27
U. Luth. 50 31 58 45 65 19 36 30 26 23
Amer. Luth. 29 12 21 20 29 16 15 16 17 13
Ev. Luth. 12 7 13 10 15 7 7 5 3 5
Aug. Luth. 16 7 15 15 18 7 12 10 11 7
Luth. Free 2 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 2
U. Ev. Luth. 4 2 4 4 5 2 2 2 2 2
Dan. Luth. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Suomi Synod 1 0 2 1 2 0 2 0 0 1
Respondents gave multiple answers.
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27. In your pastoral care of the children in your parish,
do you use any of these techniques?
(a) Conversation individually with children
ib) Private interviews with confirmands
(c) Participation in children 1 s educational activities
(dj Participation in children ! s recreational activities
Each of these techniques in pastoral care is used by
a majority of the respondents. Only a few of the pastors in-
clude all of these techniques in their ministry to the chil-
dren out moBt of the pastors include at least two of the
techniques. Because pastors often teach in the church
schools and are active in the programs of the youth, it is
not surprising to note that the greatest number participate
in children^ educational activities. Individual work with
children is of primary importance in pastoral care to youthj
the results show that the pastors are cognizant of this.
(a) iil ill
TOTAL 158 135 172 143
Mo. Synod 48 37 50 43
U. Luth. 53 49 60 58
Amer. Luth. 22 15 28 25
Ev. Luth. 10 15 12 1
Aug. Luth. 17 9 15 9
Luth. Free 2 3 1 1
U. Ev. Luth. 4 5 4 4
Dan. Luth. 0 0 1 1
Suomi Synod 2 2 1 1
Respondents gave multiple answers.
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28. In your pastoral care of the aged, which do you do most
frequently?
(a) Administration of the sacraments
lb) Encouraging hobbies and travel
(c) Finding suitable homes
(d) Introducing organizations for aged
(e) Introducing friends to aged
(f; Periodic visits
Most of the respondents visit the aged periodically
and administer communion to them. Introducing friends to the
aged also is practiced by a large majority.
Very few encourage hobbies and travel, find suitable
homes, and introduce organizations for the aged, indicating
a neglected area of pastoral care. It would be desirable if
pastors would organize an MOver 60 Club" through which the
aged could share their memories without feeling the terrible
isolation that so often accompanies old age.
(a) Lsl ill ill ill
TOTAL 170 6 16 6 141 196
Mo. Synod 48 1 3 0 8 60
U. Luth. 60 3 8 3 7 61
Amer. Luth. 27 2 1 1 2 30
Ev. Luth. 13 0 1 1 0 18
Aug. Luth. 14 0 1 1 2 19
Luth. Free 2 0 0 0 0 2
U. Ev. Luth. 4 0 2 0 1 4
Dan. Luth. 1 0 0 0 0 1
Suomi Synod 1 0 0 0 0 1
Respondents gave multiple answers.
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c. The reaction of Lutheran pastors to modern trends
The third section of the questionnaire, M III. Apprais-
al of Modern Trends," was included to determine what Luther-
an pastors think about the latest developments in the field
of pastoral care. The nine questions were designed to elic-
it reactions to advanced training in clinical centers, to
graduate study in psychology, and to a clinical year in ad-
dition to the regular seminary course of studies. The writer
wanted to know in particular if Lutheran pastors favor grad-
uate study in pastoral care.
The majority think that our boards of education should
encourage graduate study for pastors who would like to spe-
cialize. Some think that the training should be only for a
select few. The writer is of the opinion that all pastors
who are serving parishes today would profit greatly from such
courses whether or not they were pursued for academic credit.
If the results may be interpreted to mean that the Church
should encourage and support a few for advanced training,
then the writer thinks that these men should be located in
strategic centers where they could train others and set up a
broad program of clinical pastoral training commensurate
with clinical programs at Boston University, Andover Newton
Theological School, and Episcopal Theological School.
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39. Have you pursued studies in psychology beyond your Sem-
inary courses?
A majority of the respondents have pursued studies
in pastoral psychology beyond their seminary training. As
some indicated, this has not been in formal classes but in
private reading. Thirty-six per cent have pursued no stud-
ies in psychology beyond seminary training. The emphases
on psychology of religion and on secular psychology are al-
most equally negligible, indicating that these studies have
been ignored or considered unimportant. In view of the mod-
ern emphasis on pastoral care, it is alarming that psychol-
ogy of religion, in particular, has been relegated to a mi-
nor place.
No
Pastoral
psychology
Psychol-
ogy of
religion
Secular
psychology
TOTAL 77 108 49 56
Mo. Synod 22 29 10 24
U. Luth. 24 36 26 20
Amer. Luth. 17 13 4 7
Ev. Luth. 4 11 3 2
Aug. Luth. 5 13 5 3
Luth. Free 1 2 0 0
U. Ev. Luth. 3 2 0 0
Dan. Luth. 1 0 0 0
Suomi Synod 0 2 1 0
Respondents gave multiple answers.
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30* Have you had clinical training at a recognized center
where you learned "by doing" and received constructive
criticisms on verbatim reports on your interviews?
Eighty-one per cent of the respondents have net had
clinical training at a recognized center. Some pastors have
had training in a hospital and some, in a parish. Four pas-
tors have had training in a reformatory. The fact that a
few of the Lutheran church bodies have a fourth year or vic-
arage may account for several pastors who checked ttIn a par-
ish. * A clinical year in a parish, including constructive
criticisms on verbatim reports of interviews, would be un-
usual, according to these results. Until the pastors have
had training under supervision themselves, this would not
be realized nor would it be practical.
No
In a In a In a Other an-
No hospital reformatory parish places swer
TOTAL 172 16 4 13 2 8
Mo. Synod 53 3 0 3 1 2
U. Luth. 56 8 1 4 0 1
Amer. Luth. 26 1 0 3 0 2
Ev. Luth. 12 1 2 2 1 2
Aug. Luth. 15 2 1 1 0 1
Luth. Free 3 0 0 0 0 0
U. Ev. Luth. 4 1 0 0 0 0
Dan. Luth. 1 0 0 0 0 0
Suomi Synod 2 0 0 0 0 0
Respondents gave multiple answers.
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51. If you bad the opportunity, would you take advanced
training at a clinical center?
The majority of pastors, if the opportunity were
given, would take advanced training in a clinical center,
most of which are established in general and mental hospi-
tals at the present time.
Marginal notes indicate that time away from their
parishes would be difficult to arrange, unless the pastors
would forego their own vacation periods. Pastor and people
would benefit if provision could be made to give the pas-
tor a short leave for clinical training. Seminar groups
could be the means of stimulating interest in and advance-
ment of clinical training.
No
Yes No Uncertain answer TOTAL
TOTAL 120 19 70 4 213
Mo. Synod 40 2 19 1 62
U. Luth. 34 9 25 1 69
Amer. Luth. 21 2 9 0 32
Ev. Luth. 10 1 7 1 19
Aug. Luth. 10 3 6 1 20
Luth. Free 1 0 2 0 3
U. Ev. Luth. 4 1 0 0 5
Dan. Luth. 0 1 0 0 1
Suomi Synod 0 0 2 0 2
r£ .
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32. Do you think that seminary students should have clin-
ical pastoral training in their seminary curriculum
under a clinically trained supervisor?
Eighty-five per cent of the respondents favor clin-
ical pastoral training in the seminary curriculum under a
clinically trained supervisor.
In general, Lutheran seminaries teach the theory of
pastoral theology and make some practical application. In
most of the Lutheran seminaries the students become assist-
ants or youth leaders in the large city churches, afford-
ing some practical experience but no clinical training.
The location of the Lutheran seminaries scattered
over the nation would make it possible for students to take
advantage of many clinical opportunities in the cities.
No
Yes No Uncertain answer TOTAL
TOTAL 183 4 24 2 213
Mo. Synod 53 1 8 0 62
U. Luth. 61 1 7 0 69
Amer. Luth. 37 0 4 1 32
Ev. Luth. 18 0 0 1 19
Aug. Luth. 18 0 2 0 20
Luth. Free 2 0 1 0 2
U. Ev. Luth. 4 1 0 0 5
Dan. Luth. 0 1 0 0 1
Suomi Synod 0 0 2 0 2
X
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33. Do you think that clinical training should be an addi-
tional year beyond the regular course of studies?
Forty-eight per cent of the respondents think that
clinical training should not be an additional year beyond
the regular course of studies in the seminaries. This re-
action may result from the fact that some of the Lutheran
church bodies do require four years, including the vicarage
or internship, at present. The addition of another year,
totaling five years, would bring a negative reaction. A few
of the twenty-seven per cent who favor an additional clin-
ical year qualified their positive answer with marginal notes
c
suggesting that it should be a part of the internship.
The writer would agree that the clinical training
should be included within four years at a seminary. The
clinical training could be taken either during the summers
or during one school year.
Yes No Uncertain
No
answer TOTAL
TOTAL 58 103 51 2 213
Mo. Synod 11 30 21 0 62
U. Luth. 28 26 14 1 69
Amer. Luth. 7 19 6 0 32
Ev. Luth. 6 10 2 1 19
Aug. Luth. 4 10 6 0 20
Luth. Free 1 2 0 0 3
U. Ev. Luth. 1 3 1 0 5
Dan. Luth. 0 1 0 0 1
Suomi Synod 0 1 1 0 2
r r
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34. Do you favor a psychological counselor to seminarians
during their preparation for the ministry?
Sixty-nine per cent of the respondents favor a
psychological counselor to seminarians during their prep-
aration for the ministry. Such a counselor could admin-
ister a program of testing and psychological counseling to
guide and direct the seminarians in their courses of study
14
as well as their own personal problems. In the event
that seminaries could not afford to hire a person whose
duties would be only those of a psychological counselor,
it may be that the psychological counselor also could be
the director of the clinical program of the seminary.
No
Yes No Uncertain answer TOTAL
TOTAL 147 22 40 4 213
Mo. Synod 45 2 13 2 62
U. Luth. 45 14 10 0 69
Amer. Luth. 24
t
2 6 0 32
Ev. Luth. 13 0 4 2 19
Aug. Luth. 13 2 5 0 20
Luth. Free 2 0 1 0 3
U. Ev. Luth. 3 2 0 0 5
Dan. Luth. 1 0 0 0 1
Suomi Synod 1 0 1 0 2
14. See The Lutheran
,
Vol.30, No. 52 (September 22,
1948), p. 7. Dr. Gould Wickey of the United Lutheran Church
Board of Education endorsed the idea that seminaries need
trained testers and student counselors.
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35. Should out boards of education encourage graduate study
in the field of pastoral care?
Nearly all of the respondents agree that the boards
of education within the Lutheran Church should encourage
graduate study in the field of pastoral care. The marginal
notes reveal that some who favor such study would qualify
their statements to the extent that only a few, selected by
these boards, should be given advanced training. The writ-
er, however, thinks that it would be profitable if most of
our Lutheran pastors would avail themselves of the oppor-
tunity to take advanced training in one of the modern clin-
ical centers, not only to learn advanced techniques but also
to become better acquainted with important developments in
pastoral care to the sick in hospitals and to those in pris-
ons, etc. They could then translate these new approaches
into their own pastoral ministries.
No
Yes No Uncertain answer TOTAL
TOTAL 190 4 16 3 213
Mo. Synod 58 0 4 0 62
U. Luth. 60 2 5 2 69
Amer. Luth. 29 1 2 0 32
Ev. Luth. 17 0 1 1 19
Aug. Luth. 19 0 1 0 20
Luth. Free 2 0 1 0 3
U. Ev. Luth. 4 1 0 0 5
Dan. Luth. 0 0 1 0 1
Suomi Synod 1 0 1 0 2
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36. Have any of the following men had any influence on your
methods of pastoral care?
(a) Russell Dicks (e) Paul E. Johnson
(b) Rollo May If) Sigmund Freud
(c) Seward Hiltner (g) Karl Stolz
(d) Carroll Wise (h) Carl Jung
Over half of the respondents indicated that none of
these men have had any influence on their methods of pastor-
al care. Twenty-nine per cent have been influenced by Russell
15
Dicks and twenty per cent, by Karl Stolz. Respondents add-
ed names such as Bonnell, Dunbar, Schindler, Gerberding,
Wood, Sadler, and Rogers.
L2l ill ill (g) No
TOTAL 61 29 18 7 9 29 42 22 114
Mo. Synod 6 2 1 0 1 4 10 4 45
U. Luth. 36 13 7 3 0 16 14 14 23
Amer. Luth. 5 3 6 2 1 4 5 1 19
Ev. Luth. 4 4 1 1 4 2 4 0 11
Aug. Luth. 7 5 2 1 2 1 5 0 12
Luth. Free 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
U. Ev. Luth. 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 3
Dan. Luth. 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
Suomi Synod 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 2 0
Respondents gave multiple answers.
15. See Richard C. Cabot and Russell L. Dicks, The
Art of Minister ing To The Sick
,
(New York: The Macmillan Com-
pany, 1938), which has had a very wide circulation.
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37. Within the past five years how many books have you read
on pastoral care?
The average for these two hundred thirteen respon-
dents is four books for the past five year period. The re-
spondents of the United Lutheran Church in America averaged
six books within the past five years, which is the highest
average among the nine Lutheran church bodies surveyed.
Very few books on pastoral care have been written by
Lutherans recently. Seminaries, therefore, have depended
upon the old standard works in teaching their practical
courses. Some of the books, written by the men listed in
the previous question, are being used in Lutheran seminaries
today. The recent seminary graduates, however, make up a
small percentage of the Lutheran pastors in America.
Total Average Total
BookB Read Books Read Respondents
TOTAL 930 4 213
Mo. Synod 222 3 62
U. Luth. 390 6 69
Amer. Luth. 70 2 32
Ev. Luth. 79 4 19
Aug. Luth. 103 5 20
Luth. Free 5 2 3
U. Ev. Luth. 7 1 5
Dan. Luth. 50 50 1
Suomi Synod 4 2 2
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d. Complete questionnaire with survey totals
The complete questionnaire, the form in which it was
sent to the four hundred ninety-six pastors of the nine Lu-
theran church bodies, with the survey totals, which follows,
is not only a summary of the survey results but also a com-
posite picture of Lutheran pastoral care in the present era
as revealed by the respondents.
I. CONCEPTS OF LUTHERAN PASTORAL CARE
1. How do you think the Lutheran concept of pastoral care is
best described:
(a) Helping people in trouble 9
(b) Growth in grace and knowledge 34
(c) Care or cure of souls 109
(d) Spiritual direction 27
Combinations of;
(a),(b),and (c) 2
(a) and (d) 7
(b) and (c) 7
(b) and (d) 4
(o) and (d)
__7
(a),(b),(c),and (d)
__7
2. Does Lutheran pastoral care in America today depart from
Luther* s emphasis in pastoral care?
(a) Yes 47 (b) No 87 (c) Uncertain 76
No opinion given 3
3. Do Lutheran pastors consider the Lutheran concept of pas-
toral care unique?
(a) Yes 117 (b) No 62 (c) Uncertain 30
No opinion given 4
4. Do you consider pastoral care;
(aj Ministry to groups (societies, Sunday School, councils) 0
lh) Ministry of liturgy, sermons, public confession ~T
(c) Ministry to individuals 131
Combinations of;
;a),(b),and (c)
_47
(b) and (c) 18
No opinion given
_2
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Has your inner call to the ministry influenced your pas-
toral care?
(a) Yes 183 (b) No_8 (c) Uncertain 14
No opinion given 8
Is your pastoral care
logical concepts?
a) Sin 159
;b) Grace 171
c) Justification 113
influenced by any of these theo-
Sanctification
Redemption
Doctrine of last things"
115
125
Which do you
minister?
(a
(b
consider the most significant task of the
preaching
Teaching
130
20
Combinations
(c) Counseling
(d) Administration"
of:
16
0
a
b
;b
a
a
No
and (b)
and (c)
,(b),and (c)
and (c)
and (d)
[bKand (d)
[b),(c),and (d)
opinion given
12
12
13
J,
1
Which
(a)
81
do you make the first aim of
To gain the confidence of the
or individual visited
To meet the individual's or family's
To discuss the individual's
relationship to the
Combinations of:
(a) and (b)
a) and (c)
b) and (c)
a),(b),and (c)
No opinion given
your pastoral visit?
family
needs
or family »
s
Church
_3
3
_1
1
1
122
65
17
Do you think that Lutheran people go to their pastor
more freely than do members of other churches?
(a) Yes 87 (b) No 62 (c) Uncertain 62
No opinion given 2
In your pastoral care are you concerned only with the
religious aspects of your parishioners 1 problems?
(a) Yes 27 (b) No 183 (c) Uncertain 3
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11. Which one of the following describes best your primary
purpose in pastoral care?
guide & advise individuals 98
exhort & instruct individuals 16
comfort & console individuals 41
(a) To
(b To
(c To
(d
j
1 To
(a, I To
(f!1 To
guide & advise groups
exhort & instruct groups
comfort & console groups
Combinations of:
a),(b),and (c)
and (c
and (d
and (e
,(c),and
and (c)
and (d)
and (e)
,
and
,
and
!
a,
a^
a
< a
(*!
ft
(c
(a)
a)(c),(d,
m, (•
(a),(b),(c),(d),(e),(f)
No opinion given
_2
_7
0
1
1
II. METHODS OF PASTORAL CARE IS USE TODAY
111
Home of parishioner 93
Other places ^
13. Where do you engage in personal counseling most fre-
quently?
(a) Parsonage 53
(b) Church "56
Combinations of:
a) and (c)
a)
,
(b) ,and (c)
b) and (c)
b) and (d)
b) ,(c),and (d)
c) and (d)
Where
(a)
(b)
13. would you prefer to do counseling?
Parsonage 52 (c) Home of parishioner_
Church 98 (d) Other places
Combinations of:
(a) and (c) 10
(a) ,(b),and (c) 2
(b) and (c) 8
No opinion given 2
14. Do you have scheduled-office-hours in which people make
appointments for pastoral counseling? Yes 60 No 153
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15, How do you find most of your pastoral opportunities?
a} Referral 13
t) Through your calling 133
c) As result of your preachingT?
Combinations of:
,a) and (b) 5
aj
,
(b) ,and (c) 2
a) and (c) 1
(b) and (c) 8
No opinion given
16. Do you control the length of the pastoral visit or
interview by:
'
a) Rigid time limit 1
b) Flexible limit T52
t
c) No limit "To
17. Do you keep records of your interviews with parishion-
ers?
]&) Identifying data (names, ages, addresses) 88
b) Verbatim reports 9
c) Abbreviated summary of problem 72
d) Full records 5
Negative answer given 41
No opinion given 12
18. In your pastoral counseling, do you use the services
of other professional people?
(1) (a) Doctors 139 (c) Psychiatrists 54
(b) Lawyers 71 (d) Social workers 93
(2) (a) Always 2 (c)
(b) Frequently~§5 (d)
Seldom 82
Never 16
No opinion given 18
19. How many hours of counseling with individuals, other
than pastoral calling, do you schedule per week?
a) Less than 5 hours 111
About 5 hours 40
More than 5 hours 2%
No regular schedule 23
No opinion given 15
20. Do you employ any specific method of counseling?
(a) Non-directive (counselee does most of talking
about his problems) 41
(b) Directive (counselor accepts major responsibility
in solving prob.) 15
(c) Responsive (permissive atmosphere with sympathetic
responses by counselor; mutual re-
sponsibility for progress) 124
(d) Other methods 0
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22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
Combinations of:
(a) and (V
(a) and (c
(b) and (c)
No special method
21. Do you counsel with people having the following prob-
Alcolholism
Delinquency
Loneliness
Anxiety
Psychoses
139
HE
112
T25
~74
(g
R
Worry 148
Mild forms of neurosis 102
Sexual maladjustment 86
Marital difficulties ~TW3
Do you read Scripture or pray in every pastoral visit?
Always 47 (c) Seldom 16
Frequently 146 (d) Never 0
Upon request 1
No opinion given T[
is
Are any of the following characteristic of your minis-
try to the bereaved?
a) Emancipating the bereaved from the deceased 41
Trying to smooth over loss of loved one as
quickly as possible
Encouraging conversation about the deceased.
Avoiding emotional conversation and tears
Comfort through
religious resources 10
Negative answer given 9
opinion given 23No
In hospital visits, do you pray;
Always 117 (c
Frequently
_90
Upon request
No opinion given
(d
Seldom 2
Never 0
2
Do you engage in pre-marital counseling, other than at
the wedding rehearsal?
(a) Yes 96 (b) No 21 (c) Sometimes 93
No opinion given 3
In pre-marital interviews, do you talk with the couples
about
:
J
a} Family worship 168
,b) Finances 7 7
jc) Marriage service 147
(
d) Wedding rehearse! 137
e) Church membership 191
Sexual adjustments 71
Emotional adjustments 103
Children 93
Housing 77
Other problems 76
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27. In your pastoral care of the children in your parish,
do you use any of these techniques?
(a) Conversation individually with children 158
(b) Private interviews with confirmands , 155
(c) Participation in children's educational activities 172
(d) Participation in children's recreational activities! 43
28. In your pastoral care of the aged, which do you do mo6t
frequently?
a) Administration of the sacraments 170
b) Encouraging hobbies and travel 6
(c) Finding suitable homes 16
(d) Introducing organizations for aged 6
e) Introducing friends to aged 141
f) Periodic visits 196
III. APPRAISAL OF MODERN TRENDS
29. Have you pursued studies in psychology beyond your Sem-
inary courses?
a) No 77 (c) Psych, of religion 49
b) Pastoral psych. 108 (d) Secular psych. 56
30. Have you had clinical training at a recognized center
where you learned "by doing" and received constructive
criticisms on verbatim reports of your interviews?
a) No 172 (o) In a reformatory 4
b) In a hospital 16 (d) In a parish 13
Other places 2
No opinion given
31. If you had the opportunity, would you take advanced
training at a clinical center?
(a) Yes 120 (b) No 19 (c) Uncertain 70
No opinion given
_4
32. Do you think that seminary students should have clin-
ical pastoral training in their seminary curriculum
under a clinically trained supervisor?
(a) Yes 185 (b) No 4 (c) Uncertain 24
No opinion given
__2
33. Do you think that clinical training should be an addi-
tional year beyond the regular course of studies?
(a) Yes 58 (b) No 102 (c) Uncertain 51
No opinion given
_2
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34.
35.
36.
37.
Do you favor a psychological counselor to seminarians
during their preparation for the ministry?
(a) Yes 147 (b) No 32 (c) Uncertain 40
No opinion given 4
Should our boards of education encourage graduate study
in the field of pastoral care?
(a) Yes 190 (b) No 4 (c) Uncertain 16
No opinion given 3
Have any of the following men had any influence on your
methods of oastoral care?
e) Paul E. Johnson 9
f ) Sigmund Freud ~2F
,g) Karl Stola ~%2
(h) Carl Jung ~22
p
(a) Russell Dicks 61
Eollo May 29
Seward Hiltner~T%
Carroll Wise 7
Names added;
Bonnell 3
Dunbar 1
Schindler 1
Gerberding 1
Wood _Y
Sadl er 1
Rogers T
Within the past five years how many books have you read
on pastoral care? 930 (Average; 4)
YOU NEED NOT SIGN THIS BALLOT BUT PLEASE GIVE THE FOLLOWING:
Age_
Synod or district
City or town
Pop. of city or town_
Any comments:
Seminary training_
Church body
State
Total membership of your church
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CHAPTER VI
THE LUTHERAN PASTORAL MINI3TRY
1. DOCTRINE OF THE CALL TO THE MINISTRY
a. Definition of the call
The call to the ministry is from three sources, as
Jacob Fry asserted, from God, from the Church, and from a
particular congregation. 1 The call from God to enter the
ministry is effected through the working of the Holy Spirit
The call is specific and personal; the Holy Spirit through
the call singles out a particular individual for the office
and the work of the ministry.
The inner call to the ministry, or the call from God
which was mentioned in the fifth question of the writer*
questionnaire, is rudimentary in Lutheran pastoral care.
All our theologians insist upon close adher-
ence, in judging the qualifications for the
ministry, to the rules laid down in the Pas-
toral Epistles (I Tim. iii. 1-6; Tit. i. 6-9),
which clearly forbid entrance into the office
for any other reason than devotion to the
Master. They recognize also a true movement
of the Holy Ghost upon the mind of the indiT
vidua! in leading him, through the study of
the outward Word of God, to the conviction
that it is his duty to seek the holy office.
1. Jacob Fry, The Pastor's Guide (Philadelphia:
General Council Publication House, 1915)
,
p. 5.
2. Of. ante, p. 127.
3. Henry E. Jacobs, "The Lutheran Doctrine of the
Ministry," The Lutheran Church Review , Vol. 29, (Philadel-
phia: General Council Publication House, 1910), p. 26.
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In order for the call to the ministry to become effec-
tive it must be issued by those whom God has given this pre-
rogative. It is the province of the whole Church to ordain
men to the ministry.
Wherefore it is necessary for the Church to re-
tain the authority to call, elect and ordain
ministers. And this is a gift exclusively given
to the Church which no human power can wrest
from the Church. . .here belong the words of
Christ which testify that the keys have been
given to the Church and not merely to certain
persons. (Matt. 18:80) "Where two or three
are gathered in my name. . . tt4:
Thus it is maintained that wherever the true Church exists,
there is the right to call, elect and ordain ministers.
The individual's desire to become a minister is not
sufficient proof that he is chosen by the Holy Spirit; it
is not something which the man may decide for himself. It
is the province of the whole Church to ordain men after
they have been properly prepared for the ministry. The
Church is placed in a position to act upon the consecration,
the character, the ability, and the preparedness of the
candidate. Through the synods0 the Church does examine and,
upon proper credentials, ordain the candidate, or exclude
him.
4. Henry £. Jacobs, editor, The Book of Concord or
Symbolical Books of the Evangel ical Lutheran Church , Vol. 1,
(Philadelphia: United Lutheran Publication House, 1883),
p. 349 - 350.
5. Synods are assemblies of congregations within
the Lutheran Church.
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He must possess character, capacity and compe-
tency for the work, or he is not called to take
it up. His character must not only be moral
and unstained, but that which manifests a fer-
vent piety, influenced by love to God and the
souls of men. So, too, there must be a mental
training and ability to instruct others. . .
He must possess gifts of speech, elements of
leadership, and a full supply of strong com-
mon sense and correct judgment. Of all these
qualifications the church must be the judge,
and in her Synodical organization and author-
ity must extend the call to the ministry. 6
The external call to a particular congregation pre-
cedes ordination. No man can be ordained unless he first
has been called to a particular congregation or field. The
candidate may not solicit such a call nor select the place
of his ministry. In general he must wait until a partic-
ular congregation is vacant and desires his services. "Nor
can he,* Fry maintained, "of his own accord change the
field of his ministry and exercise his office elsewhere
without such a call, no more than the mayor of any town. . .
can remove to other localities and there exercise the duties
of his office." 7
The Lutheran Church in America, in general, repudi-
ates the hierarchical position of apostolic succession, or
any outward succession. HThe only succession she acknowl-
edges is a succession in doctrine, work and spirit of the
g
apostles. N The pastor is a successor to Christ and his
6. Fry, op. cit., p. 6.
7. Ibid., p. 7.
8. G. H. Gerberding, The Lutheran Pastor (Minneapo-
lis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1902), p. 72.
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apostles but this succession does not indicate an order for
self-perpetuation of Lutheran clergymen.
Another theory which is repudiated by most of the Lu-
theran churches in America today is the so-called "transfer-
ence theory, H which places the burden upon the congregation
by making the office dependent upon the congregation and
originating in it. Luther held this view in opposition to
the hierarchical tradition of Rome.
Luther '8 transference theory then is the theory
that the ministry is nothing more than an exer-
cise of the rights and powers which belong orig-
inally to the universal priesthood, which rights
and powers that priesthood has delegated to the
minister, merely for the sake of order, because
it would cause disorder and confusion if all
exercised them. 9
The theory of transference places the ministry in human tra-
dition and makes the office according to the convenience of
the congregation, merely for the sake of order. This theory
makes the ministry one among other professions in the world;
a man would be called out of the priesthood of all believers
to the specific task of leading the congregation, placing
the office on the human level. The minister would become an
officiant in the duties of the congregation. He would be
hired as a professional employee.
Between these extremes of hierarchical and transfer-
ence is the Lutheran position that there is a prior claim
9. Ibid., p. 76 - 77
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of the Church, which extends the call to enter the ministry.
This claim does not conflict with the inner call which comes
from God. Christ calls men through the medium of the Church.
The Church alone has the power to mediate the call to the
ministry. It is not the responsibility of the bishops or
pastors alone, nor is it in the prerogative of the people
alone, but both concurrently. The Church which derives its
authority from the Word and from God Himself has within its
power to call the pastor to a particular field of service;
this is accomplished through the external call which is li-
mited to a specific place, time, and locale.
b. Preparation for the pastoral ministry
Upon being called to prepare for the ministry, the
Church requires that the candidate, after completing a four
year college course at a recognized school or university,
enter a theological seminary to train specifically for the
pastoral office. This period of seminary training is at
least three years; in some of our Lutheran seminaries four
years are required for graduation. In many seminaries this
fourth year is spent in a parish away from the seminary and
usually is supervised under the department of field work.
This extra year is included in the curriculum so that the
seminarian can gain some parish experience before he returns
to the seminary for his last year and before he is entrust-
ed with a charge of his own.
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In the Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod the prepara-
tion is somewhat different. Most candidates for the min-
istry spend two years after high school at a two-year pre-
paratory school. They then transfer to their seminary at
St. Louis, Missouri or to the seminary at Springfield, Il-
linois to complete their undergraduate work. At the end of
another two years they receive their A. B. degree. Contin-
uing at the seminary they begin their preparation for the
ministry. After attending classes for two more years they
are sent on a year's vicarage in which they are assigned to
a pastor for parish training in a congregation. As in most
other seminaries, this is under the department of field
work. Upon returning to the seminary the seminarians com-
plete their final year and can graduate with the B. D. de-
gree by writing a thesis. Writing the thesis, however, is
not necessary for graduation. There are Lutheran seminar-
ies which grant the B. D. degree without either the writing
of a thesis or the vicarage period. Some seminaries have
inaugurated a system of comprehensive examinations, in
preference to thesis writing, for the degree. There is no
uniformity of educational standards practiced consistently
at all Lutheran seminaries.
The work in the seminary is highly concentrated and
demanding. The essential elements that go into the prepara-
tion of a candidate for ordination are in the fields of
systematic theology, Biblical literature and language,
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history, and practical or pastoral theology. The latter
field, sometimes called the functional field, considers the
work of the pastor as he will find it in his every-day min-
istry to people. The field of pastoral theology is inclu-
sive of such things as the mechanics of the pastoral office,
the conduct of occasional services or administrations of
public and private services of the pastor such as baptisms,
private communion, weddings, and funerals. This branch of
theology also includes homiletics, the preparation and de-
livery of sermons, and catechetics, the instruction of
adults and the young. Among the most important aspects of
the pastoral office is pastoral care, which has been called
the cure or care of souls, referring H to the pastoral over-
sight, watchfulness and responsibility of the pastor for
each soul committed to his charge. 1,10 Until recently Lu-
theran seminaries were teaching only the theory of pasto-
ral care, without practical application. Within the past
few years some of the seminaries have included counseling,
case studies, and some training under supervision, under
the courses in pastoral theology.
C. Ordination
After a man has been called to a specific congrega-
tion or field, the public attestation and confirmation of
10. Fry, op. cit., p. 15.
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the call is affirmed by the rite of ordination. Through
the laying on of hands, public prayer, and the ancient rit-
ual form of the Church, the man is publicly set apart for
the preaching of the Word and the administration of the
sacraments. Ordination is practised in order that there be
a definite manner in which the candidate for the ministry
may be duly appointed and consecrated. "Ordination is the
public testification of the calling, a solemn act, in which,
before God and man, the calling of a particular man to the
ministry is attested."11
Ordination is deemed necessary for the sake of good
order, so that the ministry of the Word and the sacraments
may be brought to a particular congregation. Through ordi-
nation, which is not to be understood as a hierarchical or-
der, is conferred by the Church the power of the keys, in
the forgiving and retaining of sins. It is through ordina-
tion that the gifts of the Holy Spirit are conferred upon
the candidate ministerially, not sacramentally as in the Ro-
man Catholic Church. Ordination also certifies as to the
character of the call and the fitness of the candidate for
the office of the ministry. At the service of ordination
the public admonition is delivered to the ordinand by the
president of the synod, or those acting in his stead, as to
11. Revere Franklin Weidner, The Doctrine of The
Ministry (Chicago: Fleming H. Revell Company, 190777 P« 101.
12. Ibid., p. 103.
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his faithful administration of his sacred office. Ordina-
tion is not to be confused with the call. It differs in
important respects, such as the following: (1) it can oc-
cur only after the call and it depends on the call; (2) it
is a solemn official act and occasion; and (3) ordination
is necessary but the position is not necessary in the same
13
absolute sense.
Ordination may only be performed by a regularly or-
dained minister because the office of the ministry repre-
sents the whole Church, both in its matters of worship and
in its ecclesiastical orders and usages. "The laying on
of hands is a solemn official act; it is a prayer and a
benediction in gesture, and they only who are authorized to
make public prayer in the name of the Church have a right
14
to lay on hands. n
Lutheran dogmatic! ans and writers insist that the
office of ordination is to be considered only as an office
and not as an order. It is a functional office which
serves the whole Church. Ordination does not confer spe-
cial merit upon the person of the pastor. His ordination
is not indelible, as in the case of the Roman curia, be-
cause the Church may terminate the ordination whenever the
need arises. Termination of ordination may be made on the
13. Ibid., p. 108.
14. Ibid., p. 109.
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basis of doctrinal or moral principles which are violated,
or when the individual is mentally or physically incapac-
itated to such an extent that the best interests of the
Church are not being served. The ministry exists for the
whole Church and it is the whole Church which has entrusted
15
its interests to certain individuals.
The Order for Ordination has specific instructions.
Ordination may occur at the annual meeting of the synodical
body. The candidate may request that ordination be perform-
ed in his home church. The power of ordination is delega-
ted by the local church to the synod and the president, or
one duly appointed by him, shall ordain the candidate. The
service begins with an introit, collect, appointed Epistle
and Gospel lessons. The names of candidates to be ordained
are read and the ordinands present themselves at the altar.
The officiating president, or delegated pastor, then de-
livers the scriptural exhortation from the Gospels and the
Epistle to Timothy. The ordinands take their vows and, with
the laying on of hands by the officiating minister or minis-
ters, are ordained and consecrated to the Holy Office of the
Word and Sacraments in the Name of the Triune God.
When a man is ordained in his home congregation, it
is customary to have more than one pastor participate in the
15. Martin J. Heinecken, "The Ministry, A Functional
Office," Lutheran Church Quarterly , Vol. 20, (Gettysburg and
Philadelphia: Times and News publishing Company, 1947),
p. 440 - 441.
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laying on of hands. Before the service of ordination the
president of the synod, or his delegated officer, preaches
a charge to the ordinand in the form of a brief sermon. It
is also customary for the newly ordained pastor to pronounce
the benediction as his first official act.
Ordination is distinguished from installation which
is the formal induction into the office in a particular con-
gregation. This service is performed whenever a pastor is
assuming charge of a congregation for the first time and it
is repeated every time a pastor is called to a different
congregation.
The office of ordination, which confirms the calling
of the pastor and sets him apart for this task of the minis-
try, does not make his calling any more pleasing in the
sight of God than any other calling under God. There is no
higher calling than to belong to the communion of saints,
the Holy Christian Church. The exercise of the office in-
creases the responsibility and can be no occasion for pride
but rather for humility and deepened consecration. The
constant examination of hi6 personal ministries is requisite
of the pastor as well as the study of the latest develop-
ments in theology and general social development. He must
give attention also to his own physical and mental well-
being as he does to that of his parishioners. The ministry
which is a functional office must cultivate the interest of
the whole Church and for this reason the pastor mu6t be
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aware of this gift of his ordination and make use of his
office under the guidance of the Holy Spirit.
3. PASTORAL CARS
a. 8eelsorge—care of souls
After having received the call to enter the ministry
and having been trained, called to a congregation, ordained,
and installed, the pastor enters upon the specific field of
his labors. In the general sense, all that the pastor does
is included in his care of souls. The public office of the
pastor, hi b work in the church and the acts which he per-
forms in conjunction with the worship service, his work
with groups and societies in the parish as a whole are con-
sidered the general care of souls. Gerberding wrote that
the pastor as he baptizes children or adults, confirms a
group of young people, marries a couple, or buries the dead,
16is also speaking to all who are present at the service.
Special soul care or private care of the individual
soul is in contrast to the general work of the pastor in
his preaching and his care of the congregation as a whole.
The care of souls, according to Fry, is a better expression
than cure of souls, which is derived from the Latin "cura"
meaning a particular district over which the pastoral care
17
was to be exercised. As indicated in the national survey
16. Gerberding, op. cit., p. 371.
17. Fry, op. cit., p. 16.
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results, Lutheran pastors today consider that pastoral
care is the care or cure of souls and that it is a ministry
to individual souls. This personal ministry the writer
prefers to call pastoral care.
The primary qualifications of the pastor who cares
for eoule are a thorough examination of the pastor's own
self and a purging of self, as Luther insisted. There must
be a genuine love of Christ and a genuine interest in indi-
19
vidual souls with, as Gerberding pointed out, "sanctified
common sense N as well as good judgment. Gerberding listed
other qualifications pertaining to the pastor: (1) a sympa-
thetic and patient heart, (2) an understanding of human na-
ture, (3) knowledge of the Bible and its application,
(4) knowledge of secular and spiritual psychology, and
(5) a profound prayer life. Fry included other qualifica-
tions of the pastor who cares for souls: pastoral tact, per-
sonal magnetism, personal identification, and intimate ac-
20quaintance with people.
Otto Geiseman, in his lectures to Luther 8eminary
students in 1942, discussed several requisites for pastoral
care: (1) proper motivation of the pastor, (2) an under-
standing of the needs of human souls, (3) the pastoral ob-
jective to lead men into a harmonious relationship with God,
18. Cf. ante, p. 123, 126, and 133.
19. Gerberding, op. cit.
,
p. 382.
20. Fry, op. cit., p. 22 - 24.
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and (4) skill in techniques to accomplish the objective.
In the tradition of Luther, Bishop E. G. Gulin of
Finland has considered the pastor »b first task in pastoral
care to be care for his own soul. Skilled pastors, Gulin
contended, make their first, second, and third task to lis-
ten; then after confession and absolution in the counseling
chamber, they consider "follow-up" care important. Gulin
recognized that there is danger in the individual's depen-
dence upon the pastor following absolution and that pastors
22
need a new viewpoint in the care of souls.
I have been all too willing to give advice in
regard to problems of the new life instead of
directing the person to find these solutions
by himself in Christ and thus to become an in-
dependent, living, and active Christian. 23
It is the opinion of the writer that the primary ob-
jective of pastoral care is to help the individual help him-
self, allowing the individual to choose his own goals in or-
der that he will better understand himself and his problems.
Sharing this responsibility the pastor and the individual
both grow in understanding relationships of individuals with
each other and with their Creator.
21. Otto A. Geiseman, "Some Requisites for the Prop-
er Care of Souls," The Journal of Theology of the American
Lutheran Conference
,
September-October, 1942, (Blair, Ne-
braska), p. 647 - 660.
22. E. G. Gulin, "Guidance for the Cure of Souls,"
The Lutheran Church Quarterly , Vol. 20, (Gettysburg and
Philadelphia: Times and News Publishing Company, 1947), p. 65
— 76
23. Ibid., p. 74.
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b. pastoral visitation
Pastoral visitation should not be confused with so-
cial calling which some pastors may do on occasion, pas-
toral visitation is more than an official call from the
pastor as a representative of the church. Lutheran pastors
of today, according to the survey results, consider that
the first aim of the pastoral visit should be to gain the
confidence of the family or the individual visited. The
pastoral aim, according to Gerberding, should be to gain
the confidence of those visited because without such con-
24fidence nothing can be accomplished. Fritz, on the other
hand, thought that the pastoral visit should be concerned
with a religious purpose and he defined that purpose as
"getting close to the individual, establishing mutual con-
fidence, and speaking to the parishioner in reference to
25hie spiritual needs. He also considered the pastoral
visit a time when the parishioner could speak to his pas-
tor about matters which might never be brought up in cas-
26
ual conversation with the pastor.
Among Lutheran writers there is some confusion as to
the primary purpose in pastoral visitation but they all
agree that it is necessary for the pastor to have a concern
for souls and the confidence of the individual before
24. Gerberding, op. cit., p. 388.
25. John H. C. Fritz, Pastoral Theology (St. Louis,
Missouri: Concordia Publishing House, 1945), pT 173.
26. Loc. cit.
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pastoral care can be effective. The general impression to
be left in pastoral visitation, according to Gerberding, is
37
"that a man of God has been in the house." Lutheran wri-
ters have set down certain rules for pastoral visitation:
(1) make the visits brief, (3) have a specific aim for the
visit before going, (3) read scripture or pray according to
the situation, (4) know the individual members of the par-
ish and all those who have no other shepherd, and (5) visit
go
all who are outside the church.
According to Lutheran tradition, pastoral calling is
one of the chief duties of the pastor. It should not be
neglected, pastoral visitation by the Lutheran pastor is
to be made systematically and consistently. It cannot be
sporadic and be successful.
Stoughton, in hi6 Knubel-Miller lectures of 1946,
said that the function of the pastor-preacher cannot be
separated.
For, in reality, there are not two kinds of
ministers: the pastor and the preacher; but
two pulpits from which he preaches: one in
the homes of his people and one in the church;
and two opportunities for pastoral counseling:
one when he is in the pulpit and another when
he sits across from his parishioner in a home
or in his own office. 29
Dr. Paul Scherer said in his Yale lectures for 1943 that
37. Gerberding, op. cit.
,
p. 388.
38. Ibid., p. 389 - 398; Fritz, op. cit., p. 172 -
175.
29. Clarence 0. Stoughton, Set Apart for the Gospel
(Philadelphia: United Lutheran Publication House, 1946)
,
p. 77.
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there is no substitute for pastoral calling even in a large
city parish, such as in New York City where he formerly had
been pastor. He also encouraged counseling in his office
for those who wanted to see him at particular times. He
prepared for these interviews by intensive study of psychol
ogy and psychiatry so that he would know at what point he
was able to help and at what point he should make refer-
rale. 30
Keeping of records is of utmost importance if the
pastor is to have specific knowledge about the people he
has visited and their problems as well as their needs. Ei-
ther summary or verbatim records of visits will give the
pastor an opportunity to review his own technique and make
progress in his efforts to help others. Training in the
field of pastoral care would benefit the pastor greatly be-
cause he could learn to evaluate and criticize his own pas-
toral techniques.
The Lutheran pastor, in assuming a new charge, makes
a thorough study of his parish in order to gain the proper
perspective necessary for effective pastoral care. One of
the ways in which he makes this study is to go into all of
the homes in his parish. He may first visit the church
leaders. Seeing the parishioners in their home environment
30. Paul Scherer, For We Have This Treasure (New
York: Harper & Brothers, 1943), p. 22 - 25.
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gives the pastor information which he could not obtain in
any other way. The parishioners feel that they have some
personal contact with the pastor and, as a result, may
gain confidence in him. This introductory visit may assume
the characteristics of a social call in some cases, though
pastoral opportunities may present themselves in other
cases. It is taken for granted that sick and emergency
calls will have precedence always over the other pastoral
visits.
In addition to visiting the members on the church
roll the pastor will make an effort to call upon those
whom he knows have no church affiliation. The Lutheran
pastor's purpose will be to invite them to attend worship
services and to make inquiry concerning their welfare. A
pastor organizing a mission congregation will spend a
great deal of his time visiting prospective members.
After several contacts with the Church and the pas-
tor, these prospective members may decide to become mem-
bers. The pastor will inform them that Lutheran church
membership requires baptism and confirmation following a
course of instruction based on a study of Luther 1 s Small
Catechism, which is a brief outline of the Christian way
of life. If an adult who has not been baptized desires to
become a member of the Lutheran Church, the course of in-
struction leads to baptism and reception into church mem-
bership. Adult baptism, therefore, is equivalent to con-
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firmation. These new members need special visits and atten-
tion so that they are encouraged to find their places with-
in the life of the church.
In recent year6 annual programs of lay visitation
have been an important supplement to pastoral visitation.
Through reports from lay visitors Lutheran pastors, espe-
cially in large city parishes, have been able to minister
more effectively to those needing instruction, those desir-
ing to transfer, and those who need pastoral counsel and
ministrations.
c. Pastoral acts
i. Private confession
In addition to the public confession within the lit-
urgical worship service, the Lutheran Church also has an
order for private confession, used by persons who have been
burdened in conscience and who may on this account seek the
private ministration of the pastor. Lutheran private con-
fession, which may occur either before the Holy Communion
or at any other time that the conscience of an individual is
burdened with sin, does not resemble the Roman Catholic con-
fessional. The order for Lutheran private confession is
similar to the Lutheran order for public or private Holy
Communion, including both confession and absolution.
A pentitent, who for the sake of conscience wants to
relieve himself of the burden of sins committed, may find
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private confession of extreme help and benefit. It is not
used to any wide extent today because personal counseling
has taken its place. Personal counseling is perhaps the
3'
Protestant substitute for the Roman Catholic confessional.
It is to be remembered, however, that the Lutheran pastor,
as well as the Roman priest, is under oath of conscience
not to divulge any information given in such a confession
and could not be made to testify in court against his con-
science without violating the sacred trust of his office.
ii. Private administration of Sacraments
The Lutheran Church considers the Sacrament of Bap-
tism a holy act of the Church, which is a sign and a seal
of the Father-child relationship; for this reason it is
not treated lightly. Whenever it is impossible for the
child to be presented in the church, the Sacrament may be
administered in the home or in the parsonage. Because the
Lutheran Church believes the Sacrament of Baptism to be
one of the means of grace, it should not be postponed. In
case of illness or impending danger the pastor may be sum-
moned immediately to administer the Sacrament. In addition
to the parents, there should be two sponsors present to
witness the act and to take the vows for the children, so
31. See Gould Wickey, •'Christian Confession of Sin
and Guidance, H Lutheran Church Quarterly , Vol. 18, (Gettys-
burg and Philadelphia: Times and News Publishing Company,
1945), p. 358 and 359, for a comparison of Roman Catholic
confession and Christian confession and guidance.
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that in the event of the parents' death the sponsors may
provide for the instruction of the child in the Christian
faith, that the child abiding in the covenant of his bap-
tism may he brought up to lead a godly life. In adult bap-
tism, the person confesses his own faith and takes his own
baptismal vows. Two witnesses are required for adult bap-
tism.
The Sacrament of the Lord's Supper, another of the
means of grace, is of cardinal importance to Lutheran peo-
ple. In this Sacrament they receive the forgiveness of
their sins and the strengthening of their Christian faith.
The Lutheran pastor is careful to see that those who are go-
ing to hospitals to undergo operations or other treatments
receive the Lord's Supper either before they go to the hos-
pital or before they receive treatment. Those who are shut
in and convalescent as well as those who, because of phys-
ical disability, are not able to attend the regular worship
services at which the Sacrament is administered, also re-
ceive the Sacrament at periodic intervals. Confession, ab-
solution, consecration of the elements, administration of
the elements, prayers, and thanksgiving are included in pri-
vate communion of the Lutheran Church as well as in the pub-
lic administration. The call to the hospital or to the home
may be preceded by a short visit but the pastor should de-
part as soon as he has finished with the administration of
the Lord's Supper and appropriate prayers. It would be
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better to return in a few days than to visit too long after
the administration of the Lord's Supper.
iii. Catechization and confirmation
The Lutheran pastor cherishes the experience of pre-
paring his catechetical classes for communicant membership
in the Church. The catechetical instruction is a period of
intense training in the Christian way of life; catechization
leads to confirmation. In many Lutheran churches catechiza-
tion is a two year course which begins in the eleventh or
twelfth year. Some churches, however, begin confirmation
classes when the children are fourteen years of age and, in
this case, they attend classes for only one year. Tradition-
ally confirmation is held on the Festival of Pentecost or on
Palm Sunday.
This period of catechization is used to teach the fun-
damentals of the Christian way of life and the truth about
God as found in the Holy Scripture. Luther's Small Catechism
is used as the basic text in the course of instruction. The
methods for teaching it vary from pastor to pastor. The pas-
tor has an opportunity to counsel individually with the cat-
echumens before and after their period of instruction and he
can arrange such counseling sessions in order to give the
best possible pastoral care. As revealed in the survey, some
pastors make this a regular part of their confirmation period.
The service of confirmation itself is a religious ex-
perience in the lives of the catechumens because at this
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moment in their lives they are taking upon themselves the
full responsibility of their baptismal vows which were taken
for them in infancy by their parents and sponsors. The cat-
echumens are personally affirming their own faith in Christ
as their personal Saviour. The pastor in the period of in-
struction with the catechumens can be of real personal help
not only in teaching the Christian way of life but also in
gaining their confidence so that they will come to him with
their personal problems. Catechization is a period when the
ground work of future relationships with the Church is es-
tablished. The wise pastor will use this period to streng-
then the young Christian lives entrusted to his care rather
than permit it to become a prelude to graduation from the
Church
.
iv. Marriage
During the Lutheran pastor's ministry one of his
most important pastoral acts is the performance of the mar-
32
riage service. The Lutheran pastor is under obligation
to God, to the Church, and to his own conscience in the mat-
ter of marriage contracted between two individuals. The
33pastor must ascertain, according to his rubrics, (1) if
32. The pre-marital interview will be considered as
one phase of pastoral counseling.
33. Rubrics are directions for the conduct of ser-
vices. Rubric is derived from the Latin word meaning red;
these instructions were first printed in red ink.
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there is anything about the marriage itself which is non-
34
scriptural, (2) whether the marriage has been contracted
according to the laws of the State, and (3) if God's bless-
ing can be asked upon this marriage, in so far as he can
determine this. Though he is not under obligation to do
35
so, he may publish the banns a Sunday or two before the
actual ceremony.
The pastor usually makes an appointment with the cou-
ple contemplating marriage several weeks previous to the
marriage, if it is possible, in order to interview them and
to talk with them privately about marriage and their rela-
tionship to the Church and to each other. Pre-marital inter-
views are desirable though the results of the national sur-
vey indicate that some Lutheran pastors fail to take advan-
tage of this opportunity for pastoral care.
Before performing the marriage ceremony the Lutheran
pastor is alert to problems which may result from illegal
age, an inter-faith marriage or a hasty marriage. These
three problems have been emphasized by Lutheran pastors who
have written or lectured on the marriage act in pastoral
theology. The Lutheran pastor, as a general rule, encour-
ages church weddings and some of his time necessarily is
34. See the "Order for Marriage, » The Occasional
Services (Philadelphia: United Lutheran Publication House,
1943), p. 65. This rubric refers to divorced parties, in-
cest, etc.
35. Loc. cit. Banns announce the intention of the
couple contemplating marriage.
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spent in planning for such weddings. There is a definite
formal marriage ceremony to be followed with very few var-
iations made. The Lutheran ceremony includes the scriptur-
al texts on marriage and the formula for marriage with its
instruction, direction and exchange of vows. Some couples
request that they receive the Lord's Supper after the ex-
change of vows while they are kneeling at the altar.
When the couples indicate that they are contemplating
marriage, there is an excellent opportunity for the pastor
to encourage pre-marital counseling. It would be ideal if
pre-marital counseling could begin several months before
the ceremony with regularly scheduled appointments, but
most pastors have only one or two interviews. The writer
endorses the practise of asking the couple to promise that
they will seek the counsel and adviBe of a pastor if trou-
bles arise. In this way the pastor may prepare the way
for post-marital counseling in case difficulties do arise.
v. Burial
According to the rubrics of The Occasional Service
Book containing written instructions with all of the ser-
vices which the Lutheran pastor could be called upon to
perform in public and in private, the burial service is to
be used only for those who have departed this life in the
Christian faith. There are specific instructions with re-
gard to the procedure when there has been a death in the
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family; no arrangements for the funeral service are to be
made without consultation with the pastor, though many Lu-
therans do not know or practise this. The burial service
is not to be interrupted by secular organizations such as
lodges. When the Lutheran pastor is called upon to offici-
ate at the funeral it is made clear that these organiza-
tions may conduct their rituals before the Christian ser-
vice but not during the service, which is either to be con-
ducted entirely by the Church or not at all. Some pastors
do not adhere to this strictly.
d. Pastoral counseling
i. Marriage counseling
If the Lutheran pastor is to have a well-balanced
program, he should be concerned about marital counseling
at various age levels: childhood, confirmation, high school,
betrothal period, first years following marriage, and the
36
advanced years following marriage. Through research the
writer ha6 received the general impression that marriage
counseling is all too brief and indefinite, that the pas-
tors themselves are poorly trained for the task, and the
pastors attempt marriage counseling without being properly
trained.
In marriage interviews the pastor as a marriage
counselor has an .opportunity to talk with the couple about
36. Fredrik A. Schiotz, "Pre-marital Counseling, M
Lutheran Church Quarterly
,
Vol. 18 (1945), p. 367 - 385.
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the following subjects: (1) the permanence of marriage,
(2) children and their place in the family, (3) religion
and mixed marriages, (4) family worship and the establish-
ing of the family altar, (5) church affiliation, (6) sexual
adjustment and restraints as well as the importance of sex,
(7) family finances, (8) emotional adjustments, (9) loyal-
ties to their new home and to the marriage covenant, (10)
the importance of seeking counsel, and (11) the marriage
service and the rehearsal. All of these items should be
discussed during pre-marital interviews. It is important
that more than one interview be held in order that these
subjects may be covered satisfactorily. If there is not
time for more than one interview, then these items should
not be discussed at great length but selected questions
and well-chosen words should be paramount. Some pastors are
37
using check lists in order to get to the basic things in
the marriage relationship. One pastor of today makes the
statement that M only about 15 per cent of the clergy have
38
any kind of interview whatsoever." In view of the in-
creasing divorce rate, it is appalling that so many pastors
37. See Granger Westberg, M A Guide to Marriage,"
The Lutheran Companion , Vol. 57, No. 5 (Rock Island: Au-
gustana Book Concern, 1949), p. 6 and 7. pastor Westberg,
who is chaplain at Augustana Hospital in Chicago, uses a
rating sheet to eliminate the lecture form of pre-marital
counseling.
38. See Hugo R. Pruter, "It Takes Time to Get Mar-
ried," The Lutheran , Vol. 30, No. 41 (Philadelphia: United
Lutheran Publication House, 1949), p. 15-17.
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fail to use this type of interview. Ministers ought to
have pre-marital interviews to determine whether the young
couple have faced the important questions which should be
decided before and not after the ceremony and to be sure
that the couples understand the Christian concepts of mar-
39
riage and its permanence.
The pastor is confronted with a very real test of
his pastoral ministry when he seeks to counsel with those
who have decided that the marriage contract is no longer
binding or that the problems appear beyond hope of solution.
The pastor should not permit himself to be left to decide
the matter and he may not advise without being asked to do
so. The pastor is likely not to be in a position to do in-
tensive marriage counseling because the partners feel that
coming to the pastor is an admission of moral failure. In
order to do effective counseling the pastor will have to
school himself into being non-judgmental and also into
awareness that there is great risk involved in marriage
counseling. v
Frequently the pastor will discover the following
difficulties when he attempts to do marriage counseling:
(1) environmental non-adjustment, (2) internal discord,
(3) unstable finances, (4) conflicting family backgrounds,
39. Ibid., p. 17.
40. Carl J. Schindler, The Pastor as a personal
Counselor (Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press, 194"2)
,
p. 84
and 85
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(5) disturbing psychogenic factors, (6) emotional immaturity,
41
and (7) rigid patterns of behavior. Before a pastor can
be of assistance he must understand these difficulties by be-
ing completely objective, by making available time for coun-
seling periodically, by encouraging the use of spiritual re-
sources as well as attendance at worship, and by allowing the
couple to think out their problem in his presence.
ii. Counseling the sick and dying
The Lutheran pastor does not go into the sick room
ill-prepared because this phase of his pastoral care has
been regarded as one of the strong emphases in the Lutheran
ministry. Traditionally the Lutheran pastor has been faith-
ful in his care of the sick. Congregations learn quickly
whether a pastor is true to his calling by the way in which
he ministers to the sick.
When the people are sick the pastor has a role to ful-
fill in the drama of healing. Lutheran people expect their
pastor to call and they expect that he will bring them the
comfort and consolation of the Word of God. This is rooted
in the idea that the sick have been denied the privilege of
public worship and that the pastor brings part of the healing
ministry in the Word and the Sacraments. This is the basis
on which the Lutheran pastor visits the hospital or the home
of the sick. The writer feels that Lutheran pastors, in
41. Ibid.
,
p. 86 - 95.
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general, have not made use of other valuable resources in
pastoral care to the sick.
It is to be hoped that Lutheran pastors have advanced
beyond some of the suggestions laid down by Dr. Walther in
his book entitled Pastorale . Dr. Walther presented eight
rules for the pastoral visit to the sick: (1) the pastoral
visit should begin with Scripture and an admonition that
God is cognizant of the sickness of the individual and that
God has permitted the individual to suffer because of his
sin; (2) the pastor should inquire into the cause and the
43 , v
nature of the illness to determine (a) whether the man is
sure of his salvation, (b) if the patient has been impenti-
tent to this moment, (c) the patient ! s temptations, (d) how
the patient is bearing the pain of his suffering, and (e)
whether or not the patient is afraid of death; (3) if the
man is impatient, the pastor ought to make him submissive
and silent to the will of God; (4) the pastor should in-
struct in a low conversational voice but should not preach
to the patient, unless the man is too ill, at which time
short passages of Scripture may be read; (5) the pastor, if
he notices that the sick man is not responding to this type
of care, should ask the patient to tell what is burdening
42. C. F. W. Walther, Pastorale (St. Louis; M. C.
Barthel Company, second edition, 1875).
43. See Russell L. Dicks, PaBtoral Work and Person-
al Counseling (New York; The Macmillan Company, 19457^
p. 33 and 34.
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hie soul; (6) cheerfulness is requisite because the patient
may despair of recovery; (7) the paBtor should continue to
visit the patient after he has recovered; and (8) the pastor
should conclude the visit with pastoral prayer based on
44
Scripture. These rules indicate a method similar to the
45
approach used by Luther.
Pastors of today may apply some of Walther*s rules in
their ministries to the sick. A pastor may inquire how the
patient is bearing the pain of his suffering, as indicated
in the second suggestion. By doing this the pastor would
show that he is genuinely interested in the patient as a
person. In agreement with the seventh rule, the writer con-
siders periodic visits during the illness and following the
recovery requisite to effective pastoral care of the sick.
Pastoral conduct in the sick room is important. With
reference to the fourth rule, a low conversational tone is
advisable and short passages of Scripture are oftentimes de-
sirable. Walther's fifth suggestion, that the pastor, when
he notices that the patient does not respond to the first
approaches, should ask the patient to tell what is burden-
ing his soul, indicates that the first four rules need re-
vising. A pastoral visit may normally conclude with Scrip-
ture or prayer, according to the eighth point, but the pa-
tient is more responsive when he has made the request for
44. Gerberding, op. cit.
,
p. 424 - 436.
45. Cf. ante, p. 19 - 23.
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Scripture or prayer.
The writer cannot endorse the initial approach, ad-
vocated by Dr. Walther, in pastoral visits to the sick.
By exhortation, as suggested by the first and third rules,
the pastor would fail to take cognizance of the patient's
physical, mental, and emotional states. For example, the
patient may be too sick to hear, to think, or to respond
to the pastor's exhortation. Considering the sixth rule,
Walther' s requisite of cheerfulness is inconsistent with
the basic approach. The cheerful approach also may fail to
meet the patient at his own level.
Dr. Gerberding endorsed Walther's eight rules and
added some suggestions of his own: (1) the pastor should
instruct his people to summon him in the case of illness;
(2) the pastor should be ready to respond at all times no
matter what the external circumstance; (3) the pastor
should possess cheerfulness which inspires hope; (4) he
should guard against the preconceived notion that the visit
from the pastor will make things right; (5) pastoral visits
should not be wearing on the patient; (6) the aim of the
pastoral visit should be for the benefit of the sick and
the other members of the family; (7) the hour of visitation
should be selected with care; (8) before entering the sick
room the pastor should select the Scripture passages that
he intends to use; (9) the frequency of the visit should
depend on the condition of the individual; (10) the
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convalescent should not be neglected; (11) the pastor
should cooperate with the doctor in the care of the pa-
tient; and (12) the pastor should give advice on the mak-
46
ing of wills. With the exception of the last sugges-
tion, Dr. Gerberding's approach to the sick patient was
more realistic compared to that of Walther. Gerberding
is inconsistent, however, in endorsing all of Dr. Walther 1 e
rules. For example, Gerberding thought that a pastoral
visit should not be wearing on the patient; on the other
hand, exhortation, as advocated by Walther, may be a very
tiring experience for the patient.
More recently Schindler, in his writing on the pas-
toral care of the sick, was cognizant of the procedures
used today in hospitals and in visitation of the sick.
(1) Part of the Lutheran pastor's task is to interpret the
hospital setting to the patient. The aura of mystery that
pervades the immaculate surroundings is often bewildering
and frightening. (2) The pastor will consider the patient
as a person who has certain fears, frustrations, and needs.
The pastor who is calm in his manner and sympathetic in
his approach will go a long way toward alleviating some of
the distractions of the sick whether in the home or in the
hospital. (3) The administration of the Lord's Supper to
46. Gerberding, op. cit., p. 427 - 433.
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47patients who are to undergo surgery is a real source of
help to those who are experiencing this period of crisis.
"The words of Scripture or the most earnest prayer may be
forgotten in great pain or long discomfort, but the Holy
48
Communion is a concrete fact which the patient can remember."
(4) The length of the visit usually should be of short dura-
tion. (5) It is not always necessary to have Scripture and
prayer. The visit may assume a more friendly nature if the
introduction of Scripture and prayer would be forced or ar-
tificial. Schindler also included a section in his book on
the ministry to the shut-ins and invalids; in this connec-
tion he felt that understanding of the patient, of the na-
ture of chronic disease, and of its psychological effects is
a prime requisite. In his ministry to the invalids, Schind-
ler agreed that it is necessary to give religious support
and to help the invalid make a wholesome orientation to the
49
surrounding world.
The minister who is willing to seek his way
through this tangle of conflicting feelings
of hope and despair, who is neither argumen-
tative nor dictatorial, can help to lift a
heavy load from the soul and he can do it by
an approach which is not ordinarily open tp
n
either physician or members of the family. &0
47. Cf. post, p. 205.
48. Schindler, op. cit., p. 100 and 101.
49. Ibid., p. 104.
50. Ibid., p. 106 and 107.
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Dr. George Arbaugh through his course in Pastoral
Psychology at Chicago Lutheran Seminary in 1945 advanced
the following as requisite in ministry to the sick. (1) The
sick need help. They may have to be prepared mentally as
well as spiritually for surgery and pain. The role of the
doctor and the medical point of view may have to be explain-
ed. (3) The call upon the sick is patient-centered. What
the patient thinks, his worries and fears, are of primary
importance. (3) A series of short calls is desirable. It
would be better to come oftener than to stay too long the
first time. (4) Encourage the sick to talk. The patient
needs the cathartic release that comes from one-sided con-
versation. The pastor should be a good listener, respond-
ing to expressed feelings and fears. (5) Call a few days
before the operation to offer Communion and spiritual
strength. The patient will experience weakness and pain
and he needs the comfort that comes from this spiritual
52
sustenance
.
Dr. Arbaugh also gave some specific directions with
regard to calling on the sick. In preparing to call the
pastor should inquire of the doctor as to the general con-
dition of the patient, especially in serious cases. If the
51. Dr. George Arbaugh is now professor and dean at
Augustana College in Rock Island, Illinois.
52. From the writer's lecture notes taken in Dr.
Arbaugh 1 8 course in Pastoral Psychology at Chicago Lutheran
Seminary in 1945.
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pastor has made notes on a previous call, they should be re-
viewed in preparing for the visit. In planning a worship
service for the sick, Dr. Arbaugh suggested that the pastor
should keep in mind the possibility of adapting the service
or omitting it entirely, as indicated. The service should
meet the needs of the patient. Special services, such as
Baptism, Lord's Supper, and Commendation of the Dying, may
53be used as the need arises.
Concerning prayer in the sick room, Dr. Arbaugh said
that it is not necessary to pray at every call but that it
should always be used if the patient is seriously ill.
Prayers should be used according to the needs of the patient;
prayer should dwell on the strength of God rather than on
the patient's suffering. Prayer should be based on Scrip-
ture but may sometimes be spontaneous. In chronic illness
54
prayer aids may be left for the convalescent.
Within the Lutheran Church there are some aids which
the pastor can use in his ministry to the dying. One is
55
the Order for the Commendation of the Dying but it is used
only where there is certainty that the patient is going to
die. For this reason it should be used with great care.
The pastor is not the informant that the patient is going
to die; this duty belongs to the physician, unless he asks
53. Loc. cit.
54. Loc. cit.
55. See Occasional Service Book
, p. 44.
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the pastor to be the informant. The pastor will give the
patient or parishioners opportunity to talk about dying.
No attempt should be made to dodge the issue. The pastor
at the death bed is in a better position to serve the sur-
56
vivors
.
iii. Counseling the bereaved
As shown through the survey results reported in
57Chapter V, the Lutheran pastor does not follow the modern
emphasis in grief work. The Scriptural and theological
concepts lead the pastor to help his parishioners seek the
comfort of God's Word and to point the way toward the
Christian understanding of eternal life. Lutheran writers
have made no extensive mention of the type of grief work
that is practised by Lutheran pastors or the type which
should be practised. The reference in grief work is main-
ly to the funeral customs and the part the pastor will
take in the burial service—whether or not the pastor will
bury the dead, depending on whether or not the dead have
58died in the Christian faith. There is some conflict
among Lutheran writers as to whether or not a pastor ought
56. 8ee Rev. Rollin J. Fairbanks, "Ministering To
The Dying," The Journal of Pastoral Care
. Vol. 2, No. 3,
(Cambridge: The Institute of Pastoral Care, Incorporated,
1948), p. 6-14. Also see Richard C. Cabot and Russell L.
Dicks, The Art of Ministering To The Sick (New York: Mac-
millan Company, 1938), p. 298 - 314.
57. Cf . ante, p. 147.
58. Cf. ante, p. 1S4 and 195.
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59
to officiate at the death of a lodge member. The order
for burial of the dead follows a definite pattern: Scrip-
ture, sermon or address, prayer, obituary, and benediction.
The service of committal at the grave is brief and includes
Scripture, prayers, and final committal to earth. The fu-
neral sermons in the Lutheran pastors' practise are general-
ly for the comfort of the bereaved and no eulogies of the
dead are used to extol the character of the deceased nor
60
are the Bermons ever in condemnation of the dead.
Dr. Gerberding emphasized the ministry to the bereaved.
He made the following suggestions: (1) the pastor should
educate the people to inform him when there has been a death
so that consultation can be made with the pastor before the
arrangements for the funeral are completed, (2) discourage
Sunday funerals, (3) be ready to serve, regardless of dis-
comfort, (4) discourage unnecessary expenses, (5) encourage
church funerals, (6) discourage wakes, (7) discourage public
display of the dead in the church, (8) discourage after-
funeral festivities, (9) do not fail to visit the bereaved
after the funeral and continue the contact for awhile, read-
ing the Scripture and praying with them.
61
Dr. Arbaugh made some suggestions to the effect
that it is most important to call on the bereaved and to
59. Fritz, op. cit., p. 303 - 308.
60. Fry, op. cit., p. 63-67.
61. Cf. ante, p. 204.
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encourage them, with a sympathetic attitude, to talk about
the deceased. To the writer's knowledge Dr. Arbaugh is the
first Lutheran pastor to suggest this modern technique in
grief work. William Rogers, in his thesis, The Place of
62
Grief Work in Mental Health , has made some helpful sug-
gestions drawn from the work of Dr. Erich Lindemann, Rollin
J. Fairbanks, and Ina May Greer. The Lutheran pastor in his
calling and ministering to the bereaved would benefit from
a study of this thesis, especially the chapters on the
63
"Psychodynamics of Grief" and "Reactions to Grief. H In
64
his chapter, "Need of the Bereaved, • Dr. Rogers mentioned:
(I) the support from others, (2) the acceptance of the pain
of bereavement, (3) the expression of sorrow and the sense
of loss, (4) need to verbalize feelings of hostility and
guilt, (5) catharsis to remove fear of insanity, (6) emanci-
pation from the deceased, (7) need of security, (8) satis-
faction in the acceptance by others, (9) forming new relation-
ships, (10) unity of experience which is common to all men,
(II) purpose in life, (12) above all to be treated as a per-
son. It is in the interaction of personalities on each other
that the pastor can help by allowing the bereaved to express
his grief without shame and without pity. In the chapter,
62. William Rogers, Ph.D. thesis, Boston University,
1948.
63. Ibid., p. 81-111.
64. Ibid., p. 113 - 127.
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"The Resources of Religion," Rogers developed the resources
that are available to the pastor in his religious philosophy
and in his pastoral care: (1) the Scripture, (2) trust in
the ultimate victory of good over evil, (3) recognition of
the worth of every individual, (4) prayer life, (5) confes-
sion, (6) acceptance of forgiveness, (7) availability of
the pastor, (8) purpose in life, (9) service motive, and
65
(10) church fellowship. The Lutheran pastor may be using
some of these techniques in his ministry to the bereaved
but no mention is made in the literature that is available
to the writer.
e. pastoral care in special places
i. On the campus
Among the activities of the Lutheran Church in its
effort to bring pastoral care to its constituents is the
work among Lutheran students at colleges and universities.
This highly specialized ministry had its beginning in
66
1907, at the University of Wisconsin. The Rev. J. C.
Kunzmann located Harry R. Gold, a senior at Mt . Airy Semi-
nary in Philadelphia, and told him about the need of a
65. Ibid.
,
p. 129 - 144.
66. Howard Marion LeSourd, The University Work of
The United Lutheran Church in America (New York City;
Bureau of Publications at Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity, 1929), p. 3. See also Minutes of Third Biennial
Convention of The United Lutheran Church , 1922, p. 228.
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pastoral ministry to Lutheran students at non-Lutheran
schools. Gold was called to begin work with the students
at Madison. July 5, 1907 marks the establishment of the
67
first Lutheran pastorate at a state university.
In the beginning student work was designed to meet
the needs of Lutheran students in non-Lutheran schools and
to organize some congregational life to which the students
could respond. Another pioneering project in student work
was begun at the University of Minnesota in 1910. The Rev.
Gustaf Rast began the work but soon resigned his task to
Pastor C. A. Wendell who accepted the responsibility of
Q
student work in 1914 in addition to his own parish duties.
In 1917 Dr. C. P. Harry began work at the University of
Pennsylvania. He continued in student work, first as pas-
tor, then later as secretary in the student work of the
United Lutheran Church in America until 1947. Though he
was retired, Dr. Harry still takes an active role in stu-
dent work today by visiting students, speaking at ashrams,
etc.
Another pioneer in Lutheran student work is Dr.
Samuel Trexler who served Lutheran students in eastern uni-
versities such as Cornell, Syracuse, Columbia, Yale, and
67. Harry R. Gold, "Work Among Lutheran Students,"
The Lutheran Church Quarterly (Gettysburg: Times Press,
T536), Vol. 9, p. 389
.
68. Ibid., p. 392.
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Harvard. He began hie work in December of 1912 under the
auspices of the New York Synod and the New England Synod
of The United Lutheran Church in America. After he had or-
ganized student groups, through extensive traveling, cen-
69
ters were established at these schools.
Much of the Lutheran student work was sponsored at
first through the Home Mission boards and Luther Leagues of
Lutheran church bodies. In 1918 the Augustana Synod and
The United Lutheran Church in America entered into a coop-
erative relationship in providing pastoral care to Lutheran
students. A similar project was initiated by the American
Lutheran Conference churches in 1930. The larger coopera-
tion of Lutherans in student service began in 1945 when the
National Lutheran Council formed the Student Service Com-
mission to coordinate Lutheran student activity of the eight
Council bodies. Dr. Morris Wee is the executive director
and he is assisted by Dr. Ruth Wick.
Student service work has extended to college cam-
puses throughout the nation. Some of the university centers
today have student pastors on a part-time basis but many
student pastors are serving on a full-time basis, depending
on the number of Lutheran students enrolled. In towns and
69. Ibid., p. 394. See also Samuel Trexler, Cru-
saders of The Twentieth Century (New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1927), p. 46-61.
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cities where there are colleges, local pastors sometimes are
appointed to call upon Lutheran students and invite them to
active participation in the life of the local congregation.
In such cases the student work is usually done on a limited
scale. Where there are no Lutheran churches in the area of
the university, traveling representatives of the Lutheran
Church or of the Student Service Commission visit the campus
at least four times per year.
Dr. LeSourd in his book on the student work among Lu-
70
therans at non-Lutheran schools divided pastors to stu-
dents into three groups: (1) pastors with pulpits, usually
giving less than ten per cent of their time to students, al-
though some give more time; (2) pastors who have no pulpit,
devoting full time to student work with one student campus
activity or several schools in a large city, or devoting
full time as visiting representatives to several institu-
tions; (3) faculty professors, teaching in the department of
religion and filling the role of college chaplains and coun-
selors. 71
A spontaneous outgrowth of the work among Lutheran
students has been the formation of the Lutheran Student As-
sociation which organized in Rock Island, Illinois in April
of 1923. This organization is an autonomous association to
70. Cf. ante, p. 209.
71. LeSourd, op. cit., p. 26-38.
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which any Lutheran student may belong. It was self-support-
ing from the beginning and has grown into a nation-wide or-
ganization today.
In pastoral care to Lutheran students the pastor is
the key man. He must keep in touch with campus life. It has
been suggested that he should take one course a semester in
order to be able to have more personal contact at the student
level and to be able to talk the language of the student.
Lutheran student pastors need these qualifications:
a deep spiritual and devotional life, a broad understanding,
patience, poise, tolerance, interest in student life, and
interest in the students as persons. The emphasis in Luther-
an student work is the pastor-student relationship. In the
survey reported by LeSourd the Lutheran student pastor makes
this his most important task, though only forty-six per cent
of Lutheran students enrolled in 1929 at non-Lutheran schools
72
were personally contacted.
Lutheran churches in a college or university area
make provision for the students' religious life and their so-
cial life with other students. An effort is made to preserve
congregational life so that the students may receive the Sac-
rament of the Lord's Supper and other pastoral ministrations.
Pastoral counseling is made available on the campus in space
72. Ibid., p. 78
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provided by the schools or, in many cases, in the Lutheran
Student House near the campus. The pastor' 6 quarters are
located usually in the Student House which is the focal cen-
ter for religious and social meetings.
Instructions to student pastors include the following:
(1) make pastoral calls on new students and student leaders
among upper classmen; (2) visit faculty members who may be
likely to assist in the program of student work and adminis-
trative officials at least once a year; (3) make periodic
visits to students who are ill— in rooms, infirmary, or hos-
pital; (4) direct and guide Lutheran Student Association ac-
tivities and enlist the assistance of its members in calling
on students, particularly during the opening weeks of semes-
ters; (5) schedule counseling hours for private interviews;
(6) plan for such activities as student forums, group dis-
cussions, outside speakers, programs, conferences, and inter-
73denominational fellowship.
It is through personal interviews and counseling that
the pastor becomes better acquainted with the students and
that he can discover ways in which to meet the students'
needs. On the other hand, the pastor's work with the Luther-
an students as a group is very important also.
73. See manual of Student Service Department (Chi-
cago: The American Lutheran Conference, No Date), Technic 7.
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ii. In the military service
With the outbreak of World War I the National Luther-
74
an Commission for Soldiers' and Sailors 1 Welfare was form-
ed to bring a pastoral ministry to the Lutheran men called
into the service of the United States Armed Forces. For
this purpose a campaign was begun to raise $750,000. This
goal was exceeded by $550,000. With this money it was pos-
sible to provide a pastoral ministry to men in training.
Pastors were called to supervise centers near camp6 and to
provide for the spiritual needs of servicemen. These cen-
ters were considered highly desirable because army chaplains
during World War I were not permitted to do much more than
75
to act as recreational officers.
The Commission was also charged with the responsibil-
ity of endorsing chaplains for the Army and the Navy.
Eighty-nine men were chosen for the Army and eleven for the
Navy. The Commission provided religious literature and
equipment for these chaplains. The work of this Commission,
which was the first cooperative effort to present a united
front of the Lutheran Church, made Lutherans realize that
the government would be more apt to recognize one strong Lu-
theran group than eight independent bodies and that future
74. Osborne Hauge, Lutherans Working Together (New
York City: National Lutheran Council, 1943; Supplement,
1945), p. 25.
75. Ibid., p. 27.
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work in cases of national emergency would demand closer co-
operation. As a result, the National Lutheran Council was
76
organized in 1918.
The years between 1919 and 1940 were years of greater
cooperation among Lutherans. By the outbreak of World War II
the National Lutheran Council had coordinated its efforts in
the inauguration of Lutheran World Action, through which the
Lutheran Church provides emergency aid to Lutheran missions
77
around the world.
After the Selective Service Act was passed in 1940,
the National Lutheran Council Service Commission began op-
eration in order to provide the best in pastoral care,
through pastors in Service Centers near camps and through
chaplains in the Armed Forces. The Lutheran Church, Missouri
Synod cooperated with the National Lutheran Council churches
in the work of Service Centers, which were maintained joint-
ly by both groups.
The war brought serious problems, not the least of
which was a shortage of pastors. Many pastors responded to
the call to service in the Army and in the Navy. Not many
men were being trained to take the place of those who became
chaplains. Industrial areas attracted large numbers of war
workers so provision also had to be made for pastoral care to
76. Ibid., p. 34.
77. Ibid., p. 76 - 77
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those in industry. A clearing bureau was organized under
78
Pastor Conrad Hoyer, to keep contacts with the moving pop-
ulation. Coordinated efforts were made to enlist the sup-
port of pastors in crowded areas.
By the end of 1944 the Service Commission of the Na-
tional Lutheran Council had fifty full-time Service Centers
and thirty-seven part-time parish Centers. These centers
were served by eighty-one pastors. A total of 3,486,108
79
military personnel attended service centers in 1944.
The Commission also had maintained constant contact
with Lutheran chaplains. Of the 800 Lutheran chaplains,
560 had been endorsed by the National Lutheran Council. ®^
During this period the Commission had distributed 10,000,000
tracts and devotional booklets, 400,000 Army and Navy Hym-
nals, 610 Field Communion Kits, and 530 Private Communion
v . . 81Kits.
The National Lutheran Council provided a ministry to
prisoners of war, especially as an increasing number of Ger-
man prisoners of war arrived. In addition to German daily
devotional booklets special hymn and prayer books were pub-
lished. Theological text books also were provided in prison
camps. Approximately 125 Army chaplains and 100 civilian
78. Ibid., p. 84.
79. Ibid., p. 103.
80. Loc. cit.
81. Loc. cit.
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pastors, with whom the Commission had contact, were respon-
82
sible for the spiritual care of prisoners.
Thus, the exigencies of two world wars brought the
Lutherans in America closer together in this cooperative
venture which provided pastoral care to the Lutheran soldiers
and sailors in our Armed Forces. The Lutheran Church follow-
ed these men and women into the Service and hack into civil-
ian life. Through its home pastors the Lutheran Church has
made an effort to continue the contact established before
these people went into the Service. Local church programs
have been consistent with efforts of the National Lutheran
Council to minister to the returning Service personnel.
iii. In institutions
All bodies of the Lutheran Church have had a share
in the pastoral care within institutions both through the
Church and through the State. The Lutheran Church has many
institutions of mercy such as hospitals, homes for the aged,
and children's homes. It also maintains a chaplaincy, min-
istering to the mentally diseased and to the prisoners in
reformatories and other institutions of correction.
The United Lutheran Church in America has twelve
health service facilities which include general hospitals,
a dispensary for tuberculosis, convalescent hospitals,
82. Ibid., p. 107.
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children's hospitals, and one hospital for epileptics.
There are also thirteen chaplaincy services in its own
constituency and several United Lutheran chaplains minis-
ter in mental hospitals, reformatories, and Veteran Ad-
ministration hospitals. There are twenty-four homes for
the aged and thirty-one Welfare and Inner Mission societies.
These agencies correlate the work in all types of institu-
tions and are under the supervision of the United Lutheran
83
Church Board of Social Missions.
The Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod has developed a
large program in the pastoral care to the deaf and the
blind. There are twenty-three full-time pastors minister-
ing to the deaf. Magazines have been published for both
the deaf and the blind. There are sixty-one full-time pas-
tors engaged in institutional mission within the Missouri
Synod. Eleven hospitals, convalescent homes, and sanatoria
in addition to thirteen homes for the aged are maintained
by Missouri Synod. Nineteen agencies or homes have charge
84
of the child welfare work within the Synod.
The Augustana Synod has eleven hospitals, fifteen
homes for the aged, eleven children's homes, and one
83. See 1949 Year Book of The United Lutheran
Church in America (Philadelphia: United Lutheran Publica-
tion House, 1948), p. 85-89.
84. See Statistical Yearbook of The Lutheran
Church—Missouri Synod for the Year 1947 (St. Louis: Con-
cordia Publishing House, 1948)
,
p. 169 - 174.
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Seamen's home.
The American Lutheran Church's interests in welfare
and institutions of mercy include one children T s home, two
hospitals, one old folks 1 home, and one sanatorium. The
American Lutheran Church supports several of its own Luther-
an hospitals and homes and has a working relationship with
church-related institutions. The American Lutheran Church
86
cooperates with extra-synodical agencies.
The Lutheran Free Church has several old people's
homes and one children's home besides a hospital and a dea-
87
coness training institution.
The Evangelical Lutheran Church (Norwegian) has two
hospitals and deaconess homes, four rescue homes, seven
welfare home finding societies in seven different states,
seven children's homes, and eighteen homes for the aged.
The Church also has pastors in twenty city missions, hospi-
tals, or prisons. 88
The two Danish branches of the Lutheran Church and
the Finnish Lutheran Church (Suomi Synod) also maintain
several institutions of mercy.
85. 1948 Yearbook for The Evangelical Lutheran Au-
gustana Synod (Rock Island: Augustana Book Concern, 1948J,
p. 82 - 83.
86. Yearbook and Almanac of the American Lutheran
Church 1948 (Columbus, Ohio; The Wartburg Press, 1948)
,
p. 59.
87. Annual Report of The Lutheran Free Church (Minne-
apolis; The Messenger Press, 1948), p. 78 - 90."
88. Lutheran Almanac 1949 (Minneapolis; Augsburg
Publishing House, 1948), p. 19 - 20.
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This brief statistical report gives some indication
of the extent to which the Lutheran Church in America is
engaged in extending Lutheran pastoral care to institutions.
Some of these institutions are owned and operated by the
synodical group. The Lutheran Church has organized a strong
welfare program which coordinates the work in the various
bodies and inter-synodical cooperation is evident.
In recent years the Lutheran Church has become in-
creasingly aware of the necessity for providing trained
chaplains to minister to the sick, the invalid, the aged,
the children in homes, and the prisoners. The development
in this field of Lutheran pastoral care began since the turn
of the century. Its demands have been heavy and the Church
has made remarkable progress.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
1 . SUMMARY
(1) The writer has presented the purpose of the the-
sis which is to show the development of Lutheran pastoral
care in America. The scarcity of material was recognized,
at the outset, to be a handicap in setting down a particu-
larly Lutheran development of pastoral care. The first
chapter considered the statement of the thesis, the defini-
tion of terms, the delimitation of the field, the contribu-
tions made by others, the aim of the present work, the meth-
ods of investigation, and the scope of the present work.
(2) In order to trace the development of Lutheran
pastoral care in America the writer considered it necessary
to give a brief account of the type of pastoral care devel-
oped by Martin Luther. It was discovered that Luther held
the concept of seelsorge in pastoral care. He felt it was
necessary for the pastor first to inquire deeply into his
own soul before he could shepherd others and for the pastor
to be initiated into the mysteries of God's Word as well as
to make use of prayer. Prayer was Luther's effective in-
strument before undertaking every task, especially shepherd-
ing of other souls. His ministry to the forlorn, the sick,
the bereaved, and the dying give some indication as to his
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methods of counseling. Luther's pastoral care, in some re-
spects, has set the pattern which has been reflected in Lu-
theran pastoral care in America today. The study of Luther
was included to show in what ways the Lutheran pastors in
America have patterned their pastoral care on Luther and in
what ways they have departed from his concepts and methods.
The writer thinks that Lutheran pastors, at least in theory,
have incorporated much of what they believe to be Lutheran
tradition into their pastoral ministries but they have gone
beyond the scope of Luther's pastoral care because more de-
mands have been made upon them in this complex society in
which we live. In contrast to Luther's directive counseling
many Lutheran pastors of today indicate that they are respon-
sive in their counseling, according to the results of the
questionnaire in the fifth chapter.
(3) In considering the development of Lutheran pas-
toral care on the American continent in the Colonial Period,
the writer found that the material was limited and that most
of the desired information had to be gleaned from existing
records which are available only in histories. The third
chapter considered the development of Lutheran pastoral care
from the coming of Rasmus Jensen, the first Lutheran pastor
to come to America, to the work of Muhlenberg after 1742 un-
til the time of his death in 1787. pastors Gutwasser, Aren-
sius, Falckner, and Berkenmeyer served the Dutch Lutherans;
Pastors Campanius, Lock, Fabritius, Rudman, Auren, Bjorck,
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aaiari*uJ ©a' o* aval lad xen* tfldw dou* , he*a?oqioonl avad
snos avjsd y©d* *ud aaii*Binlm laictaaq lied* o*nl no it 11x81*
-ab aiow eai/aoed eiao Xaio*e*q a»i8d*i/J So eqooa ad* bnoxad
nl Y*aiooa xeXqwoo sid* at mad* ooqu aiwaa need ©vad abnam
*nlX©anuoo evi*o©iifc a'ied*xjj o? *aai*aoo al .©viX aw doidw
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.boii© 4! XainoXcO ad* itti *nani*noo naoiTdmA ©d* no ©iao laict
*ao« tmdt fcna o©*iclX aaw JDBiia*flm ©d* fad* banot t©*1tw ad*
Sni*aix» moil fc*n*©Xs ad o* barf nol*a«icinl baiiaab ad* lo
Mid* adT . aaito*eId nl yXno a XclaXla aia notdw abiooei
©t*q XcTC*aaq nai©d*uJ to JnsaqoXevab sd* boTObianoo io*qado
io*aaq aaied*wJ *axn ad* .xxaanaL wu*fZ to *afoo ad* m«l
-xuu S±?X ia*lfl aiadnaldwM 10 iiow Oitt c* taoiiemA o* eraoo o*
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• a iai©fi*JJ Jt rir^*uQ ©d^ beviea TaxOBfta;&i8& boa ,T©njiOXai «ai;ia
t 3toi#ta t aui*iida'H t iooJ ,aulflaqwi>0
sio*ua<i
and Collin worked among the Swedish Lutherans. Pastoral
care among the German Lutherans began with the German im-
migration in the early part of the eighteenth century.
The work of pastors Bolzius and Gronau among the Salzburg
Lutherans in Georgia has been noted in this connection.
The work of Muhlenberg is the most outstanding of
the Colonial Period. He is given credit for organizing
and directing the Lutheran Church in its early stages when
it was in danger of collapse. The writer considers him as
the patriarch of the Lutheran Church. The rich materials
of his Journals provide an account of his pastoral ministry,
his pastoral visits, his concept of the pastoral office,
the effect of the revolutionary war, and his anticipation
of psychosomatic medicine. The writer has evaluated his
pastoral technique. Muhlenberg was pastor, preacher, and
dispenser of medicines, for which he had been trained at
the University of Halle. His knowledge of medicine was of
great value and was effectively employed in his pastoral
care.
The Journals were records of Muhlenberg's pastoral
ministry written to his superiors at Halle and the accounts
contain the accurate record of his requests and require-
ments as well as a record of his activities. The Journals
evidently were written for the official observer. The
Journals contain many accounts of the people to whom he
ministered. Muhlenberg, according to one of the authors
Ij&soJ&ibI .tiLU&iQ&tbd dciDH^ii udt gncjffifi Jba^icw nilloJ
r«| oMBtflft Ml na^ed a&audiU/J oami©© ad* siioaifl *t,so
i^Htj*» dJaesJdgie aiM io Jiflq ©d* ni xK>ita«i»im
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16 8flifcaa*a*uc Mm ©d* ai s*edn©Iik;k lo wit 7 * *«
Snisifiis^io to! Jifco'io n©vi$ si ©H •&oJtl»4 lainoTcO ©dJ
Hg^ ass*? a \;Itjp*» •*! al doiuxlD n*7©d*uJ ©d* 9ixJt*0*xlU bam
s* mid a-raJbianoo ****** .asqalloo 1© *8S0*i> ***
aleitatsa doiT ©dT .doxudO £Ui7»dJjjJ ad* lo rioxait^aq ©d*
v*Jalri» £*?o}ii*q aid lo Stmoova aa ©Mvorrq aX*nxt'OL aid lo
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.; : 30: o .ajiai? Uic*a*q aid
coiJjBqioltnJB Bid ikftfl ,xaw yT*aci^ love* ©dj lo Josll© ©d*
Rid Jb©JjBi/Xev© axr:i letiiw ©rtT .©nioibsai oitfaaioaorioxaq lo
boa ,**do**iq .loJaaq aaw siadasIduM .©wpindoaJ (*nco*a*q
J* fcpniaiJ aa»d i^»d e;t toidw 10I t a»nioii>©m lo i©sii©qoii)
lo a*w ©aioii>©<n "lo ©^©Iwofi* aiH .©IXaH to x#ia*oviiiU ©d*
Judto^aeq eid fli o©xoI<P© xlaviaoalifi saw i>G£ eiilav *b©is
9XS0
X*?c*a*q a^TodflaXdJuM lo aiiif oai stsw aJ^DTuoJ, adT
-©sijupei i>oe ••••x/pai std to biooor a£•*«*©« ©d:f uiaJnco
aXBnxL-ct ©dT ,aol;>ivi;f©* aid lo fcicoa-i a aa II©w a* a*n©*
mrA ©dT .T«vT©«do laioillr ©d* «iol n©m*w ©*©w Y I*aai>iv*
©d «©dw 61 alqt>©q ad* 'to ajfrfluooo* \'ni«n nifi^floo aXa,s:UL^
3-rodJjja ©di tc ©no ^niLTCOca tsi©dneIduM .t^xataifllB
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cited, anticipated psychosomatic medicine. Muhlenberg was
aware of the correlation between mind and body and he re-
corded many instances showing that he recognized the under-
lying principle of psychosomatic medicine. Muhlenberg had
been trained in the pietistic school at Halle University
where he had learned the discipline of the spiritual life.
The pastoral technique which he had learned at Halle tended
to heap up troubles by arousing guilt feelings. He led his
people to a change of heart by first leading them into de-
spair. Muhlenberg's ministry , for the most part, was de-
voted to the care of the sick but he possessed more than
keen interest in the physical and mental symptoms of his
parishioners. He cooperated with the physicians of his day
and consulted them on matters of medicine. Muhlenberg, as
a pastor, was much in demand because he not only understood
their needs but also was trusted by his people.
(4) During the nineteenth century the development of
Lutheran pastoral care in America was affected by the west-
ward movement of the population. The Lutheran immigrants
from Europe, in addition to the group of pioneers who moved
from the settled areas of the East to find new homes, ex-
tended the frontier. The prospect of "getting ahead'*
spurred others to find the new land that was opening up in
the West. Successive waves of immigrants began to pour over
the mountains into the Midwest. There was a manifest scar-
city of immigrant pastors. The pioneers could not always
aaw sTactaaXdxjM ^alolLom oitJ&aoaonoYnq ba*«qioi*na ,£a*io
„eT e££ i>jrL6 x*>od bnia noaw*ad uoi*aX»tTOO »d* lo o*ra*a
-leJbnju ad* basinsc-oai ad lad* yniwoda aaooa*ani xn*ffl bab-roo
bsd gisda® IdulL *9&latfmm o ttjs:ao«o£[o va^ io aiq.:o.ii7q aniyX
X*iaTovicU alljati t-a Xcodoa oi*ei*ei^ ad* ni baniati need
.alii Xau*i?iq8 ad* lo auiXqioalo ad* ©anxaaX &ad ad attain?
fcaiwse* allaH *a bar»-w©X Jaad ad noidw aupindoo* Xaiofaaq adT
aid i>©X oH .agiiiXa©* * Ci^a 2tiauc0*xd w%lfro%$ V qaad o*
-©£> Qtnl mud* $alba*l *a*ll \d *i*ad to a-gando a o* aXqoaq
-ot aa* «*xaq *aom ad* id ,x**3Xnisj a • sTadna lauU .<xi«q«
oad* atom oeaaeauoq ad tud ioia ad* to anso ad* o* ba*ov
aid 3ico*q«xa Xstamm bam Xaoi«\:riq ad* ai o
v ae'xaJni cadi
yAb aid lo afiaioXBYiiq ad* d*iw i>a**T8qooo aH . aTanoidaixaq
as ,ST9da»JUMI ••nioJtfcoa "o ata;r*iwi no mad* oa*Xuanoo MM
Jboo*aTefcmj vXno *on art aausoad bnaraei) ni doi^i aaw ( 7.o*a»'q a
.eXqoaq aid be*but* aaw oaXfi *trcf abaen Tied*
v0 tnamqoXnvai) ad* xsu*na©. d*fifca*©nin ^alruQ (*)
-?8aw ad* yd i>e*oa1:'ta aaw aoiiaMA ra ± aiao Xaio*aaq n8sed*xjj
a*ii8T8lmai n*ied*uj adT .noitaXuqoq adJ lo *flanavom bisw
bavoai odw aiaanoiq lo quota ad* o* noi*i*3iwi ni ,aqoTua oiotI
•Jaaeda 8ci**a^»l lo *oeqao*q adT .Tei*ncTl ad* bebae*
ni qu sains qo aa* **»d* boaX wan ad* bail c* a-ied*o ba-xiuqa
xevo iucq o* n**sd •*aaiai««i lo aaraw ayia«*t>04iaV ad*
-s*oa *aylirtfJM * aaw aiadT .*a©wJbiM ad* o*ai 8111**^011 ad*
»xawL» joa b ujio aieanoiq «dT .aio*aaq jnai^iiKisi to x**o
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have pastor s on the frontier and the need of a native min-
istry was urgent. This need could not be met and pastoral
care was limited. Pastors traveled over wide areas minis-
tering to scattered Lutherans wherever they had settled.
Those few pastors serving the pioneers were confronted with
indifference. Services of worship necessarily were infre-
quent. Visitation of the sick occupied much of the time of
the frontier pastor. The need for the American trained
pastors led to the establishment of the first Lutheran The-
ological Seminary at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. The found-
ing of this seminary meant that the American Lutheran
churches would no longer have to depend on Europe for their
supply of pastors.
During the expansion and movement of the Church west-
ward, Scandanavian and German immigrants made their way to
America and were swept along with the westward advance.
Norwegians came in 1825. Swedish immigrants came in 1845,
although earlier Swedish immigrants had settled on the banks
of the Delaware as early as 1638. The German Saxons came
to the Missippi Valley and settled around St. Louis. These
Lutherans, who organized the Missouri Synod, were under the
influence of Carl Wilhelm Walther and Wilhelm Loehe. The
influx of the Saxon Lutherans and their subsequent adherence
to "confessional LutheranismM prevented their full coopera-
tion with other Lutherans in America. The language question
also proved to be a handicap in ministering effectively to
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large numbers of second-generation Lutherans.
The effects of the Civil War were felt by the Luther-
an Church. It produced a breach in the Church relationships
that was not mended until many years after the conflict.
The Lutherans both in the North and the South attempted to
concern themselves only with church matters, at first, but
when the issue of slavery was forced into the forefront the
Lutherans found themselves hopelessly divided. The Lutheran
Church did not split until 1862 and, though it was the last
denomination to divide, it was the first to mend the broken
relationships. Campaigns of anti-slavery were waged in the
North and the South clung stubbornly to slavery. The Lu-
theran citizenry during the Civil War rallied behind their
respective causes. Pastoral care was provided in cooperative
ventures with other denominations in sending supplies and
medicines to camps and hospitals. After the war, efforts
toward reconciliation began immediately though reunion of
the Lutheran Church was delayed until 1918.
The ministry of William A. Passavant was chosen by
the writer to give a representative view of pastoral care
during the nineteenth century. Passavant lived through the
greater part of the century and his pastoral ministry may
be considered typical of the Lutheran pastoral care during
this era. Passavant f s pastoral ministry was characterized
by his intensive preparation before pastoral visits through
study of the Scripture and prayer, passavant was a leader
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in the development of Lutheran institutions in America. He
founded the first hospital and deaconess training institu-
tion in Pittsburgh and also hospitals in Milwaukee and Chi-
cago. He gave much of his time to the establishing of or-
phanages and to providing a pastoral ministry to women in
a penitentiary. Other projects which engaged Passavant's
attention were the schools of higher education such as Thiel
College and the Chicago Lutheran Seminary. He founded a
colony to care for epileptics. Passavant's interest in the
development of the Lutheran Church made him a constant trav-
eler from Pittsburgh to the Midwest. He was interested
greatly in developing an English-speaking Church on the
American frontier. He encouraged Scandinavian pastors and
worked directly with them in providing pastoral care for
the immigrants who came to find new homes in the century of
growth. During the Civil War Passavant was tireless in his
energies to make adequate provision for a spiritual minis-
try to the soldiers in the Northern army. He wrote exten-
sively as the editor of the Missionary , a magazine which he
founded, to promote the cause of the Church. The magazine
was an effective instrument in coordinating the efforts of
the Church and the government during the trying days be-
tween 1860 and 1865.
(5) In order to determine Lutheran pastoral care in
America today the writer prepared a three-page questionnaire
which was mailed to a cross-section of Lutheran pastors
q)& «aalT©mA al aflol*!/* l*sxil tJinscLSiid i© *naiuqoXav©x> ad* al
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serving parishes in the eight bodies of the National Luther-
an Council and in the Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod. Of
the 494 pastors who received questionnaires 213, or 43$, re-
sponded. Though the questionnaire was sent to a cross-
section, the percentage of respondents differs for each
church body; the survey conducted by mail is admittedly leB8
accurate than the personal-interview method. The results of
the questionnaire, however, have provided first-hand infor-
mation and up-to-date data to supplement the meager material
in this field.
The three parts of the questionnaire were designed to
determine the Lutheran pastors' concepts and methods of pas-
toral care as well as their appraisal of modem trends. The
results of the first eleven questions on concepts of pasto-
ral care indicate the theoretical framework within which Lu-
theran pastors conceive their office. Lutheran pastors
think in the traditional patterns that pastoral care is the
care or cure of souIb and that it is primarily a ministry to
individuals. In contrast, most of the respondents feel that
the primary task of the pastor is preaching rather than
counseling.
The results of the second section on methods of pas-
toral care reveal that Lutheran pastors are using methods
consistent with the Lutheran traditional methodology and
with their concept that pastoral care is the care or cure
of souls. The specific information given, with regard to
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the time, place, and type of counseling, the keeping of
records, interprofessional cooperation, procedures used in
hospital visitation, methods of dealing with bereavement
and pre-marital problems, and ministering to the children
and the aged, indicate that some of their methods need re-
fining and improvement while other methods are adequate.
Their pastoral care to the aged and to the youth are out-
standing, although there could be improvement in these
phases of their ministries. In particular, the ministry
to the bereaved needs to be re-studied in the light of re-
search by psychiatrists. There is also need for more ad-
equate marital counseling.
Through the response to the nine questions of the
third section the writer discovered that very few of the
respondents have had clinical training in pastoral care
but that they favor the inclusion of such training in the
curricula of Lutheran seminaries. The majority of the re-
spondents themselves would take clinical training if they
had an opportunity to do so. These Lutheran pastors have
done very little reading in the field of pastoral care,
averaging less than one book per year during the past five
years. Very few Lutheran pastors have been influenced by
the leading writers of books on modern pastoral care.
The analyses of the questions, with the tables show-
ing the distribution of respondents in the nine church bod-
ies as well as the totals, give a complete report of the
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survey results. Marginal notes were extremely interesting
and most of the comments by the respondents represented
favorable reactions to the questionnaire.
(6) The Lutheran pastoral ministry is effected by the
doctrine of the call. To understand the call to the minis-
try it is necessary to consider the definition of the inner
call which comes from God through the Holy Spirit, the ex-
ternal call to Borne particular place, and the call of the
Church which has the right to call men into the ministry.
The Lutheran Church in America repudiates the hierarchical
theory of apostolic succession and the transference theory.
The latter theory makes the office of the ministry dependent
on the congregation and originating in it. The true Luther-
an position is that of the prior claim of the Church which
extends the call to enter the ministry.
The call to the ministry involves preparation or
training. The requirements to complete seminary training
vary from church body to church body but, in general, three
years are required in the Seminary after graduation from
college. Some churches have a minimum of four years in
seminary before graduation. In this case, the fourth year
is an internship.
The rite of ordination, which is the public attesta-
tion by the Church of the call to enter the ministry, can be
performed only after a candidate has been called to a spe-
cific field of labor or service in the Church. Ordination
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is a functional office and is not indelible in character as
in the Roman Catholic Church. It may be terminated whenever
the need to do so arises. Ordination is distinguished from
installation, which is the formal induction into the office
in a particular congregation.
Pastoral care is both general seeleorye and private
seelsorge . The former implies all that the pastor does in a
general sense. It is the work of the pastor with the con-
gregation as a whole. Special seelsorge is the pastoral care
to the individual. The writer has suggested that the primary
objective in pastoral care is to help the individual help
himself, allowing the individual to choose his own goals in
order that he will better understand himself and his own
problems. A pastor, according to Lutheran writers, must have
a concern for souls and the confidence of the individual be-
fore pastoral care can be effective. Rules and principles
have been suggested by these writers. According to Lutheran
tradition, pastoral calling is one of the chief duties of
the pastor. It must be done systematically and consistently.
Personal counseling has taken the place of private
confession in the Lutheran Church today. Private administra-
tion of the sacraments, catechization and confirmation, mar-
riage, and other pastoral acts are utilized by Lutheran pas-
tors in their pastoral care. Lutheran pastors engage in
many types of pastoral counseling, including marriage coun-
seling and counseling with the sick, the dying, and the
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bereaved. Lutheran pastors have made some progress in de-
veloping their methods of counseling. In particular, Lu-
theran pastors need to improve their methods of counseling
with the bereaved.
One important development in the Lutheran Church is
the pastoral care to Lutherans in special places. In the
student service work the Lutheran Church is bringing pasto-
ral care to students on college and university campuses.
The chaplains in the Army and the Navy and the pastors in
Service Centers brought pastoral care to Service personnel
during the two world wars; they continue this pastoral min-
istry, in a limited way, during the present time. Pastoral
care in institutions of mercy, such as city missions, homes
for children, and hospitals and a chaplaincy service to men-
tal institutions and prisons developed significantly since
the turn of the century.
2. PROPOSALS FOR THE LUTHERAN CHURCH IN AMERICA
a. Cooperation of all Lutheran church
bodies in re—studying Lutheran pas-
toral care
During the period of World War II Lutherans were
drawn closer together in their efforts to provide pastoral
care. Lutheran pastors cooperated and effected a working
relationship in Service Centers and in the chaplaincies of
the Army and Navy. More recently wider cooperation has de-
veloped in the field of student work. This latter develop-
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ment indicates that Lutherans are recognising the importance
of working together in time of peace as well as in time of
war. This cooperation of Lutherans in America can be ex-
tended into many other areas of pastoral care.
A commission with representative leaders in pastoral
care from each of the eight church bodies in the National
Lutheran Council and from the Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod
could study and lay the foundations for further cooperative
ventures in the field of pastoral care. Through a compre-
hensive study of the entire field of pastoral care in the Lu-
theran Church of America and in other Protestant denomina-
tions this Commission on Pastoral Care would be prepared to
make specific recommendations to each of the nine Lutheran
church bodies. The members of the Commission would study
the training programs and facilities of seminaries in all de-
nominations as well as in the Lutheran Church.* Analysis of
their research on clinical pastoral training would provide
the necessary information for establishing adequate training
programs in the seminaries of the Lutheran Church. All Lu-
theran pastors and seminarians in America could benefit by
the research of such a commission.
Group seminars sponsored by this Commission on Pasto-
ral Care could be held in various areas throughout the United
1. See Seward Hiltner, editor, Clinical Pastoral
Training (New York; Commission on Religion and Health of the
Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America, 1945).
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States to give Lutheran pastors an opportunity to discuss
together present methods of pastoral care in Lutheran
churches and to appraise methods used by other denomina-
tions. Trained leaders in pastoral care should be in
charge of these discussion groups and experts in the field
of pastoral psychology and pastoral counseling should be
engaged as outside speakers.
b. Coordination of pastoral theology
and clinical training in Lutheran
seminaries
The results of the survey indicate that Lutheran pas-
tors favor a psychological counselor to seminarians. Such
a psychological counselor could be of great assistance in
screening candidates for the ministry through the use of
psychological tests. He would counsel the candidates in
their personal adjustments in preparing for the ministry.
The counselor could give periodic tests for personality as-
sessment. In this way, the counselor would be in a posi-
tion to help the seminarians help themselves as they assess
their own growth and development. In order for these sem-
inarians to help others when they become pastors, they must
first know their own personal limitations as well as their
potentialities.
The counselor could teach a course on testing which
would be valuable in parish work. The seminarians would be
learning testing techniques applicable to youth programs,
marriage counseling, and personality inventories.
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The psychological counselor could be the teacher of
courses in pastoral psychology and pastoral counseling,
which are important phases of pastoral theology. Through
these courses the seminarians would learn the concepts and
methods of pastoral care. The outside reading assignments
would include the best books in the field of pastoral care.
The counselor-teacher would do well to consider the
bibliography used by Dr. Paul E. Johnson in his course on
Pastoral Psychology at Boston University. Another helpful
bibliography on personal counseling can be obtained from
the Federal Council of Churches. The newly released book,
Pastoral Counseling , by Seward Hiltner is an excellent text
which covers the subject adequately.
The counsel or-teacher would correlate the theory and
the practise of pastoral care. In order to make this corre-
lation between knowing and doing the seminarians would be
assigned to clinical centers in the area of the school.
They would be supervised by trained counselors in the various
clinical centers, such as institutions and parishes.
It is important for the counselor-teacher to emphasize
methods of counseling to practise the theory of pastoral psy-
chology. Through verbatim reports of interviews the students
would learn to criticize and evaluate their own methods of
pastoral care and would learn counseling by experience.
The writer not only endorses the recommendation that
Lutheran seminaries call psychological counselors to teach
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actnainn^iaaa ^albaa* aMetuo adT .ai#o Xa-x^tasy 'io abodJaa
,exoo Xa^cJ&aq to bXait adJ nl ctfcod xaao od* ©Jbjjloci blxcir
adt Tafcianco oX XXaw oi) nXLOW tadoaaJ-ToXt-Knuoo adT
no aaxuoo aid nl coannow .3 Xi;«* .?Q yd Aaajb ydqai^oiXdid
IjjlqXad TaritfocA .yJlaiBTXaU noJaofl J* ygoXodoyaq XaioSaa^
moil. Jbaniatfdo ad nao gniioaajjoo Xanoa-j^q ao ydqaT^oiXdid
,icod baaaoXai yXw^n adT . aodonjdO lo Xloru/oO X.s*ia£>a'i 3d*
Jxe* JneXXeoxo oil ai ion*XiH 6i*»e8 yd .anllaaiu/oO DiioJaa^
. \X&tf4Jup«jbA ateacdue ad* artevoo doldw
ana ysoad* ad* atfaXaatoo alaow xoi.oaoJ-soXaaniJOO adT
-aiicfO aldJ aatem o* tabio nl .axao XaioJaaq io ani jo-a*^ BriJ
sd aXL'OV aiiaiijani&aa sdJ ^nioJb ons guiwoai naawJad «.o
.Xooaos ad* lo asxa ea* nl aiaJnao XaoiniXo o* Lan^laaa
aircttav ad* ai BToXaaauoo JbanlaT* yd .foeBlv-iaqjja ad aXuow yadf
.aedaiTaq bxia anol*u*i*8nI aa doua t aTd*nao XaoiniXo
9xlaadqma o* Tetfoaa J-ioIaamjoo ad* lot *oa*2oqpi ai *I
rrti^ r««r«+piir >n vmaiit ad* aal*oaTa o* ia IXaanuco lo 8ix>d*9ai
ataa&rfa ad* a#aline*ni lo a*?oqa* elctadiav d^uoTdT . y^oXodo
lo aoodta* nao Tlad* a*aj/Xave Jbna aJtioi*lio o* maaX JbXuow
.sons lie <-i*a yd gnlXaaxitioo niaaX dXxjow fcna aiso X-B^olaaq
*.sd* nci*ai>ne:flaioo8T ^d* aeaiobna yXno ton zstttir adT
doaaj- o* a'ioX«*8ni/oo ieois°*C£io^B<l aeixacimaa naxeritfuJ
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and counsel seminarians but also endorses the recommenda-
tion that all Lutheran seminaries require for graduation
a year of internship which may be taken in an institution
or in a parish under a clinically trained chaplain or pas-
tor. The writer is cognizant of the fact that some Luther-
an seminaries do have this fourth year of internship but
that, in many cases, the existing internship does not in-
clude clinically supervised training in the field of pas-
toral care. It would be beneficial to divide the year of
clinical training so that the pastor or seminarian would
have more than one type of clinical experience. The plan
to take clinical training during three summers would give
varied opportunities for clinical experience.
c. Graduate study in pastoral care
According to the survey results, Lutheran pastors
think that the Lutheran boards of education should encour-
age graduate study in the field of pastoral care. This
clearly indicates that Lutheran pastors recognize the need
for advancing beyond the present development of Lutheran
pastoral care by learning new pastoral skills. The Luther-
an Church can make a contribution to the field of pastoral
care by developing the relevance of Lutheran theology to
religious therapy. The writer knows of only one recent
research project concerning theology and therapy and written
-aoxxefncoaai ad* 8e3ict<no QmLa tad bnaiijcsai.eaa Xaani/oo fcna
iiOi^JU€J3T5 xcl eiiu^ax aa iiaaittioa iu>Ten;fua XXa J.edJ oci*
noitfu* iJani iia ni najta* ©d x&m doinw qidiurxaini 'io iisay a
-asq 10 aialqado i>3ni3i^ xXXar/iaXXo a t6x>juj daiiaq a al to
-T8d-twd oeoa **d* Jos'i »4t lo Jcasicgco ai *a*i iw ©dT .10^
iud ol/l3n»x»?ai lo xaav dJ-sjol aid* avad o£ a©ixisiiJtai©c: na
-ni frca aeoi) qtdani*tat gnifreiia ad* ,a©aao ^oam ai , ted?
-aaq To Jblfil^ ad* al %n!.nt*T.t fcaaivraqua \XIaoiaiio abuXo
to i&sn ad* oblviJb ofr Xsioitanod ad ^.U/ow J I Xajoit
jbXuew neiwnffljsa so TCtaaq ftrftf ;ted* oa gaifl.t^id- L&otntlo
naXq adT .©onaiieqxa X*ot«iXo 10 aq\J sno oad* 310* a van"
avit* JbXocw aiatflinta aa'rd? ;gniuja aain.taxi' XaoiaiXo a:'d;
. ©ooaiTsqxa XaoiniXo toI aal^inui'ioqqo jbe/xsv
dZBO Xsic-Jaaq al y.x>w^8 atfaifiwasO .0
aioJaaq oaxedJuJ « a* lueat ^aviiia ad* o? gnUbioeaA
-Ti/oone bXuode aoXJ-KOjjoa lo aJbxaod aaxadtaj ad* Jad* iaid*
aidT . ai&o laio^uaq Ilo JbXeil ©ii* at 9&&ubBT& a^a
i>t>aa edit ©sln^oooi aioJaaq aassdJuJ *ad* aatfaoiijiii ^XxaeXo
ttfiiariiiiJ io ^nuifluoXevaJb tfnaaaic •&$ fcaovad -galvnMvb* xol
-xedJt/J edT .aXXixa laiod-aaq »aa anixnaaX Yd ei^o Xato^aaq
XaxcJaflq '10 JbXai* ©d* o* noiJi/diijaoo a ato, aao daxudO tib
^SoXcadJ aatsdSuJ lo eonav©Xai ad* saiqoXavao *d esao
*ntso©i anc x~a0 ie ^*on>( t»^1t^ adT .yqaTari^ auoiaXXeT
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2by a Lutheran pastor. As the Lutheran Church considers
the possibility of establishing a graduate seminary it is
to be hoped that an effective union can be consumated be-
tween Lutheran theology and Lutheran pastoral care.
d. Lutheran clinical centers
The writer recommends that the suggested Commission
on Pastoral Care promote the establishment of centers in in-
stitutions and parishes for clinical pastoral training. The
Lutheran Church has many institutions of mercy and parishes
located near Lutheran seminaries. The seminaries and the
institutions or the parishes would have to cooperate in for-
mulating a program to train seminarians and pastors. Of
necessity a clinically trained pastor or chaplain should
take an active part in the planning of such a program. Un-
til such time as these clinical centers are established by
the Lutheran Church it is imperative that Lutheran pastors
and seminarians take advantage of training offered in rec-
ognised clinical centers.
Institutions are readily adaptable to programs of
clinical training. A study of the existing clinical centers
would point the way to adopting methods and procedures in
2. Professor Clifford Madsen at Trinity Lutheran
Seminary in Blair, Nebraska has written a doctoral disserta-
tion on the relevance of Christian doctrine for psychiatric
soul cure.
3. Gould Wickey and Paul J. Hon, "The Proposed Inter-
Lutheran Postgraduate Theological Seminary," Lutheran Church
Quarterly
, Vol. 21 (1948), p. 107 - 145.
aiefcl'.ujco rloiimO i\at^d3u J eiii aA . icia«sq naiarfJjtfJ a fd
3i J i Y^nifflWI B*JWf.bi3i?8 * 8i:j.a«xld*»*e© to ^JxXxdiaaoq ftritf
-©d bB$&cu3tittQZ ©d ilgo hoixuj ©7lJ©©xl© oa tjntii h&qpd ©d o$
iiioinfto l-ioxnilo nistajiojjj .6
noifl 3 immo'O £©tf*03j'gufi Jt-Siij arnaoMOMi Tatfnw ©dT
-nx fll aie^nso to III— iln i fn tn ©rtt ecroracTq ©saQ XaioJaa* no
etiT .sniiixatt ItTOfH XaoxnxXo toi aodeixaq bna anorJuJxra
joaatxeq brut Y° Ta« to ancxJutfxcJ'Knx vobm aeii non/riD naTeriJL
J
©r(J Jbn.« aox*xan tLt»©a ©nT .aexxeainssa naisrituj uian betsool
-iox nx e^i'TcqoGO ctf ©T^ri bXuow eariaixaq ©d'J to aaot$u$ If&nt
jQ «31CJ&aq Jjiia *-iX» X xMil XBS J >3 IjXWaJ !QJj i^m lv^ a .VA>a
blt-cxia nx,;; l^Bdo 10 roJaaq baaiaii" fXIsoialXo a xaaao&n
-a (J .Bi/sT^oTq e aowa lo anxmiaXq ef** n* *'*aq ©vxjo.a na
vd Jb*»riBX Idatfa© ©T:a a?©jafco Xjeoxtiiio oaadJ aa eaxi" rioi/a XI*
aiotfaaq aai©d.JoJ Jad* sv-U-aieq-isx «i Ji don/riO aaTOiitfDj ad*
-oai at JD©T*>l!tc gaxxixaT* 10 aja^fiavxj* ©ia* arm ixsalaaa baa
.^afcjiido Xao.tniXo bosxii^c
ic atikaiso^q ctf dIdad, q«Dj& x^bBaz ©xa anoxfL'tfitfaal
uiotfnao XeoxniX© ani^aix© 3ilMo ^ a A .SJilaxaT* XaoxnxXf
at a©*£ui)900T:q xmis afcoiljao 8«i3qo£»a ot %&* ©nj ?axoq ©Xuow
fijieaaiJi) XfcTo^oob a nsJcfXTW asd a*apTd©W ,*rx,»XfI ux %
oiTctfaxriovaq toT: ©riiijocb aax^aiulO to ©ooavsXai *>dJ
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clinical pastoral training. Seminarians and pastors learn
the inter-departmental structure and functions of the in-
stitutions. They minister to the sick and the dying.
Their work is supervised; their interviews are criticized
and evaluated.
Lutheran churches which have a large membership and
a clinically trained pastor could function as a clinical
center for training seminarians and pastors. Through pas-
toral visitation the seminarians would have clinical parish
experience. The verbatim records of their interviews could
be criticized and evaluated by the pastor-supervisor. A
program of group therapy in the parish would provide addi-
tional experience for the seminarians as well as meet the
needs of the parishioners.
The Commission on pastoral Care could establish uni-
form standards for all Lutheran clinical centers. It could
aid the centers in calling qualified men, in outlining
courses of study, and publicizing the training programs.
Thus, the Lutheran Church can utilize its own facilities to
further the development of Lutheran pastoral care in Amer-
ica.
nisaX fciotfaosq baa snalriifliKifje .'^liaisit IS'ioJ-aaq I.aolzllo
~tti 9iit ^to anoi^oru/l bna aiuJotTJa laJnarnJwjqfcb-.'rai'ai aa$
-Sulyb erf* Laa ioia erf* lo^eicias Y«dT .auoifr/iiia
r^tstoittiio bib awftivTP^fll iXori* ^beaivaequa al iiow iJtariT
. Jbe *jeuj Xava bns
fcna qiili*T©dmam $%tal a awirf xioXa'w aertOTUrio naxerfd-uj
jBcifiilo jb aa eBttoovl blt^oo xcJaaq ba.ii.ex J x-C-C^olniXo a
-as^ rfsuoirfT . flioJeaq £aa anaixanifaaa gtii^glflsi xol xalnao
rieixaq LBolailo ©varf Lire* ane txaaitaaa ©xf* nGitattsiv XaxoJ
bZuoo awaivxaJni lied* ic istoavi iai;/*dxev ©til .aonaixaqxe
A . xoaivxequa—ac tusq ad* vcf £©;fi jlX^v© bcia jo^xioi Jixo ad
-il)i)jB ©JbJtvoxq bivov uaixaq adj fli x^i^d* quoxs *° naigoTq
sd* Jsaai a& Xiaw aa anaixaaJtiaea **drf \o\ soaaixaqxa XafioiJ
. JienoJfciiai: edi 10 ai>99n
-Lou rfaildeJaa bluoa axj&O Xaxol&fi* no ccioaiaunoO eriT
b risco ?I MEi'iM LcolxiiXo nax^il" w I XXa lo'i ai)xai>A8*8 cnxoi
T^aialltuo ai t n&.u ba ililai/p ^cillao at axeJixao arid" bia
.aBiaxaoTq an inla i* adtf &aia2oi Iduq nna <\:bi/Ja xo aaaxuoo
o* aeifilioal nwo a** ©siHJi/ oao doxjjrfO naiarfJi/J ad* ,ax/dT
-tqbiA at exao XaxeJaaq ngxadJud xo *neieqcXevdb ad* xadJxxii
.aai
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2The Lutheran Church always has emphasized pastoral care,
although certain phases of it have been overlooked and neg-
lected—sometimes taken for granted. Traditionally the Luther-
an clergyman has been called pastor * The new and increasing
demands of life today make it imperative that the Lutheran
Church study the contribution it has made and can make through
pastoral care to its people. By intensive research and pasto-
ral participation in this field the Lutheran Church can dis-
cover even more of the needs of individuals and groups and by
doing so it can minister more adequately to them.
The purpose of this dissertation is to show the develop-
ment of Lutheran pastoral care in America. The subject of
this dissertation is of particular importance at this time be-
cause of the growing emphasis in pastoral care throughout the
bodies of the Lutheran Church. The development is considered
in a chronological sequence for the sake of order but it is
not historiograph! cally presented.
The term pastoral care has been defined in its primary
meaning as a personal ministry to individuals; in a more gen-
eral sense, it applies to all of the activities of the pas-
tor. In many instances, in the early periods of American
history, the treatment has been limited because of the pau-
city of available literature. In considering much of the
early development, the term pastoral care has been limited
to mean only that pastors were present ministering to indi-
viduals. In Chapters V and VI the emphasis is on pastoral
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6care to individuals in contrast to the general connotation
of pastoral care as used many times in Chapters III and IV.
Significant background material was obtained by go-
ing back to Martin Luther, who set the precedent for Luther-
an pastoral care. Lutheran pastors in America have gone
beyond Luther's concept and methods of pastoral care. The
exigencies of today's mechanized life make individuals'
problems more complex, thus increasing the demands for pas-
toral care. The Lutheran tradition which has been handed
down from the past has been influential in the present day
development of pastoral care in America.
When Lutherans first settled in America there were
very few pastors to minister to their spiritual needs.
Those pastors who came from Denmark, Holland, Sweden, and
Germany to the New World labored under severe hardships
and limitations due to inadequate supplies, scattered pop-
ulation, and lack of transportation, but without regard to
dangers and disease. Some of the pastors immigrated with
their people; other pastors were sent by missionary agen-
cies to Lutheran colonists who oftentimes had to wait many
months or even years for pastoral services. The most out-
standing pastor of the Colonial Period is Henry Melchior
Muhlenberg whose personal Journals are replete with ac-
counts of his pastoral ministry. Muhlenberg was pastor,
preacher, and dispenser of medicines for which he had been
trained at the University of Halle. His pastoral technique
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included consideration of the relationship between the phys
ical and spiritual needs of man. Because of his understand
ing of the physical, spiritual, and emotional components of
man we conclude that Muhlenberg anticipated the psychoso-
matic principle of modern medicine, pastors can profit
greatly by studying Muhlenberg's Journals .
During the nineteenth century the movement of the
population westward, the waves of immigration from the
Scandinavian countries and from Germany, and the Civil War
had marked effects upon the development of pastoral care.
There was a manifest scarcity of immigrant pastors. For
this reason Lutheran pastoral care on the frontier was
limited. The need of a native ministry was urgent. Pas-
tors traveled over wide areas, ministering to scattered
Lutherans wherever they had settled. Worship services
were infrequent and the prospect of "getting ahead*1 led to
indifference toward religion and the Church. Pastors spent
most of their time and energies ministering to the sick.
William A. Passavant, who lived through a great part of
the nineteenth century, was one of the leading pastors of
the frontier development. Passavant, a graduate of Gettys-
burg Seminary, was one of the first products of the Amer-
ican Lutheran seminary tradition. Institutions of mercy
which he founded are monuments to his efforts in providing
pastoral care to fulfill an important need. The Civil War
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5retarded the development of Lutheran pastoral care, although
efforts were made by pastors like Passavant to minister to
citizens and soldiers.
To survey the development in the present era, 494 ques
tionnaires were sent by mail to a cross-section of Lutheran
pastors in the eight bodies of the National Lutheran Council
and the Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod. Of these, 213 or
43$ responded. The purposes of the survey were to provide
up-to-the-minute data and to supplement the meager material
on pastoral care. The questionnaire was divided into three
parts. The results of the first section, "Concepts of Lu-
theran Pastoral Care," indicate the theoretical framework
within which Lutheran pastors conceive their office. The
respondents consider pastoral care primarily a ministry to
individuals, though not necessarily concerned with the re-
ligious aspects of the parishioners' problems. The answers
to the second section, "Methods of Pastoral Care in Use To-
day, N reveal that Lutheran pastors are using methods con-
sistent with traditional Lutheran methodology and with the
concept of pastoral care which is best described as care
or cure of souls. Respondents gave specific information
with regard to their methods of counseling, procedures in
hospital and pastoral visits, and techniques in minister-
ing to children and the aged. Through the third section,
"Appraisal of Modern Trends," the respondents reacted
c^
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6favorably to the need of clinical pastoral training. The
majority of respondents have not had clinical training at
a recognized center but would take such training if they
had the opportunity. Most of the respondents also favor
graduate study in the field of pastoral care.
In order to understand Lutheran pastoral care in Amer
ica it is necessary to know the relative aspects of the doc-
trine of the call to the Lutheran ministry and the Lutheran
concept of pastoral care. Seelsorge . meaning the care of
souls, is the fundamental concept of Lutheran pastoral care.
The pastoral acts which the Lutheran pastor performs, pasto-
ral visitation, which is emphasized in the Lutheran Church,
and personal counseling are integral phases of Lutheran pas-
toral care.
The following proposals are presented for considera-
tion by the Lutheran Church in America; (1) cooperation of
all Lutheran Church bodies in re-studying pastoral care, by
establishing a Commission on Pastoral Care, composed of rep-
resentative leaders from the eight bodies of the National
Lutheran Council and the Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod,
whose purpose would be to lay foundations for a comprehen-
sive program of pastoral care; (2) coordination of pastoral
theology and clinical training in Lutheran seminaries, in-
cluding particularly changes of the courses in clinical
practicum, psychological counselors to coordinate pastoral
theology and clinical training, and the requirement of a
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7fourth year of internship under a clinically trained super-
visor in either a parish or an institution; (5) graduate study
in pastoral care, which would especially encourage research
in the relationship of Lutheran theology to religious therapy;
and (4) Lutheran clinical centers, in parishes and institu-
tions, which could be utilized for training both seminarians
and pastors.
Several valid conclusions are drawn from the study of
Lutheran pastoral care in America: (1) that there is a dis-
tinct and unique contribution which the Lutheran pastor has
made and is continuing to make to pastoral care; (2) that
there should be an awakening to the importance of this con-
tribution, both within and outside the Lutheran Church;
(3) that there are areas beyond the present day practises
which need further exploration and definition through the
new emphasis in theological education which includes clinical
pastoral training; and (4) that there is need for expanding
the curricula in our Lutheran seminaries to include courses
in practical or functional theology, in advance of present
studies and clinical practicum, providing opportunities for
seminarians and pastors to gain valuable knowledge and ex-
perience through "learning by doing" under supervision.
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3'10«r, S0 A60i.a.f. ..0 flFTaiiJl/J \ £ J DOA
taaxxeaxmea ad-cd sninx^Tt 101 ijaailifir ad JOIuoo doidw , anoi#
. a?o£*aq bnM
10 Y^x/^a 9^3" woti aWBib axa aaciau Toiioo btlav Lam/aS
~aix> a ex 9T9d\t jjjdtf (I) :*oiia»oA nx axao la-xo^aaq aa*redJj;J
aad lofrauq asi^iitud ad* noidw (loI^udiT^noo »x/piru; baa font*
tad? (<S) j9*tj80 XxtiotaAq c) o£&& vi ^atvat Jiico ax bna aijaoi
-ao© RXfiJ 10 aoaaff'ioqf&i sri* oJ ^aia^isns cus ad £>Ix/oda 8T3d?
\AoiulVO nziedtud ad* afcl8^uo i>n* nldtlw dJod
,
noxJx/dii*
asax^'Jisiq xao taaasaq adt btioy&d aeaxa exa 3T8dJ ta.it (CJ
adJ ds^oid* noxJxnx i»Jb jbna aoiJaioIqxa TadJxui Jbean doldw
I^oxnilo aobuloat doxdw aoi3aox»ba Xeoxgoload* at axaadqaa wan
lgnxi)xiaqxa iol oaac ax aianj taiit Jbna jjgflxnxaxt /uxo^aaq
aaaiiioo axwloai ot u3tt£*atax9B naiadsJ xuo ai aluoxixuo edf
Jaeaaxq xo aonavxxa at ^olcadtf Xaaoi-Joaui tg laox^oaiq ai
ioi 3d x J i r. l
j
- toqqo <s$nxoxvoiq ^riuoxjoatcq iXioiXiX.'.o jjim 8oXDXi?3
-xa x>aa sgoaltroa^ ©XdaxjXav nxa^ oJ aiojaaq bos axiaiiaxixaaa
.aoiaivxaqx/a xeoax; "gaioJb \d ariiaxaal" xtguoidJ aoaeiTaq
AUTOBIOGRAPHY
C. Charles Bachmann wae born September 30, 1921 in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, the son of Frank and Helene Sahubring
Bachmann. Following his graduation from Bay View High
School of Milwaukee in 1939 he entered Carthage College in
Carthage, Illinois to prepare for the Lutheran ministry.
He received his A.B. degree from Carthage College in 1943.
While at Carthage he pursued studies under the accelerated
program which permitted him to enter Chicago Lutheran Sem-
inary in Maywood, Illinois in 1942. In February of 1945
he received his B.D. degree from Chicago Lutheran Seminary
and wae ordained in Milwaukee, Wisconsin by the Wartburg
Synod of the United Lutheran Church in America. Following
ordination he received his commission as a chaplain in the
United States Navy in which he served for eighteen months.
After discharge from the Naval Service, he enrolled in
Princeton Seminary and University, where he spent one year
in graduate study of theology and psychology before trans-
ferring to Boston University to pursue graduate work in
Psychology of Religion under Dr. Paul E. Johnson. While at
Princeton he served as pastor to Lutheran students on the
campus of Princeton University. He served for twenty-one
months as pastor of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of the
Redeemer in Woburn, Massachusetts under appointment by the
Augustana Lutheran Church. In 1945 he was united in mar-
riage to Mary Lee Hyndman of Hamilton, Illinois.
-. YHHAapOiaOTttA,
nX X&6X <Oo 'xedraej-^efi mod aaw xiiiaiaxiosa aaXiadO .0
•gnlidudtob exiaXaH x>oa ixiait lo noa ©d.J <nXancoai#
f aolijjBwXlM
djjiH w«X7 \4i{i aioi'i xioX&ujfteTs aXd sniwoXXo\ .axiswrfo*!
nl &s©XIcO ss&diuati btivJa* dd etex ni ©a*xx*©XXM 1c .Icodoe
.YWainXai naTeriJuJ adJ to! aueqaiq o;r aXcaXXXI ( «ga\ji??.a0
. w£SX -ijt s^oXXoO ©^anu xaO loix ©aigex) . £«JL aXd oavX©0 32 9H
bejJLiieloooe ad3 ToJbnii aaXox/Jfi X>auaTx;q ©d ©gxjd.t5.aC jjb aXldB
-me£ njSTddJ-tr J ossoidG lafrxs© mid i&J* Irnroq noidw auaa^cTq
2^81 lo \tbxj ids! ni .SAGX fl ± aionXIXX t Jboow\aU tis fMH|t
qpMlfetl xujTOdJxjJ o^jiolriO motI ©ot^oL .(J*H aid bavi^o©? &d
HTi/dtfiaW ©tij yd xiioncoaXW aa>rx aaXXM xiX ban t&bTO a\M rrjG
^niwf'fXof .aolismA aX dorrx/dO rsaiPritfjuJ oaJXnU ©dl 'to bca~i&
ad* ajfl n i& I « as nciaaiaraioo aid bavi^o& r ad xxoiiaaXXrco
.adJnoa noeJdgXa *rol caviei ©d doidw nX yvsl a©£«/£ oaJixxU
xiX oaXXo'rna ad ( 30.t7ae£ XsvxjH odt moil ©jixtiloaXo i^JlA
xs©y ©ao Jxia^a ©d ©7©dw ^JXasavXnU bam \x«nXa©8 xioa&oaXTl
-axuaxtf ©To'isiid ^oXodoya^ baa xgoXcadJ lo yoxjtfa ©Jj&uXusts ui
al Ttnow ©J*uX«iJT8 ©xj«ujq o<d >;J XaiovixiU «c^kg8 otf snltiai
Jjs olxaw .acaxxdol. .X XuxjI .id i©i>fii» xioX$X i'aH lo Y$oXodo\6<*
QdJ co ujncbi.a , -i xuaiadtfx/tl oJ lojeaq fix* oevis© ©d aofsouii
i
^OO—xtiiBH^ ici bftvioa oK •y/X8t©vXxiU QoJacnXT'I lo <bu cp:«o
3d* lo doxxxdQ xieiad^jjj JjaoX ia^xuvS ©d* lo icJajeq as adJxioa
axij yd ^xx©fl! Jnloq<{B aaoxsxj a J-J^audo-aaaaJC t xiTHdoW nX 79;n©©X)©H
-•rent xiX Jbe^ Xxlu ©a©* ad 6£GX al . tion/dO rxsiedJx/il anai'axjsx/A
*aXcnXXII
t ncjXX«BH lo rjimba\H ©o J >fUBl4 ot ©9*Xi
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